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Jazz 
on the 
Green

After a long absence from New Jersey, bandleader  
 Vince Giordano brought his mighty Nighthawks 

to the Morristown Green on Saturday, August 19 to 
open the town’s 6th Annual Jazz & Blues Festival. 
Crowd favorite Bucky Pizzarelli followed the Hawks, 
as 10 hours of free music were presented on the 
picturesque square. More than 4,000 music lovers, 
picnickers and dancers came out for the popular 
event. Story and more photos on page 28.

The ageless jazz guitarist Bucky Pizzarelli gave his legion of fans 
plenty to smile about at the Morristown Jazz & Blues Festival, leading 
a souped-up quintet for a 90-minute, 20-song set. And yes, that 
included a quicksilver run through “Honeysuckle Rose.”  
Photo by John Hester Photography. 

The Jazz Era Maestro, Vince Giordano, brought a trunkful of vintage arrangements and a band loaded 
with all-star players to open the 6th Annual Morristown Jazz & Blues Festival on Saturday, August 19. 
Photo by John Hester Photogaphy.

NJJS 45th Anniversary Concert

Big BANd to BeBop ANd BeyoNd

A “Jersey Best” Celebration!
SuNdAy, oCtoBer 22, 3 pm | drew uNiverSity

See pages 14 and 21
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member discount  Claim your member privilege! get free admission to NJJS socials, discounts 
to music events, discounts from partners! 

NJJs members discounts  Hibiscus restaurant, Morristown and the Crossroads, garwood 
offer NJJS members a discount of 10% off their check . the Berrie Center at ramapo College offers NJJS 
members 5% off event tickets . $5 ticket discount for monthly Salem roadhouse Cafe jazz nights .

Free Jazz socials…ongoing . Join us for music and mingling . Free for members, $10 non-members 
(applicable to membership) with just a $10 venue minimum . watch calendar page 3 for upcoming dates 
and details . Beyond the schmooze, there are some serious musical prizes raffled off at our socials!!

NJJS Bulletin Board
Stay tuned to www.njjs.org    for updates and details.

Prez sez
By Mike Katz President, NJJS

New JerseyJazzSociety

SUNDAY, OCT. 22, DREW UNIVERSITY, 3 pm 
these are the date, time and location of the New Jersey 
Jazz Society’s special concert, marking the 45th 
anniversary of its founding in 1972, making us the oldest 
continuously operating organization in the State of New 
Jersey devoted to the preservation, promotion and 
performance of jazz, America’s original musical art form . 
those who were present at the 40th anniversary concert 
five years ago at the same location remember what a 
great event it was, and this anniversary concert will 
surely be at least as good if not better . it will take place 
from 3 to 6 pm at the dorothy young Center for the 
performing Arts on the drew campus . An all-star lineup of 
New Jersey-based musicians will celebrate our rich 
history and honor the 75-year career of New Jersey native 
and legendary guitarist Bucky pizzarelli, who will perform 
at the concert .

Board member Cydney Halpin heads up a committee 
including Jay dougherty, Stephen Fuller, pete grice and 
Caryl Ann McBride, which selected and engaged the 
musicians and made the many other arrangements 
needed to insure a successful event . the musical director 
for the concert is west orange-based tenor saxophonist 
and flutist don Braden . rhonda Hamilton of wBgo will be 
the mistress of ceremonies and dorthaan Kirk, also of 
wBgo, will be a special guest . 

other participating all-star musicians, all whom currently 
reside or have roots in New Jersey, will include trumpeter 
Nathan eklund, trombonist Jason Jackson, guitarists ed 
Laub and dave Stryker, pianists tomoko ohno and 

Leonieke Scheuble, bassists tim givens and Martin 
pizzarelli, drummers Bernard purdie and Nick Scheuble 
and vocalists danny Backer, Antoinette Montague, Alexis 
Morrast and Marlene verplanck . 

Also on the bill is the “Little Big Band” from the Jazz 
Studies department at william paterson university .  
we will also have an extensive inventory of Cds for sale 
between sets as well as prior to and following the 
program . ticketing information is in the ad on page 21 of 
this issue of Jersey Jazz; tickets are available by mail, 
telephone or on-line and will go fast . i hope to see many 
of you there, and as i have said many times, but this time 
i really mean it, “Be there or be square!”

n the New Jersey Jazz Society has for many years had a 
music collection that used to be called the “record Bin,” 
now known as the “Cd Bin,” by which we sell jazz 
recordings to members and others attending our events, 
as well as though the mail . in the past, the emphasis has 
been on new Cds obtained from various labels and 
musicians, but lately we have been focusing on selling 
gently used Cds, as well as vinyl phonograph records 
(remember them?) which we have been receiving as 
donations of collections owned by deceased members or 
others who were unable to store, or otherwise wanted to 
dispose of, them . Many are truly collector’s items, and 
they run the gamut from traditional/dixieland to bebop 
and beyond . we are selling them for the modest price of 
$5 each (multi-disk sets are sold for $5 times the number 
of disks in the package) . Last month at the Montclair Jazz 
Festival, we sold more than $1,000 worth of used and 
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Stay tuned to www.njjs.org    for updates and details.

A New Jersey Jazz Society 
membership makes  
a great birthday gift!  
plus, if you are already  

a member, a gift membership  
costs just $25!  

See page 51 for details!

Like this issue  
of Jersey Jazz? 

Have it delivered  
right to your mailbox  

11 times a year .  
Simply join NJJS to get  

your subscription .  
See page 51 for details  
or visit www .njjs .org .

 

NJJS Calendar
Funding for the NJJS Jazz Socials program has been made possible in part by Morris Arts  

through the N.J. State Council on the Arts/Department of State, a partner agency of the National Endowment for the Arts.

New JerseyJazzSociety

October 22
NJJS 45th ANNiverSAry CeLeBrAtioN
Honoring Bucky Pizzarelli,  
Don Braden, Musical Director 
(see page 21 for artists lineup)

Dorothy Young Center for the Arts 
drew university | Madison  
2 pm | www .njjs .org

October 15
NJJS JAZZ SoCiAL
Artist TBA

FREE NJJS members,  
$10 public, $10 minimum

Shanghai Jazz | Madison 
2 sets, doors open at 3 pm 
www .njjs .org

new Cds and other items, adding a welcome 
revenue stream for funding NJJS music programs 
and other activities such as college jazz studies 
scholarships and generations of Jazz . Cds are also 
available by mail; go to our website (www .njjs .org) 
for a listing of available titles and ordering 
information . this activity has been made possible 
not only by generous donations from members and 
friends of NJJS, but also due to the tireless efforts 
of board member James pansulla in collecting, 
cataloging, storing, schlepping and selling this 
merchandise . thank you, James! 

Anyone interested in donating Cds, vinyl records, 
books on jazz, or other jazz-related material should 
contact James at jamespansulla@webtv .net .  
As NJJS is an irS-recognized 501(c)(3) tax exempt 
non-profit organization, donations are tax-
deductible to the extent allowed by law . we will 
have a sizeable quantity of Cds and other items 
available for sale at the anniversary concert .

n readers may find of interest an article which 
appeared on the op-ed page of The New York 
Times edition of August 29, 2017 by Arthur C . 
Brooks, a self-described lover of music, and, 
apparently, especially jazz, and president of the 
American enterprise institute, a leading 
washington think tank, entitled Bird’ and the 
Meaning of Freedom . the column, published on 
what would have been Charlie parker’s 97th 
birthday (he died at only age 34), attempts to relate 

his musical accomplishments and personal failures 
to what he describes as the “true freedom” that 
exists in this country to make choices for better or 
for worse . But as he points out, this freedom is not 
unlimited, nor is it without consequences; in 
parker’s case it was freedom “to work within the 
melody and chords to make beautiful, life-affirming 
music…through years of careful practice and the 
humble discipline to live within the rules of the 
music itself .” 

At the same time, the writer notes that “[h]ad 
[parker] exercised the discipline in the rest of his 
life that he possessed as a musician, he would 
have been truly free — free to make music for 
decades more, and free to enjoy his life while 
doing it . instead, his lack of self-mastery brought 
him to addiction, which is the ultimate 
subjugation .”

Charlie parker of course was one of jazz’s greatest 
musicians and innovators, and like other greats 
who died young, one can only guess at how much 
more wonderful music he would have produced 
had he not passed away at such an age . i like to 
think that most of today’s jazz musicians, at least 
the ones i know, are not suffering from the 
scourge of drug or alcohol addiction, but course, 
one never knows for sure . in any case, it is rare 
indeed that a column about jazz turns up in the 
Times’s op-ed section, and i think many of you will 

find this one to be of considerable interest . JJ

November
NJJS JAZZ SoCiAL
Artist and date TBA

FREE NJJS members,  
$10 public, $10 minimum

Shanghai Jazz | Madison 
2 sets, doors open at 3 pm 
www .njjs .org

December 10
NJJS ANNuAL MeetiNg
Peter and Will Anderson

president’s report to the membership and 
election of Board officers for 2018, plus two 
sets of music | FREE admission NJJS members, 
$10 all others, $10 food/beverage minimum

Shanghai Jazz | Madison  
2 – 5:30 pm | www .njjs .org

Join us for a gala New Jersey Jazz Society 45th 
anniversary concert at Drew University on Oct. 22!  

See page 21 for details and tickets.
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 1.  Nick LaRocca, Larry Shields,  
Tony Sbarbaro, Eddie Edwards, 
Henry Ragas. 

 2.  Milt Jackson, John Lewis,  
Percy Heath, Connie Kay.

 3.  Dick Wellstood, Marty Grosz,  
Joe Muranyi, Dick Sudhalter.

 4.  John Scofield, Jack DeJohnette, 
Joe Lovano, Larry Grenadier.

 5.  Herbie Hancock, Bernie Maupin, 
Harvey Mason, Paul Jackson,  
Bill Summers.

 6.  Russell Ferrante, Robben Ford, 
Jimmy Haslip, Ricky Lawson.

 7.  Gene Harris, Andrew Simpkins, 
Bill Dowdy.

 8.  Kenny Davern, Bob Wilber  
and others.

 9.  Roscoe Mitchell, Lester Bowie, 
Malachi Favors, Joseph Jarman.

 10.  Wayne Shorter, Joe Zawinul, 
Jaco Pastorius, others.

Jazz trivia 
By O. Howie Ponder
(answers on page 53)

Name That Band!
Jazz bands ordinarily take the names of their leaders. But when two 
or more leaders collaborate, they often choose to call their group 
something else, a reflection of their style of music, perhaps. Can you 
identify the groups these co-leaders headed?

New JerseyJazzSociety

October 8

Pine Barrens Golf Club
The annual Autumnal Toast for the Clean Water Action Committee 
540 S Hope Chapel Rd, Jackson, NJ | 1:30-4 pm 
For information call Jenny at 732-685-7577

October 13 

Howell Township Library
A sweet little hour of music with my trio 
318 Old Tavern Rd, Howell, NJ | 2-3 pm

October 14 

Hanover Manor
9th Annual Eagles Image Awards  
and Scholarship Jazz Luncheon  
16 Eagle Rock Ave, Hanover, NJ | Noon - 4 pm

October 15 

Oakley Farm Museum
A bit of farm flavored jazz  
189 Wemrock Rd, Freehold, NJ | 2-3 pm

Please check my site because venues can and do change.

Visit www.sandysasso.com for more info

sandy sasso
’Tis Autumn!
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                                                                           restaurant  
and bar

24 Main St . (rt . 124), Madison, NJ 07940
973.822.2899 • info@shanghaijazz.com

                                                               NO COvER (except special events)

october Highlights
 sun 10/1: catherINe russell (special event/by reservation only)

 tue 10/3: JohN Korba
 fri 10/6: bryNN staNley trIo
 sat 10/7: NIlsoN matta
 tue 10/10: JohN Korba
 wed 10/11: adrIaN cuNNINgham
 fri 10/13: emmet coheN
 sat 10/14: Nat adderly Jr.
 sun 10/15: VIKtorIJa gecyte
 tue 10/17: JohN Korba
 wed & thu  
 10/18 & 1019: ollI soIKKelI
 fri 10/20: bobby hardeN
 sat 10/21: saroN creNshaw
 sun 10/22: lucIaNo salVatore
 tue & wed 
 10/24 & 10/25: JohN PIzzarellI (special event/by reservation only)

 sat 10/28: NIcKI deNNer
 sun 10/29: daryl shermaN
 tue 10/3: JohN Korba

  book your special parties at shanghai Jazz. call for information. 

Tuesday: 6:30 pm – 8:30 pm | Wednesday and Thursday: 7:00 pm – 9:30 pm

Friday and Saturday two seatings: 6:30 and 8:30 pm | Sunday: 6:00 pm – 9:00 pm

for latest schedules and updates, 
please visit www.shanghaijazz.com

please note: we take reservations by telephone only 973 .822 .2899 and not by e-mail . 
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Multi-instrumentalist Adrian Cunningham believes 
that jazz is “an unspoken expression that 

connects people around the world even where 
language cannot .” His new Arbors Cd, Jazz Speak, is 
dedicated to that idea and makes the point in 
several jazz dialects, including swing, soul, bop and 
blues . the recording, a departure from the familiar 
territory the artist has mined previously, mixes five 
original compositions with a few standards and a 
couple of rarities . He’s joined on the project by an 
outstanding rhythm section of Jeff Hamilton (drums), 
John Clayton (bass) and ted rosenthal (piano) . 

it figures an Aussie would appreciate the concision 
with which jazz musicians communicate — where 
“good evening, how are you” is reduced to “sup,” he 
explains — and the sound of hipster talk infuses the 
jaunty “pink panther” like staccato tenor sax melody 
of the disc’s title track . “getting down uptown,” 
another winning original performed on the tenor, is a 
paean to New orleans nightlife that’s a fast piece of 
street-smart funk driven by Hamilton’s insistent 
drumming and rosenthal’s roiling two-fisted piano . 

Among the standards are tributes to two important 
clarinet influences: Sidney Bechet’s “petite Fleur” 
and “Mood indigo,” a New orleans melody Barney 
Bigard brought to duke ellington who promptly 

molded it into a 
classic . the latter is 
one of the record-
ing’s standouts, a 
floating-on-air foxtrot 
where Cunningham’s moody, melancholy horn 
suggests the song’s original title, “dreamy Blues .”

He also wields his flute on a three tracks, including 
“rachel’s dance,” a dancing-with-abandon melody 
that’s reminiscent of van Morrison, and “Autumn 
Moon over the Calm Lake,” a tranquil Chinese folk 
song that opens with the ethereal intersecting lines 
of the leader’s airy flute and Clayton’s arco bass, 
before rosenthal’s piano nudges it into introspective 
late night jazz . Cunningham also truns to the flute 
for a fiery take on Bud powell’s nimble bopper 
“tempus Fugit .”

rosenthal’s sparkling piano and boundless improv-
isational imagination are featured throughout to 
great effect . this is a very musical and entertaining 
quartet of players who probably deserve a sequel . 

Jazz Speak was recorded last Febraury at united 
recording Studios in L .A ., but it was mixed back in 
New york by Jim Czak, making it one of that special 

engineer’s last projects . it’s a good one . JJ

advertising rates Quarter page: $50; Half page $75; Full page $110 . Biz card size $25 . $10 discount on repeat  
full-page ads . to place an ad, send payment at www .paypal .com using code: payment@njjs .org,  

or mail check payable to NJJS to NJ Jazz Society, c/o Michael A . Katz, 382 Springfield Ave ., Suite 217, Summit, NJ 
07901; please indicate size and issue . Contact art@njjs .org or 201-306-2769 for tech information and to submit ads .

NJJs deadlines Submit press releases and event notices five weeks prior to issue date . Advertising space 
reservations are due five weeks prior to issue date . Final art is due four weeks prior to issue date .

eArLy SuBMiSSioNS Are greAtLy AppreCiAted .

Jersey Jazz welcomes your comments on any article or editorial. Send email to  
editor@njjs.org or mail to the Editor (see masthead this page for address).  
Include your name and geographical location.

Comments?
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By Tony Mottola  
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correctIoN: Drummer Pete McDonald is a veteran member of the Mike Kaplan Nonet, 
having joined it in 1987. An article in the September issue of Jersey Jazz (“Sounds of Summer 
2017”) did not make that clear.

JAZZ SPEAK
Adrian Cunningham
Arbors Records 2017 (ARCD 19457)
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big band in the sky  By Sanford Josephson 

JerseystoriesJazz

continued on page 10

n John Abercrombie, 72, guitarist, 
December 16, 1944, Port Chester, 
NY – August 22, 2017, Cortland 
Manor, NY. As a teenager growing 
up in Greenwich, CT, Abercrombie 
was drawn to the rock ‘n’ roll and 
R&B music of Chuck Berry, Fats 
Domino and Bill Haley. Then, he 
discovered the jazz guitarists Barney 
Kessel and Wes Montgomery. He 
explained the transformation in a 
2012 interview with the website, 
notesontheroad.com. “I realized 
that they had a different way to play 
than a lot of the other guys from 
their generation,” he said, “and I 
liked the way they played better. Somehow,  
it seemed more melodic, more lyrical; there was more space.”

Abercrombie’s death was lamented by many of his fellow guitarists. 
Bob DeVos, in a Facebook post, called his passing “a grave loss for all 
who understood and grew from his music. It’s an irreplaceable loss 
for me and for all who knew him. John was a true and complete 
musician, brilliant but with sincere humility and an incisive sense of 
humor…He had an individual voice on his instrument. He didn’t 
sound like anyone else: no one could imitate him.” Guitarist Jonah 
Kraut studied with Abercrombie at the New England Conservatory in 
1999-2000. “We mostly played duets,” he said in a Facebook post. 
“His persona — humble, supportive and encouraging — had an 
immeasurable effect on me…Thank you, John Abercrombie, for your 
craft and spirit.”

After graduating from Berklee College of Music, Abercrombie played 
in a Boston-based band led by soul-jazz organist Johnny 
“Hammond” Smith before moving to New York City in 1970 and 
joining drummer Chico Hamilton’s band. He also played with a 
variety of other young and upcoming musicians and demonstrated 
his versatility by shifting easily from avant-garde to jazz fusion to 
traditional jazz. Among the musicians he played with in the early ’70s 
were tenor saxophonists Gato Barbieri and Michael Brecker, 
drummers Billy Cobham and Jack DeJohnette, and trumpeters Randy 
Brecker and Enrico Rava. 

In 1969, Abercrombie joined Cobham’s jazz-rock band, Dreams, 
which also included the Brecker brothers. According to Lee Mergner, 
writing in Jazz Times (Aug. 23, 2017), the band “capitalized on its 
electric sound and appeal to a young audience immersed in rock.” 
Randy Brecker recalled to Jazz Times the first time he heard 
Abercrombie play. “When we started to audition guitar players for 
Dreams in 1969,” Brecker said, “he came up there with his trusty 
wah-wah on every tune and was so melodic, original and humorous 
at the same time. He got the gig immediately. I don’t think it was 
really his ‘cup of tea’, so to speak. He wanted to play more ‘open’ 
music, so eventually he left, but we were again joined together in Billy 
Cobham’s band for a couple of years around 1974-75…Then we 

continued to play every now and 
then in a quartet with [bassist] 
Marc Johnson and [drummer] 
Adam Nussbaum.”

In the mid-1970s, Abercrombie 
began recording for the ECM label. 
Among his notable albums were his 
inaugural release in 1975, Timeless, 
with DeJohnette and keyboardist 
Jan Hammer, and 1988’s Getting 
There, described by The New York 
Times’ Giovanni Russonello (Aug. 
23, 2017) as “a synthesizer-driven 
quartet date with guitars 
overdubbed on top of one another, 
but with plenty of airspace in 

between.” Timeless, according to wbgo.org’s Nate Chinen (Aug. 23, 
2017) “provides a textbook illustration of Abercrombie’s fluidity.” 
DeJohnette told Chinen, “John could go anywhere — rhythmically, 
melodically, harmonically — at the drop of a hat. He had a warm 
sound and always played with sensitivity, dynamics. He could create 
atmosphere with his comping and through his great use of space.”

Abercrombie’s last album, Up and Coming, with pianist Marc 
Copeland, bassist Drew Gress and drummer Joey Baron, was released 
by ECM this year. Copeland told the Ottawa Citizen’s Peter Hum 
(Aug. 23, 2017) that Abercrombie “was his generation’s Jim Hall. His 
playing was always oriented around interplay with others, harmonic 
richness and flexibility and tended more towards understatement at a 
time when so many guitarists were moving in the opposite direction.” 
In an official statement about Abercrombie, an ECM spokesperson 
said: “He will be much missed, for his sensitive musicality, his good 
companionship, and his dry humor, which enhanced many a 
session.”

The New York Times’ Russonello pointed out that Abercrombie 
“frequently performed in duos and trios, never forswearing his 
devotion to the classic jazz repertoire. Although much in demand as a 
sideman, he increasingly stuck to leading his own bands.” In 1986, 
The Times’ John Wilson reviewed one of Abercrombie’s duo 
performances, with bassist George Mraz at a Greenwich Village club, 
Bradley’s. “Mr. Abercrombie,” Wilson wrote, “has a light, keyboard-
like manner of developing performances, sometimes spreading from 
a sweeping line of single notes to a fullness that suggests an organ.”

Abercrombie is survived by his wife of 31 years, Lisa Abrams.

n Chuck Loeb, 61, guitarist/composer, December 7, 1955, Nyack, NY 
– July 31, 2017.  The biggest break of Loeb’s career occurred in 1979 
when he was hired by tenor saxophonist Stan Getz, who gave him 
plenty of solo time and named him music director of the band. But 
Loeb’s most cherished memory was a guest appearance with Bob 
Dylan at New York’s Hammerstein Ballroom. In a 2005 interview 
with Jazz Times’ David Adler, Loeb recalled sitting in on “All Along 
the Watchtower,” “Mr. Tambourine Man” and two other songs. 

Guitarist John Abercrombie. Photo by John Rogers/ECM.
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“Dylan turned to me after one solo,” Loeb 
told Adler, “and said, ‘Yeah, Chuck,’ and I 
thought, ‘OK, I can die now!’”

Loeb’s trademark was his versatility. Dave 
Love, former executive at Heads Up records 
and current president of Innovative 
Entertainment Solutions, an Ohio-based 
entertainment agency, told Jazz Times (Aug. 
1, 2017) that Loeb’s playing, “seamlessly 
bounced between straight-ahead jazz, 
contemporary jazz, and Brazilian music,” 
adding that he was “a highly reliable 
musician who could add the right notes on 
all of the projects he was involved in.”

In 1984, Loeb joined vibraphonist Mike 
Mainieri and tenor saxophonist Michael 
Brecker’s band, Steps Ahead, touring and 
recording with it for several years. According 
to Jazz Times, Loeb would always cite 
Brecker as an important musical influence. 
While with Getz, Loeb met keyboardist 
Mitchel Forman, and the two reunited in the 
1990s to create a band called Metro. In 2010, 
Loeb replaced Larry Carlton in the smooth 
jazz group, Fourplay, remaining a part of the 
band’s performances and recordings for 
several years.

Loeb suffered from cancer for many years, 
and his last album, Unspoken, released on the 
Shanachie label last year, was, according to 
Nate Chinen, writing on the wbgo.org 
website (Aug. 1, 2017) “inspired in part by 
his recovery and rehabilitation after surgery.”  
It received a Grammy nomination in the Best 
Contemporary Instrumental Album category. 
Loeb is featured on Steps Ahead’s latest 
album, released in July on the Imports label 
(Bill Evans succeeded the late Brecker on 
saxophone). His first album as a leader, My 
Shining Hour, was released in 1989; he went 
on to record more than 20 more.

In addition to his playing, Loeb was well 
known as a composer, not just of jazz tunes 
but of popular jingles and theme songs. 
Among the most well known were the theme 
music for ABC’s Nightline, CNN Headline 
News, and broadcasts of the Atlanta Braves, 
New York Knicks and New York Yankees. 

Guitarist Dave Stryker first heard Loeb when 
he was playing with Getz. “We later became 
friends,” he said, in a Facebook post, adding 

that, “He has always been an inspiring 
presence both as a player, a teacher, and as 
someone who was able to communicate to 
people with his music — which will live on.” 
The music scene, according to bassist Will 
Lee, “has suffered a devastating blow.” Lee, 
who often played with Loeb, described him 
to Jazz Times as a “master guitarist and 
composer. Chuck Loeb was so musical, he 
was one of those big-eared geniuses who 
heard the music in everyone and everything 
around him.”

Monifa Brown, host of WBGO’s Saturday 
Afternoon Jazz, worked with Loeb as a 
publicist for Shanachie. She told Chinen, “It 
is with a heavy heart that I pay tribute to a 
genius musician and a beautiful soul, both 
off and on the bandstand. As a guitarist, 
Chuck Loeb could play anything. Not only 
was he one of the premiere architects of 
contemporary jazz, but he could also dig in, 
swing and burn with the best of them.”

While playing with Getz, Loeb met and 
married Spanish vocalist, Carmen Cuesta. He 
is survived by her and their two daughters, 
Lizzy and Christina.

n Joe Thomas, 84, saxophonist/flutist/
trombonist/pianist, May 31, 1933, Newark 
— July 26, 2017. Nicknamed “The Ebony 
Godfather,” Thomas learned how to play all 
of his instruments by eye and ear. At age 15, 
he began playing professionally, meeting 
saxophonist James Moody, who encouraged 
him to pursue his career. 

After a three-year stretch in the U.S. Army, 
Thomas became part of the Rhoda Scott 
Trio, featuring Scott on organ and Bill Elliott 
on drums. Then, he formed his own group, 
playing mostly flute and saxophone. The 
group made nine albums, the best known of 
which is probably Masada (Groove 
Merchant: 1976). 

His “masterwork”, according to Eugene 
Chadbourne, writing in allmusic.com, was a 
single called “Funky Fever” (Groove 
Merchant: 1976). Chadbourne portrayed it as 
“more than ten minutes of jamming that has 
been described as ‘jazzy disco funk boogie,’ 
complete with a vocal chorus that chants, 
‘I’ve got this funky, funky fever.’” Pointing 
out that Thomas was a “superb composer 
and arranger,” Chadbourne added that he 
worked for several indie R&B labels, with 
“much of his contributions to various 

releases going uncredited.”

Throughout his career, Thomas appeared at 
such venues as Birdland, the Blue Note, and 
Small’s Paradise with such artists as alto 
saxophonist Hank Crawford, organists 
Charles Earland and Jimmy McGriff, and 
tenor saxophonist Houston Person. He also 
appeared with the legendary jazz vocalist 
Carrie Smith on several jazz cruises.

No information was available regarding 
survivors

n Barbara Cook, 89, vocalist, October 25, 
1927, Atlanta – August 8, 2017, New York 
City. Jazz bassist Brian Nalepka met Barbara 
Cook in 1980. “She asked my group, the 
Manhattan Rhythm Kings, to share the stage 
with her for two weeks at the Kennedy 
Center in Washington,” he told Jersey Jazz. 
That, he added, “was the start of a 
relationship that lasted through her final 
performing years.”

In January 1975, Amy Niles, president and 
CEO of WBGO, was a high school student. 
She saved her money to buy a ticket to see 
Cook at Carnegie Hall. “So many of us can 
point to a moment when we heard 
something that changed our lives,” she wrote 
on wbgo.org the day after Cook’s death. 
“Barbara Cook had returned to the stage 
after virtually disappearing from public view. 
Seeing her then, after hearing her on 
countless recordings, I knew I had to be a 
part of the theater.” Niles appeared on 
Broadway in Evita and off-Broadway in The 
Fantasticks before moving to the business 
side of the entertainment industry.

Cook became a Broadway star in 1957 when 
she won a Tony Award for her role as Marian 
the Librarian in Meredith Wilson’s The 
Music Man. From the mid-1950s through the 
mid-’60s she performed in several Broadway 
musicals including Leonard Bernstein’s 
Candide, She Loves Me (Jerry Bock/Sheldon 
Harnick), revivals of Rodgers & 
Hammerstein’s Carousel and The King and I, 
and a revival of the Jerome Kern/
Hammerstein classic, Show Boat.

But, in the late ’60s and early ’70s, Cook’s 
private life nearly wrecked her career. After 
she divorced her husband, drama coach 
David LeGrant, she began drinking heavily 
and, as she described herself in a 2005 New 
York Times interview, became “virtually 

JerseystoriesJazz
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unemployable.” She began overeating, 
which swelled her weight to 250 
pounds.

Her career might have been over, but 
it was resurrected in 1974 when she 
met pianist/composer Wally Harper. 
That started a 30-year partnership 
that reestablished her singing voice 
and also revived her career, not on 
Broadway but in cabarets, concert 
halls, and nightclubs. The 
performance seen by Niles took place 
at the very beginning of that 
comeback. “It never occurred to me,” Niles said, “that time had 
passed between her last show and that night in Carnegie Hall…The 
person who stood on that stage did not look like that person on the 
cast albums. She had aged and had grown out of her costumes. But 
she never sacrificed the meaning of a lyric for the sake of some artistic 
bravado.”

Years later, Niles had the opportunity to interview Cook for a radio 
broadcast. She learned in that radio interview that the night she heard 
Cook in 1975 at Carnegie Hall, “had been a turning point for her, 
too. She found a new path as a concert singer unequivocally accepted 
by an audience for who she was…When the interview was over, we 
hugged like two long-lost friends, and she invited me to come and 
hear her that weekend at the Kennedy Center. It was the last time she 
performed with her longtime musical director and pianist Wally 
Harper, and they were magic.” Harper died October 8, 2004, at the 
age of 63.

One of Nalepka’s “personal favorite moments was playing her show 
in Tvilisi, Georgia, during a State Department/Chautauqua Institute 
tour of the former Soviet Union. I shared the stage with Barbara and 
her longtime music director, the brilliant Wally Harper, for over an 
hour. To know and perform with this great artist is one of my 
musical high points, and I will always be grateful for her 
encouragement and friendship.”

Days before Cook’s death, several of her friends visited her or sent 
musical messages to her bedside. Guitarist/vocalist John Pizzarelli 
spent 45 minutes by her side, according to The New York Times (Aug. 
11, 2017). “Mr. Pizzarelli,” wrote The Times’ Sopan Deb, “played 
whatever sprung to mind. He strummed the opening chords to ‘The 
Way You Look Tonight,’ a song that appeared on her 1993 album, 
Close as Pages in a Book, a collection of songs by Dorothy Fields. 
Then came ‘More Than You Know,’ which Ms. Cook featured on the 
2012 album, Loverman and which Mr. Pizzarelli recalled hearing her 
sing at a party. He went through ‘I Got Rhythm,’ the Gershwin staple, 
because Ms. Cook used to close shows with the song.” 

Pizzarelli’s wife, Jessica Molaskey, sang “Goodnight, My Someone,” 
which Cook performed in The Music Man. “We started singing,” 
Molaskey told Deb, “and she lifted her finger up to her mouth. She 
tapped her lips twice, and I thought she was singing with us.”

Vocalist Sarah Partridge described 
Cook to Jersey Jazz as, “the purest of 
singers. Her tone was like no one 
else’s. Every lyric was heartfelt, and 
her phrasing was impeccable. More 
than anything, when you saw her live, 
you just liked her as a person. She was 
the whole package.”

Niles, writing about Cook’s impact on 
other singers, recommended listening 
“to Audra McDonald or Josh Groban 
— or most notably, Kristen 
Chenoweth — and you’ll hear 
Barbara’s unmistakable influence…
Some people will remember a picture 
of Barbara Cook the petite ingénue, 

and some the caftan-wearing cabaret singer. No matter what the 
image, it was her voice that never let us down and will endure in our 
memory.”

Cook is survived by her son, Adam LeGrant.

n Beatrice ‘Bea’ Wain, 100, vocalist, April 30, 1917, New York City 
– August 19, 2017, Beverly Hills, CA. From 1937 to 1939, Wain had a 
string of hits with a band led by arranger Larry Clinton. Perhaps the 
biggest of those hits was “My Reverie” based on “Reverie,” composed 
by Claude Debussy. Clinton wrote lyrics to it, and it stayed on top of 
the pop charts for eight weeks in the fall of 1938. Other hits for Wain 
included “Deep Purple” (Peter DeRose/Mitchell Parrish) and “Heart 
and Soul” (Hoagy Carmichael/Frank Loesser).

In a 2007 interview with WNYC Radio’s Sarah Fishko, Wain said she 
got her first singing gig when she was around five years old. A few 
years later, she was featured on The Horn and Hardart Children’s 
Hour, which aired on WABC Radio in New York on Sunday 
mornings. She subsequently had her own singing group, Bea and the 
Bachelors. Then, she recorded with Artie Shaw and sang with the Kay 
Thompson Chorus before being discovered by Clinton. 

After Clinton wrote the lyrics for “My Reverie,” Wain admitted to 
Fishko that she thought the lyrics were too complicated and that the 
song would never catch on. Leaving Clinton’s band in 1939 because 
she was only being paid $30 per recording session, she became 
popular as a solo singer on the college and theater circuit and was a 
regular on the popular radio program, Your Hit Parade where one of 
her singing colleagues was Frank Sinatra.

In the mid-1940s, she settled in New York with her husband, Andre 
Baruch, and they hosted a radio show on WMCA called Mr. and Mrs. 
Music. Many years later, in 1973, the couple moved to Palm Beach, 
Florida, and began a similar afternoon talk show on WPBR Radio.

Wain continued singing well into her 90s. In 2004, she was 
interviewed by Chicago music librarian Christopher Popa, telling 
him, “I’ve had a wonderful life, a wonderful career. And I’m still 
singing, and I’m still singing pretty good.”

She is survived by her daughter, Bonnie Barnes of Glen Ellen, CA; her 
son, Wayne Baruch of Los Angeles; and two grandchildren. JJ

BIG BAND IN THE SKY
continued from page 10

Bassist Brian Nalepka performed with Barbara Cook during the 
Chautauqua Conference on U.S./Soviet relations in Tblisi, Georgia in 
the former Soviet Union in 1988. Photo by Mary Shaughnessy.
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“If there is such a thing as a ‘jazz 
  center’ in New Jersey,” The New 

York Times’s John S. Wilson wrote in 
1972, “it must be here.” 

The “here” was Chester, NJ, where every 
Friday and Saturday night, live jazz was 
heard at two spots — the Chester Inn and 
the Hillside Lounge. 

The attraction at the Chester Inn was 
Chuck Slate’s Traditional Jazz Band; the 
Hillside Lounge often featured ‘name’ 
guests such as cornetist Wild Bill Davison 
and alto saxophonist Rudy Powell and 
guitarist Al Casey, both of whom had 
played with Fats Waller. 

Drummer Slate was, Wilson said, “the 
founding father of both jazz rooms,” and 
that advocacy for jazz in New Jersey 
coalesced into the New Jersey Jazz Society, 
which was founded during that year.

“Bill Cleland and wife Dorothy were devoted jazz fans, and constant 
boosters of the Chuck Slate band. It was Bill who got together with 
Jack Stine with the idea of molding the hard core of the band’s fans 
into the nucleus of a jazz society,” wrote Warren Vaché Sr., who 
became a long-serving editor of Jersey Jazz, the Society’s monthly 
magazine.

In recognition of the New Jersey Jazz Society’s dedication to the 
“performance, promotion and preservation of jazz,” and the vibrant 
role it’s held in the state’s cultural life over the past 45 years, the 
Society is presenting a celebration concert called “Big Band to Bebop 
and Beyond” on Sunday, October 22 from 3-6 pm in the Dorothy 
Young Center for the Arts at Drew University in Madison.

An all-star lineup of New Jersey-based jazz musicians will celebrate 
NJJS’s heritage, pay tribute to the state’s rich jazz history — and will 
honor the 75-year career of a local jazz legend Bucky Pizzarelli.

His longtime friend and playing partner, guitarist George Barnes, 
dubbed Bucky “The Whirling Dervish,” for his penchant to take on 
any and all gigs. Back in New York’s recording studio heyday, after 
doing three or four record dates in the daytime, the guitarist would 
often head to a club for a couple of sets that night. Bucky worked 
hard, but music was never just work. 

Once in the early Reagan years, after performing in the East Room of 
the White House at a state dinner for the Italian president — with 
Frank Sinatra, Perry Como and fellow guitarist Tony Mottola —
Bucky was back in Bergen County early the next morning to play for 
the opening of a new Route 17 car dealership. Got a one-nighter in 
Turkey? No problem, Bucky’s been there, done that.

John Pizzarelli (his father nicknamed him 
Buckskin) started early, playing banjo and 
guitar with his musician uncles Pete and 
Bobby Dominic. At 17 he went on the road 
with the Vaughan Monroe Orchestra. After 
a stint with The Three Suns (as Johnny 
Buck) he settled back in New Jersey and 
quickly established himself as one of the 
elite studio guitarists on the NYC scene.

A master of the rhythm guitar, Bucky was 
in constant demand as an accompanist and 
duet partner. He worked extensively with 
Benny Goodman in the bandleader’s later 
years — and, typical of Bucky, he actually 
liked Benny. 

He was on the Tonight Show band (one of 
its three star guitarists) and played on 
countless records in the 1950s and ’60s — 
everything from Frank Sinatra to Sing Along 
with Mitch to Dion and the Belmonts. 

Bucky is probably most revered by jazz listeners for the many small 
group recordings he did in the 1970s and ’80s with Stéphane 
Grappelli, George Barnes, Ruby Braff, Zoot Sims and John Bunch.  
In recent years he’s recorded extensively for the Arbors record label 
and, after recovering from a stroke suffered in late 2015, Bucky is still 
“whirling” away with a regular schedule of gigs.

“It’s all I’ve ever done; I don’t know anything else,” he says. The Jersey 
native and longtime resident of Saddle River, who celebrated his 91st 
birthday this past January, will perform at the concert. (What else!)

The musical director for the NJJS Anniversary show is tenor 
saxophonist/flutist Don Braden, a resident of South Orange. Don 
leads his own ensembles, Big Fun(k) and the Organix Quartet among 
others, and he’s played with artists like Betty Carter, Freddie Hubbard, 
Wynton Marsalis, Roy Haynes and Tony Williams. Braden is also a 
respected educator, with more than two decades as an administrator 
and teacher at NJPAC, William Paterson University, Montclair State 
University and Harvard University (his alma mater). Don is also a 
composer/arranger whose work can be heard on recordings, film, and 
the television networks Nickelodeon and CBS. With more than 100 
recordings, including 20 as leader, Don will release his 21st, Earth, 
Wind and Wonder, later this fall.

“I believe jazz music, in addition to being entertaining, creative and 
spontaneous, is a great model for many elements of the richness of 
humanity — teamwork, improvisation, leadership, emotional 
expression, intelligence, supportiveness, empathy, discipline and many 
others. This belief is part of what makes me very proud to be a jazz 
musician. It is also part of why I have spent so many years teaching 
students all over the world about this wonderful music!”

JerseystoriesJazz

we’re making history! 
The NJJS celebrates its 45th Anniversary with an all-star, all Jersey concert

Don Braden and Bucky Pizzarelli pose at the 2017 
Litchfield Jazz Festival. Photo by Liz Braden.
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NJJs 45th aNNIVersary coNcert musIcIaNs

n Nathan Eklund, Bloomfield, trumpet
n Jason Jackson, South Orange, trombone
n Ed Laub, Wyckoff, guitar
n Dave Stryker, West Orange, guitar
n Tomoko Ohno, Tenafly, piano
n Martin Pizzarelli, Saddle River, bass
n Bernard Purdie, Edison, drums
n Vocalist Danny Bacher, Cliffside Park, vocals
n Antoinette Montague, a Newark native, vocals
n Alexis Morrast, Plainfield, vocals
n Marlene VerPlanck, Clifton, vocals
n  Leonieke Scheuble, Rockaway, vocals 
n  Nick Scheuble, Rockaway, drums
n Tim Givens, Montclair, bass

n The William Paterson University Little Big Band

WBGO-FM host Rhonda Hamilton is our Mistress of Ceremonies 
and Newark’s “First Lady of Jazz” Dorthaan Kirk, WBGO’s special 
events coordinator, will be a special guest. The program will be a 
tribute New Jersey’s jazz greats: Count Basie, Jerome Kern, Frank 
Sinatra, Sarah Vaughan, James Moody and Wayne Shorter. 

Also on the program are several multi-media presentations recalling 
the history of NJJS and video tributes highlighting the influence 
Bucky Pizzarelli has had on other musicians and their careers. 

“I feel you’ve got to pass it on,” affirms Bucky. Given the rich depth 
of musicians scheduled to perform, combined with their vast 
experiences as band leaders, sidemen/women, vocalists and 
educators — and the 75 year age difference between Bucky Pizzarelli 
and 15 year old pianist Leonieke Scheuble and 16 year old vocalist 
Alexis Morrast — this concert will be a celebration of the past, the 
present and the future of jazz. 

Please join us for this historic event. It’s a opportunity to enjoy 
terrific music and to support the NJJS. Proceeds from the concert 
will benefit the Society’s college scholarships and its educational 
program, Generations of Jazz. Ticket prices are $30 in advance and 
$35 at the door for NJJS members; and $35 in advance and $40 at 
the door for non-members. Balcony seating is available for students 
(with ID) for $15. JJ

how to order tIcKets

n Online at njjs.org n By phone at 1-800-383-3006/select option 1 
n By mail by sending a check payable to NJJS, inc. a $3 per order 
handling fee, together with a stamped, self-addressed envelope to: 
NJJS, c/o Kate Casano, 158 Cotton St., Philadelphia, PA 19127

Tax-deductible contributions over and above ticket prices are always welcome. 
NJJS is a qualified 501(c)(3) dedicated to the performance, promotion, and 
preservation of jazz. Ticket price is not tax deductible. 

THE INSTITUTE oF JAzz STUDIES (IJS) 
has been collecting jazz records at Rutgers 

University in Newark and sharing them with a 
wide audience for the past 50 years. These 
include not only sound recordings of jazz music, 
but also the “record” of jazz found in 
photographs, documents, written music and 
historic artifacts. Expanding on the original 
vision of IJS founder Marshall Stearns, the 
Institute has grown to become one of the biggest 
centers in the world for the study of jazz history.

Our newest exhibit, Records at Play: The 
Institute of Jazz Studies at 50, at The Large 
Gallery at Express Newark, 54 Halsey Street, 3rd 
Floor, Newark, NJ is a unique opportunity to 
experience jazz history through the IJS treasures, 
just around the corner in Newark. The exhibit is 
open Monday-Wednesday, 12-5 pm, Thursday, 
12-8 pm, and Saturday, 12-5 pm.

InstItute of Jazz studIes 
Rutgers University–Newark 

185 University Avenue, Newark, NJ 07102. 
Phone: 973-353-5595

JerseystoriesJazz
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When John Pizzarelli met the 18 
year old Harry Allen, Harry 

said he played like Scott Hamilton. “I 
was like, ‘Sure you do,’” but when he 
heard him, John said, “Oh my God! 
He does play like Scott Hamilton.” 
The younger Pizzarelli arranged a sit-
in with Bucky. “I remember the song 
was ‘Don’t Blame Me.’ My father was 
looking at him as he started to play…and my 
father swung his head around and said, ‘Where 
did you find this guy?’ It was great and the 
beginning of a friendship that lasts today.” That’s 

just one of the popular tenor player’s ties to New 
Jersey. I wanted to explore more, but while willing, 
Harry was so busy that although we began talking 
last November we ultimately had to finish by 
email many months later.

continued on page 18

talking Jazz

A Jersey Jazz interview  
with Harry Allen
By Schaen Fox

JJ:  Is there anything you would like to talk 
about?

ha: i could talk about the three new records i 
have out . i’m very proud of them . one is on Arbors 
records and is called The Candy Men . it is a good 
mix of the big band sound and the small band 
sound . it splits the two nicely . it’s the four 
saxophone band i’ve had for a bunch of years now . 
it is three tenors and a baritone ala woody 
Herman’s Four Brothers saxophone section . eric 
Alexander and grant Stewart are with me on 
tenors, and gary Smulyan is on baritone 
saxophone . that is along with my regular rhythm 
section of rossano Sportiello on piano, Joel Forbes 
on bass and Kevin Kanner on drums . we have done 
concerts all over the world, but this is our first 
recording .

JJ: How did Mark Myers, of Jazz Wax and 
the Wall Street Journal, get involved?

ha: that was grant’s suggestion to have him 
write the liner notes . i was very happy with that . He 
did a great job .

JJ: Mark wrote that you did all the 
arrangements but one. You used Al Cohn’s 

1957 chart for “Four Brothers.” Why did 
you use Al’s? 

ha:: phil woods happened to give me that 
beautiful arrangement . Al Cohn was a great, great 
writer . doing “Four Brothers” was perfect with that 
instrumentation, and we got into the habit of 
always doing it wherever we played .

JJ: Why did Phil gave it to you? 

ha: He knew that i had this band, and he said he 
had it around and he offered it to me . it was very 
nice of him . 

JJ: Mark Myers certainly did an enthusiastic 
review in his Jazz Wax blog.

ha: yeah i saw the article he wrote . it is great .

JJ: How did this band come into existence, 
and why has it taken so long to record it?

ha: the band was started when Hans Zurbruegg, 
the owner of Marian’s Jazzroom in Bern, 
Switzerland, asked me to put together a four 
saxophone band for the Bern Festival . i almost 
turned it down, because it was going to be a lot of 
work writing enough arrangements . But i’m very 
glad i accepted . of course i have wanted to record 

the band for a long time . it’s an idea that everyone 
loves, when they hear it, but before hearing it the 
record people were hard to convince to take the 
chance on us .

JJ: How did your preferred rhythm section 
come together?

ha: years ago i experimented with many 
different rhythm sections and settled in on the one 
that i thought played the best with me .

JJ: And what about you’re other two CD’s?

ha: i’ve been writing songs with Judy Carmichael . 
i write the music, and she writes the lyrics . we put 
out a record called Can You Love Once More? it is a 
collection of songs we wrote together . Judy sings, 
and Mike renzi is on piano, Alvin Atkinson on 
drums, and Mike Karn on bass . i’m proud of that 
one too . it’s all my own compositions .

JJ: What made you go with a CD of all 
originals? I thought it was considered safer 
to add at least a few standards.

ha: i’ve written songs throughout my career, but 
i’ve never recorded or played a lot of them . it just 
seemed like something different to do . we have 
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written enough songs that we had plenty of material .

JJ: How did the collaborating with Judy come about?

ha: it started innocently enough . i had written a song called “i Can See 
Forever” maybe 15 years ago . Several people had tried to write lyrics to it, 
including gene Lees . None of them struck me as fitting the tune well . At some 
point Judy asked, “do you mind if i write a lyric to that?” i said, “Sure .” She 
wrote one and i really liked it, so i sent her a couple of other songs . pretty soon 
we were writing song after song together . the third Cd is one done live with 
Scott Hamilton, myself, rossano Sportiello, paul Keller on bass, and Leon Joyce 
on drums . it is a live concert we did in California . it’s called Scott Hamilton/ 
Harry Allen Live!

JJ: Where do you like to record? 

ha: At trading 8s recording Studio in paramus, New Jersey . it’s a great 
studio with a great engineer . i counted them up recently, and i have recorded 
70 Cds as a leader . i’ve been very lucky that a lot of people have wanted to 
record me throughout the years .  
i recorded the majority at Nola Studio .  
i always liked the sound that Nola got . recently i’ve been with trading 8s .  
i love the natural sound they get too .

JJ: Since you mentioned California, I read that you were raised in 
LA. Why did you pick Rutgers 
University for college? 

ha: Actually, i was born in 
washington, d . C . but we moved to 
California when i was one . then we 
moved to rhode island when i was 
eleven . i was on the east Coast for 
junior high and high school . i went to 
rutgers because it was near New york 
City, and it seemed like a good 
program . i didn’t have an interest in 
going to one of the heavier duty 
programs at Julliard or Manhattan 
School of Music . i knew that school was 
not where i was going to learn how to 
play . i didn’t want to be in a school that 
kept me busy all day long . i wanted a 
school that i thought would give me 
more free time to go into New york, 
hear the guys i really wanted to hear, 
sit in, and stuff like that .

JJ: Did it work out as you 
wished?

ha: it worked perfectly . it was a good 
program . in fact it was a very small 
program, but of the people i went to 
school with an extremely high 
percentage are still making their living 
playing music . that is pretty incredible . 
it was also an easy enough program 
that i came into Manhattan many times 

every week to hang out, hear music and get my career started .

JJ: Who were some of your fellow students that we might know?

ha: Mike Mossman a trumpet player, Jeff rupert a saxophone player who 
heads the music department at the university of Central Florida . terrell 
Stafford, trumpet player, dion parson the drummer, Frank Lacy the trombone 
player, and Steve Nelson the great vibes player . there weren’t that many 
students other than that . i graduated in ’88, and my graduating class had four 
people in it .

JJ: Who made up the faculty?

ha: ted dunbar was the guitar teacher, Kenny Barron was the piano 
instructor, william Fielder, trumpet . we had a different saxophone teacher 
every year . Sahib Shibab was one; Mark Kirk was one; Horace young and the 
great tenor player with the yellowjackets, Bob Mintzer .

JJ: Did any of them give you any advice that has really stuck with 
you?

ha: i learned a lot from all of them . My saxophone lessons with Bob Mintzer 
were particularly interesting, and just being around Kenny Barron and hearing 
him play and talk about music was an education all in itself .  
i can’t think of any particular piece of advice to share, though .

JJ: What did you think of New Brunswick, back then?

ha: All in all it was a nice place with a couple of rough neighborhoods . i had 
a car that had a huge radio . the car was broken into so many times i eventually 

took the radio out . the car was still 
broken into maybe ten or more times . 
New Brunswick actually had a couple 
of jazz clubs, and i met John pizzarelli 
there . He was playing at a club just a 
few blocks away from my dorm . it was 
also close to the Cornerstone in 
Metuchen, where i worked a lot in 
those years and it was an easy train 
ride in and out of New york .

JJ: What did you think of the 
now long gone Cornerstone in 
Metuchen?

ha: the Cornerstone was great .  
i used to work there all the time . i first 
went there with John pizzarelli . when i 
first met him he said, “i’m going to be 
playing in Metuchen at the 
Cornerstone with Bucky . why don’t 
come down?” i went and that was my 
first meeting with Bucky . that was 
great . A lot of great music happened at 
the Cornerstone, and there were a lot 
of great fans . it was a funky place, but 
a lot of times funky places are the best 
ones . Like ruby Braff used to say, “i 
don’t mind when people talk . At least i 
know where they are .”

JJ: And how meaningful was 
meeting the Pizzarelli family for 
you?

TALKING JAzz/HARRY ALLEN
continued from page 16
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ha: Meeting John and Bucky was a real turning 
point for me . i started working a lot with John and 
also with Bucky . they both looked out for me and 
helped my career immensely .

JJ: Are you the first professional musician 
in your family?

ha: My father was a drummer in the big band era 
right toward the end of world war ii . He worked in 
a territory band around Boston . As that era faded, 
he got out of music and went into engineering . He 
was a little older when he had me .

JJ: When did you develop your attraction 
to music?

ha: it started when i was a little kid . My father 
used to play records around the house, so i grew 
up listening to ella, Louis Armstrong and Benny 
goodman . when we were living in rhode island, he 
would drive me down to New york for concerts . 
one time we went to the village vanguard to hear 
Major Holly, oliver Jackson and teddy wilson . then 
we drove home and got there just in time for me to 
go to school and my father to go to work . it was 
the perfect thing to get me used to being a 
professional musician, because very often i do that . 
Next week i will fly to europe and go right to the 
first gig . then we got the knock on the door from 
guys selling accordion lessons . they weren’t 
interested in me . i was too young . they wanted my 
older sister . they did a little demonstration with her 
and the accordion . i don’t have a great memory of 
my childhood, but i remember that day very clearly . 
i hid behind the couch and watched so intently that 
after they finished with my sister they did the same 
demonstration with me, but they didn’t have to say 
anything because i had learned it all . i just did it . 
they took us both as accordion students .

JJ: How long did you stay with the 
accordion?

ha: i was seven at that point, so basically through 
high school . we were serious about it . we went to 
accordion competitions and all of that . i think my 
sister still has one of those accordions and plays it 
every now and again, but she didn’t go into it as a 
profession .

JJ: Did you stay with it just to get into 
fights?

ha: exactly . i always joke that i switched to the 
saxophone when i decided i wanted to have a date 
at some point in my life . i don’t know why, but i 
always wanted to be a saxophone player . it may 

have something to do 
with the fact that my 
father went to school 
with paul gonsalves and 
played with him in high 
school and after until paul 
went on to Basie’s band 
and then duke’s band . So 
there were a lot of 
recordings of paul 
gonsalves with duke that 
i listened to when i was a 
kid . when i was eleven 
my father said, “you 
really should play clarinet 
first .” So i started on 
clarinet then added 
saxophone when i was twelve . 

JJ: How was your school music programs 
in helping you progress?

ha: i was lucky, my high school program was 
excellent . the concert band won competitions all 
over the east Coast .

JJ: How important were your teachers to 
your development? It sounds like you were 
starting the saxophone later than most.

ha: My first saxophone teacher, Art pelosi, was 
absolutely the best teacher i could have hoped for 
at that point in my development . Art was a true 
jazz musician and a hero in the rhode island and 
New england music scene . He recognized 
immediately what i needed and what i didn’t need . 
those lessons were so much fun, and i’ve always 
been grateful that Art had such insight and was 
such a great teacher . Another great teacher was 
the accordionist tulio gasparini who i studied 
accordion with for many years .

JJ: You mentioned you’re off to Europe, 
what will that tour be like?

ha: i’m going to the uK for about three weeks, 
then denmark and Sweden for a few days . the uK 
part is with an italian piano player named Andrea 
pozza and a British bassist and drummer . when i 
go to denmark i’ll be with this band that is half 
Swedish musicians and half danish musicians . it is 
an excellent band with the great Swedish piano 
player Jan Lundgren . 

JJ: I often feel bad that while I have loved 
jazz my entire life, I know almost nothing 
about contemporary European jazz 
musicians.

ha: that’s not your fault . 
in America we don’t spend 
money to bring european 
musicians here very often . 
in europe they spend the 
money to have American 
musicians play there all 
the time . part of that is 
that there are a higher 
number of great American 
jazz musicians than there 
are europeans; but, there 
are some really great ones 
all throughout europe and 
the world too .

JJ: In an average year, 
how much time do 

you spend on the road?

ha: i’m on the road about half the year on 
average .

JJ: Do you have any travel tips to make 
travel a bit better?

ha: Flying the same airline really helps . the 
frequent flier status helps you check in, get through 
security lines and board the planes faster with less 
hassle .

JJ: How important is the internet for you?

ha: it’s the future of how people will access 
music . Cds might exist and downloads are going 
up . there will be a time when all music is 
purchased and listened to through the internet . of 
course there will be live performances . it is also 
easier to have worldwide publicity because of the 
internet . i don’t list my gigs on my website, but i’ve 
certainly got a lot of gigs coming from people 
finding me through my website or hearing about 
me through the internet somehow .

JJ: Why don’t you list your gigs there and 
how can your fans find where you’re 
playing?

ha: First of all the gig calendar literally changes 
every day and is nearly impossible to keep current . 
Also i’ve had situations where i’ve lost work 
because promoters misread the online schedule . 
that is when i took it down . i have a mailing list to 
announce my performances and i also put them on 
twitter .

JJ: Have you played any atypical gigs worth 
noting?

continued on page 22

A lot of great music 
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people talk. At least I 
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ha: one was with Bill Charlap for Jerry Seinfeld’s wedding . it was a very 
small unique event, in a penthouse in Manhattan . Jerry was very nice . He came 
over and said goodbye at the end of the night and thanked us all . Many years 
ago, i was hired to play at pimlico raceway during the week leading up to the 
preakness . we had to play in an empty room into a microphone that pumped 
the music into the stables where they were having tours . we had to start at 
7:00 am which meant i had to leave here at 1:00 am to get there and play in an 
empty room to no one . it really felt strange . we were feeling sorry for ourselves 
until we got done . then a comedian who’s whole shtick was being rodney 
dangerfield had to do his whole act to an empty room . we felt a little better 
because at least we had each other to play for .

JJ: Has being a musician led to meeting a famous person you didn’t 
know was a jazz fan?

ha: once when i was playing at dizzy’s Club Coca Cola i saw Barbara Feldon, 
Agent 99 from Get Smart . i loved that show when i was a kid . i’m not terribly 
into movies now . i could sit next to Matt damon on a plane and not know who 
he was, but i knew Barbara Feldon . getting to meet her was really nice . She 
comes to hear me quite a few times every year .

JJ: Do you have any souvenirs of your career that a visitor might 
see at your place?

ha: i have a couple of boxes full of posters, brochures and such, but not 
really a lot . i have lived in midtown for a long time . you get used to not keeping 
a whole lot of stuff in a New york City 
apartment . recently i was an honoree 
at the roswell Jazz Festival, so now i 
have a big plate saying that i was an 
honoree .

JJ: Is there a film, book or play 
you feel will give us non 
musicians an accurate idea of 
what a musician’s life is like?

ha: to be honest, i haven’t watched 
a lot of the jazz movies . i don’t know 
why, but i just don’t have a great 
interest in them . in fact recently i was 
on a plane and i put on that new Chet 
Baker movie, and i shut it off after five 
minutes . it was completely obsessed 
with his drug addiction . we all know 
he was addicted, and i didn’t want to 
watch a movie about that . i thought 
The Fabulous Baker Boys was a fairly 
realistic movie about the music 
business, and i really enjoyed Music is 
My Mistress by duke . A few years ago 
there was a book out about Ben 
webster, who is my idol of all idols . 
After a few chapters i just put the 
book down . i was so tired of the dumb 
things that the author was saying 
about him .

JJ: If you had not become a musician, what other field might have 
attracted you?

ha: originally i wanted to be a baseball player . i’m very into tennis and i 
wouldn’t mind making my living that way . Also i’ve always been fascinated by 
science and mathematics and often thought about doing scientific research, 
but i was so deep into music that i never thought of which way i would like to 
go . i am interested in tv shows like The Forensic Files, but i’d have to have my 
music career completely stop . then i’d have to do a lot of thinking about which 
science .

JJ: Since you mentioned baseball, Bill Veeck said Satchel Paige was 
“born to be everybody’s most memorable character.” Do you have a 
most memorable character that you have worked with?

ha: one would be Joe Cohn, the guitar player . we had a band together for 
close to 15 years . He is incredibly interesting, very funny and very 
unpredictable . He is also a very colorful character in that while he is a genius 
musician, he is reluctant to perform . 

JJ: You played with the late Oliver Jackson. What are your 
memories of him?

ha: oliver took me on the road with him to europe just after i graduated from 
rutgers university . in addition to all the things he taught me both musically and 
about being on the road, he went out of his way to introduce me to each 
promoter . Still today most of my european work can be traced back to those 
first tours . He was a great man .

JJ: We are about out of time. Here are three people you worked 
with. What are some fast 
thoughts about them: John 
Bunch, Flip Phillips, and Frank 
Wess?

ha: John Bunch is one of my all-time 
favorite pianists, a real inspiration . 
working with him was both pure joy 
and an education . Although i met Flip 
phillips several times the memory that 
sticks out is a weekend we played 
together in Colorado . He was so nice 
to me . Standing next to him on stage 
was a thrill . Another favorite thing in 
my career was getting to play next to 
Frank wess . He used to come and sit 
in with me on a gig i did with Joe Cohn 
near his apartment in NyC . imagine, 
Frank wess sitting in with me! i must 
be the luckiest guy in the world!

JJ: That is where we must end.
Thanks so much for doing this.

ha: thank you very much .  JJ

This October 7th Harry is playing at 
Chan’s in Woonsocket, RI. On the 13th, 
he is at The Kitano in New York City. 
On the 14th, he is at Bay Street 
Theater in Sag Harbor, NY. Then on to  
tours of Canada, Denmark, Sweden 
and Spain.

TALKING JAzz/HARRY ALLEN
continued from page 20

Schaen Fox is a longtime jazz fan. Now retired, he devotes much of his time to 
the music and shares his encounters with musicians in this column.
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“ One of my greatest influences as a 
vocalist.”

    — Catherine Russell

“Almost a religious figure for me.”
    — Gary Giddins

“The finest guy in the world.”
    — Velma Middleton

“ Oh my God, what a wonderful man 
he was.”

    — George Avakian

The object of their affection was, of 
course, Louis Armstrong, the jazz 

immortal, whose birthday has been 
celebrated every August 4 (or closest 
weekend) since his 2001 centennial in his 
home town, New Orleans.

The 2017 Satchmo Summerfest, three days 
of concerts by Armstrong’s musical 
descendants on three stages, plus seminars 
on many aspects of his life and legacy, was 
as much fun as ever, except for…

The flood: That Saturday afternoon, a 
rainstorm of biblical proportion inundated 
much of the city with up to nine inches in 
three-plus hours. Streets and sidewalks were 
under up to three feet of water and cars, 
homes and businesses were damaged. 

The festival, in and outside the Old Mint 
Museum in the French Quarter, shut down 
at 5 pm — four hours early — sending 
hundreds of fans and staff slogging back to 
their cars, homes or hotels. 

A festival-eve party proved an auspicious 
beginning, with the city’s reigning jazz diva, 
Germaine Bazzle, and special guest Dee Dee 
Bridgewater, blending their scat-singing 
magic in duets on several classic tunes. 

Bazzle, 84, is a must-see for jazz-loving 
visitors, and happily she and her trio were 
also at the Jazz Playhouse club that Sunday 
night, caressing ballads and punching up 
uptempo numbers with her incomparable 
mimicry of brass instruments. 

Back to the festival: 
Catherine Russell, whose 
father Luis led a band 
featuring Armstrong in the 
1930s, grew up basking in 
their friendship. The singer 
gave an insightful talk on his 
skills as a vocalist, using 
excerpts from his 
3,000-recording output to 
illustrate her points. 

Pops, she asserted, was 
always in tune, always 
invested in the lyrics, 
committed to taking listeners 
“on an emotional journey.”

Russell seemed to be on such 
journeys as her examples 
played, closing her eyes, 
flashing a knowing smile, 
sighing as a tune ended. 

“I will continue to study this 
man’s work for the rest of 
my life,” the singer vowed. 

Gary Giddins, longtime 
journalist and author of  
Satchmo among other works 
on jazz, reminisced about 
discovering “this thrilling 
music” as a teenager visiting 
New Orleans in 1963 and 
wandering into a jazz 
brunch. It was a sendoff for 
the clarinet master George 
Lewis, about to embark on a 
tour of Japan, and Giddins 
was hooked. 

As a college student, Giddins 
was in charge of booking 
concerts and he brought 
Armstrong’s All-Stars to 
campus despite misgivings in the music 
department and the president’s office. The 
always-touring Pops arrived looking “old 
and gray” with a raw lip, but once onstage 
“he was suddenly 30 years younger” and 
played “magnificently,” Giddins recalled. 

The biography Satchmo grew out of the 
writer’s dismay that so many other critics 
disparaged Armstrong in his later years. 
“They didn’t see the whole Louis Armstrong 
and the love he shared” during his 
performances. 

“louis the cXVI”
King of Jazz celebrated in New orleans
By Sandy Ingham

continued on page 26

From top: John Boutte, Ellas Marsalis and Kermit Ruffins.   
Photos by DJ Lippo.
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Outside, under a pair of giant 
tents, the music saluted Louis 
too. The Preservation Hall Jazz 
Brass gave traditional material a 
fresh sound, while trumpeter-
singer Wendell Brunious delved 
deep into the Satchmo songbook 
with “I’m Putting All My Eggs in 
One Basket” and the masterpiece 
“Azalea,” a Duke Ellington 
composition the two jazz giants 
waxed in one take in their one 
and only joint recording session. 

Brunious had two other capable 
vocalists by his side, with 
trombonist Freddy Lonzo 
vigorously revisiting “Cabaret” 
and gravel-voiced pianist Tom 
Hook effective on “That Lucky 
Old Sun.” The band’s finale, 
“Coochie Mama, Shake That Thing,” got booties boogying in a 
funky tribute to Armstrong’s famous crowning as King of the Zulus 
in the 1949 Mardi Gras Parade.

Clarinetist Tim Laughlin dug up an Armstrong novelty in Saturday’s 
opening set: (Your Lips Say No, No, But) “There’s Yes, Yes In Your 
Eyes.” With gorgeous tone, he conveyed the emotion expressed in 
Sidney Bechet’s classic “Si Tu Vois Ma Mere” (If You See My 
Mother).

The jazz/R&B/Gospel singer John Boutte started low-key in his 
early-afternoon appearance, warbling ballads like “That’s My 
Desire” and “Someday You’ll Be Sorry.” There were sound system 
problems and his tender tenor voice was often overridden by his 
top-notch septet of sidemen. 

Halfway through, the sound improved and Boutte grew more 
animated, slapping a tambourine on his audience favorites “I’m a 
Good Neighbor” and “Treme Song.” Acknowledging the 
downpour’s start, he chose the 
old hymn “Didn’t It Rain.”

The outspoken Boutte said he 
hasn’t sung “A Change Is Gonna 
Come,” Sam Cooke’s heartfelt 
lament from the Civil Rights era, 
for the past eight years, “but it’s 
time to bring it back.” The 
cheering crowd concurred. 

After thunder and lightning 
forced festivalgoers inside, jazz 
historian Maxine Gordon offered 
glimpses into the life of Velma 

Middleton, who sang in 
Armstrong’s bands from 1942 
until her death in 1961. Film 
clips showed her talents as a 
dancer and singer, and the 
mutual adulation she and her 
boss shared. But constant 
references in the press to her 
weight problem — a Jet 
magazine cover in 1952 
accompanied her photo with the 
headline “Famous Fat Women” 
— inflicted pain. Gordon is 
continuing to research 
Middleton’s life story. 

At another seminar session, part 
of a documentary interview of 
the great record producer 
George Avakian were screened. 
Avakian, 98, had been a Satchmo 

Fest presenter for years because of his long friendship with Louis 
and role in producing many of his records. 

On the tape, Avakian discussed their meeting in the 1930s, and his 
discovery of previously unreleased recordings from the 1920s and 
collaboration with Armstrong in issuing them. 

Tears came to Avakian’s eyes as he heard for the first time the 
remastered versions of live recordings, now available on a nine-disc 
Mosaic boxed set. “We Avakianized them,” narrator David Ostwald 
told the interviewee, alluding to techniques Avakian had employed 
to optimize the sound of other records he produced. 

After the flood, the festival reopened on a mostly sunny Sunday, 
and the Ellis Marsalis quintet added to the pleasure with mellow 
versions of “Big Butter and Egg Man” and “I Cover the Waterfront.” 

Pianist Marsalis and his rhythm section then laid down a funky 
groove as saxophonist Derek Douget and trumpeter Ashton Parker 

teamed up on the catchy, 
Caribbean-flavored original 
“Dippy.” 

Kermit Ruffins, the trumpeter/
singer whose charismatic 
personality echoes Armstrong’s, 
has closed out Satchmo Fest 
every year since 2001. He led six 
fellow trumpeters in a comedy-
laced cutting contest of a jam 
session, a happy finale for 
Satchmo’s 116th birthday 
celebration. JJ

SATCHMO SuMMERFEST
continued from page 24

Words cannot describe the scatting skills of Crescent City jazz queen Germaine 
Bazzle (left) and Dee Dee Bridgewater at the festival’s grand opening party at the 
omni Royal hotel. Photos by DJ Lippo.
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Jazz and blues Fans Fill the morristown green

The seven-year-old 
Morristown Jazz 

& Blues Festival has 
fast become one of 
New Jersey’s top 
summer outdoor 
music atractions, 
drawing 4,000 plus 
people to the 
picturesque town 
square called The 
Green. Maybe double 
that amount, as 
organizers say the 
crowd largely turns 
over when the pro-
gram goes from jazz 
in the afternoon to 
blues in the night.

The $80,000 music 
spectacular, funded 
by corporate contri-
butions, is the 
brainchild of Tim Dougherty, the town’s popular music-loving 
mayor, and is produced by NJJS members Don Jay and Linda Smith.

n Though the jazz portion of the program brought back two acts 
from last year, guitarist Bucky Pizzarelli (there for a 6th time) and 
the raucous Louis Prima Jr. and the Witnesses, it was the opening act 
—Vince Giordano and the Nighthawks — that made the day special. 

It’s been several years since the New York’s favorite vintage jazz band 
has ventured to the Garden 
State. “It’s the schlep,” the 
Brooklyn-based Giordano 
explains, shrugging his 
shoulders at the many oversize 
trunks lined up behind the 
stage to accommodate the 
decorative music stands, inches 
thick books of arrangements 
and vintage instruments. Not to 
mention the upright piano the 
bandleader sprung for and 
transported — which leaves me 
wondering why an $80,000 
music festival can’t provide a 
real piano for its pianists.

Vince made up for his long 
absence by presenting an 
extraordinary set that 
showcased many of the 

exceptional players 
who effortlessly toss off 
the challenging period 
arrangements that 
comprise the band’s 
book. Among the 
highlights was a swing 
arrangement of Scott 
Joplin’s “Maple Leaf 
Rag” that the band 
performed for the 
score of HBO’s 
Boardwalk Empire. The 
piece features tricky 
three-clarinet passages 
played by a star-
studded reeds section 
made up of  Dan 
Levinson, Mark 
Lopeman and Adrian 
Cuuningham. “You’ve 
heard of Kenny G?” 
Vince quipped, “well 
that’s Kenny X, Y and 

Z.” Also from the band’s film credits was the jump blues “Shake 
That Thing” as performed in Martin Scorsese’s The Aviator.

An uptempo arrangement of W. C. Handy’s “Beale Street Blues” was 
a showcase for clarinetist Adrian Cunningham and tenor 
saxophonist Mark Lopeman. Mr. Lopeman, who’s been known to 
play Coleman Hawkins’ celebrated “Body and Soul” tenor sax solo 
note for note (he did so masterfully at the Pee Wee Russell Stomp a 

number of years ago) but this 
day he let fly his own lyrical solo 
in a noteworthy performance.

Other highlights included a Dick 
Hyman arrangement of Louis 
Armstrong’s “Potato Head 
Blues” and a swing time 
arrangement of George 
Gershwin’s “An American in 
Paris.” (If you missed the 
Nighthawks in Morristown you 
can catch them any Monday or 
Tuesday night in New York City 
at Iguana at 240 West 54th 
Street. You can also learn more 
about this unique band in the 
new documentary film Vince 
Giordano: There’s A Future In 
The Past, now available at  
www.vincegiordano.com.)

Lawn chairs, umbrellas and coolers abounded as a large crowd of music fans settled in on The Morristown 
Green for a daylong jazz and blues festival on August 19. Photo by John Hester Photography.

Seeing Bucky Pizzarelli backstage, guitarist Justin Pointexter, one of the 
Nighthawks newer members, gushed to the master, “I’m playing some banjo 
today!” After the set he offerd Pizzarelli his vintage Gibson L-7 guitar to try out.  
At left the estimable Jim Fryer trombones. Photo by John Hester Photography.
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n Guitarist Bucky Pizzarelli had a swinging quintet for his 6th 
MJ&B appearance, augmenting regular partners Martin Pizzarelli 
(bass/emcee) and Ed Laub (guitar/vocals) with Linus Wyrsch 
(clarinet) and Ken Levinsky (piano). 

Though Pizzarelli didn’t shirk his leader’s role, he gave his 
bandmates ample room to shine. Levinsky, son of the great 
saxophonist Walt Levinsky, was featured on “Watch What 
Happens,” opening with a beautiful rubato solo (where’s that real 
piano?), and Wyrsch let loose on a fleet rendition of the Johnny 
Green/Carmen Lombardo classic “Coquette.”

In all, the quintet served up 20 tunes over a 90-minute set that 
featured swinging guitar duets on “Stompin’ at the Savoy” and 
“Satin Doll,” a lyrical Pizzarelli solo performance of “Darn That 
Dream;” and, of course, they played a rug-cutting “Honeysuckle 
Rose,” with piano intro and clarinet lead, before Bucky’s trademark 
half-time banjo strum race to the finish ended the set.

n While the afternoon’s program is billed as jazz, its third act, Louis 
Prima Jr. and the Witnesses, defies category. I guess you could call 
them a show band. Take for example their signature “Swing, Swing, 
Swing,” a 15-minute mash-up that wanders away from the 
paterfamilias’ jungle jazz classic and morphs into rock, pop and R&B 
— namely Chicago’s “25 or 6 to 4,” B.J. Thomas’s “Hooked on a 
Feeling,” Little Richard’s “Tutti Frutti” and Tina Turner’s “Proud 
Mary.” Phew! But what’s in a name. The crowd ate it up, and the 
band earned their pay. As the blog morristowngreen.com reported 
afterwards (commenting on the day’s heat and the band’s zoot suit 
like, sharkskin-ish wardrobe), “Their dry cleaning bill must be 
staggering.”

Blues stars Ana Popovic and Walter Trout, a Jersey native, filled out 
the evening bill, rocking The Green until long after dark. JJ

 — Tony Mottola

As Vince Giardano 
exited the stage, bass 

player/Morristown 
lawyer Stephen 

Maskaleris (left), 
who owned his own 

aluminum bass in 
the 1940s, asked to 

give the bandleader’s 
vintage instrument 

a try. Photo by John 
Hester Photography.

Show band showman Louis Prima Jr. leads The Witnesses at the 6th MJ&B 
Festival. Photo by John Hester Photography.

After several decades together, first as mentor and student and for many years 
now as a working duo, Bucky Pizzarelli and Ed Laub are hand in glove on 
stage, as demonstrated by the lovely two-guitar voicings played on “Send in the 
Clowns” in Morristown on August 19. Photo by John Hester Photography.

“This is amazing. This is what makes Morristown great,” said Mayor Tim 
Dougherty, who conceived of holding a jazz and blues festival in 2011 as a way 
to promote the booming downtown area. Photo by John Hester Photograhy.
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Bertrand Tavernier is a prolific and 
widely heralded director of over 

20 features and numerous 
documentaries. His films are marked 
by a probing intelligence (he says that 
he makes films to learn about a certain 
milieu); a sociological examination 
and eclecticism of subject matter; a 
meticulous attention to detail, 
especially in his numerous period 
films, and unflinching social 
commentary that arises organically 
from his characters and dramatic 
situations. 

Though Tavernier is world-renowned, 
he is best known in the U.S. for his 
1986 film Round Midnight, a drama 
about the relationship between an 
expatriate saxophonist living in Paris 
in the late 1950s and a young Parisian 
journalist. The film is loosely based on Dance of the Infidels, artist 
Francis Paudras’s memoir of his relationship with Bud Powell. The 
film’s central protagonist, Dale Turner, masterfully played by Dexter 
Gordon, is an amalgam of Powell and Lester Young.

Earlier this summer, I interviewed Tavernier about Round Midnight, 
which was screened at the Quad Cinema in Greenwich Village as 
part of a retrospective of his work. Tavernier is an amiable man of 
76, tall and bespectacled, with a long shock of unruly white hair. He 
wears a long-sleeved T-shirt, a pair of chinos, black Crocs and a 
stylish scarf that’s more decorative than functional. He is a true 
enthusiast, as demonstrated by his latest film, My Journey Through 
French Cinema, a passionate, idiosyncratic survey of the films and 
filmmakers who’ve inspired him. 

His love of jazz and respect for its creators, evident from the care, 
sensitivity and authenticity with which he filmed Round Midnight, 
is further impressed in conversation.

JG: Round Midnight is one of the few authentic fictional cinematic 
depictions of jazz musicians. [Clint Eastwood’s Bird, released in 
1989, is another.] Prior to this project, had you seen many films 
about jazz?

bt: Yes. I’d seen Jammin’ the Blues and Jazz on a Summer’s Day, 
and many fiction films. Most were biopics — of white musicians. 
This is the first film about black musicians. Even Paris Blues [a 1961 
drama about expatriate musicians in Paris, directed by Martin Ritt 

around the same time that Paudras 
met Powell] has Paul Newman in the 
lead.1

JG: And we know nothing about 
what kind of music he plays.

bt: I like Walter Bernstein [the 
screenwriter of Paris Blues] and 
Martin Ritt. But they’re mixing 
Armstrong with Ellington with 
Django. A total mess in that regard. 
The genesis of Round Midnight was a 
photograph of Lester Young sitting on 
a bed in the Hotel Louisiane in Paris. 
He looked so sad. I said to [producer] 
Irwin Winkler, “I’d like to know what 
he’s thinking. Let’s try to make a film 
starting with that. An expatriate black 
musician, alone and living in Paris.”  
I worked with David Rayfield, a 

wonderful screenwriter who did great work with Sydney Pollack.2 
He did the script for [Tavernier’s prescient sci-fi film] Deathwatch. 
For six months, we tried to make a film about jazz musicians, but 
one obstacle we faced was that we noticed that they never speak 
directly to each other, they speak very cryptically. By accident, I met 
Francis Paudras, who told me the story of his experience with Bud 
Powell, so we decided to make a film not about Paudras but a 
character like him. About a musician based more on Lester Young. I 
didn’t want the main character to be a pianist, because a pianist is 
difficult to shoot; there are very few camera angles you can use. I 
also wanted a jazz musician to play the lead, not an actor. We went 
to concerts with David. We sought a musician on the downside, not 
in prime physical condition. First we went to see Sonny Rollins, but 
he looked too energetic, in too good shape. The guy I should’ve 
tried to meet was Illinois Jacquet, who could’ve been interesting. 
But finding Dexter was such a treat. Francis showed me a lot of 
films he’d made of jazz musicians, and many of them looked too 
reserved and introverted, but Dexter was so charismatic. The 
problem was that nobody knew where he was. I think he spent some 
years in Mexico during a strange episode in his life. Henri Reynaud, 
a wonderful man and great pianist who did some wonderful 
recordings with Lucky Thompson…

JG: …And Clifford Brown.

bt: Yes. Henri was working with CBS at the time and said he’d 
heard that Dexter was living in New York. 

reVIsItINg ROUND MIDNIghT 
an Interview with bertrand tavernier

By Jim Gerard

Bertrand Tavernier, Paris 2010. Photo by Georges Seguin.

1 Sidney Poitier played Newman’s musician buddy.

2 Films such as Three Days of the Condor, The Way We Were and Out of Africa, all starring Robert Redford.

continued on page 32
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JG: He’d acted in the stage production of 
The Connection.3

bt: Yes. He’d been in the film Unchained,4 
a film by Hal Bartlett, but Dexter isn’t 
playing in it. He’d done a few films while he 
was with [the] Louis Armstrong Orchestra 
in the 1940s. So I met him and he agreed to 
do it. It was difficult to find a studio that 
would finance and distribute the film; they 
all turned it down. We were saved by 
Warren Lieberfarb, the head of the video 
department at Warner Brothers. He gave us 
$2 million. And we had a little help from 
Clint Eastwood. He talked to the execs at 
Warners and said, “Let them do the film. 
It’s not expensive.” This was true. While it’s 
beautiful to look at, it was done for $3 
million, which was nothing. At the same 
time, Prince was doing his first film, Under 
the Cherry Moon, which had six or seven 
times our budget.

JG: But no one is watching Cherry Moon 
today, whereas people will be watching 
Round Midnight as long as there are people 
who love jazz and film.

bt: The idea was to do it in France — the 
story takes place mostly there anyway. So we 
thought, “Let’s do a lot of scenes in Paris.” 
My production company produced it. 
When we were buying the rights to some 
music, since we were a French company, we 
only had to pay a fraction of what Warners 
would’ve. 

JG: How did you assemble the band?

bt: Most of them were Dexter’s 
suggestions. Herbie Hancock was imposed 
by Warners. He was a dream to work with 
— nice, inspired, lovely, incredible. Dexter 
wanted [drummer] Billy Higgins. Dexter 
knew [bassist] Pierre Michelot and 
[trumpeter] Freddie Hubbard. 

[Vibraphonist] 
Bobby Hutcherson 
maybe was 
referred by [record 
producer] Michael 
Cuscuna but 
okayed by Dexter. 
The guitarist John 
McLaughlin called 
us and said he 
wanted to have the 
pleasure of 
working alongside 
Dexter and the 
other musicians.  
I don’t think 
Dexter knew him, 
but he wanted to 
be part of the 
project. 

JG: You also used 
Jimmy Slyde, the 
great tap dancer.

bt: Yes, I think he was recommended by 
Dexter or Maxine (Gordon’s wife). Then 
Herbie introduced [bassist] Ron Carter and 
[drummer] Tony Williams. For the concert 
scene (at the end of the film) Dexter asked 
for [pianist] Cedar Walton. Lonette McGee 
was a referral by Herbie. I’d seen her in The 
Cotton Club5 and thought she was great. 
She was lovely to work with.

JG: Did the band rehearse much?

bt: No. I wish they had. I had to 
incorporate into the story the fact that these 
musicians were not in top form. That they 
were out of shape. I had the impression that 
the only way to be faithful to their lives was 
to take the same risks as they did. One of 
those risks was to film them when they were 
not in top form. And I tried to make a point 
that the fact that Dale is playing very well or 
a little less well is not important. It could’ve 
been very easy to show Dexter at the top of 
his game. All I would’ve had to do was to 

buy the rights of 
some of his Blue 
Note albums6  
and pretend he 
was playing those 
in the film. But 
the fact is these 
musicians are 
going from one 
gig to another gig, 
night after night, 
and they can’t 
always be giving a 
top performance. 
I have seen some 
musicians not 
playing well some 
nights. It’s part of 
their lives, part of 
the risks they’re 
taking. I wanted 
to incorporate 
that into the film. 
I’ve listened to 

some of Lester Young’s last recordings and 
while he’s not in the best shape, what he 
plays is so moving. The same is true with 
Dexter. What he plays is so moving. It’s 
heartbreaking. Even if he’d played it a little 
better earlier in his career, the sound is still 
there, the ideas are still there. It’s funny: We 
recorded a piece with Dexter — an original 
composition of Herbie’s based on Bud 
Powell’s composition, “Una noche con 
Francis” and we did another recording of 
the same piece with [saxophonist] Wayne 
Shorter [who appears in the film, sitting in 
on one of Dale Turner’s club dates]. Now, 
Wayne’s version was musically better, but 
when we looked at the film, Dexter’s version 
was much more moving. Shorter’s version 
sounded more like conventional film music; 
it didn’t reflect the soul of the music.

JG: I find the film to be elegiac. Dale 
Turner is dying and so, perhaps, is a golden 
era of jazz.

REvISITING ROuND MIDNIGHT
continued from page 30

3 The 1960 Los Angeles production of Jack Gelber’s play about a young filmmaker 
attempting to film junkies, including jazz musicians, waiting for their dealer. First 
produced in 1959 at New York’s Living Theater, the play used actual musicians 
such as Jackie McLean and Freddie Redd, who wrote the masterful music. Gordon 
used some of the music on his 1961 LP, Dexter Calling. In 1961, experimental 
filmmaker Shirley Clarke made a controversial film adaptation of the play. The 
1960 Blue Note LP, The Music from The Connection, under Freddie Redd’s name, 
is considered one of the label’s essential titles.

4 A 1955 B prison movie directed by Bartlett. Gordon was uncredited and 
overdubbed.

5 Francis Ford Coppola’s 1984 film.

6 Gordon’s recorded peak is considered to be his tenure at Blue Note Records 
(1961-1965), during which time he recorded numerous classic LPs, such as Doin’ 
Alright, Our Man in Paris, A Swingin’ Affair and Go.
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bt: Yes, we hear that especially in Wayne 
Shorter’s playing on soprano sax “The 
Peacocks.” Jimmy Rowles [the song’s 
composer] loved that version. 

JG: How did you first encounter jazz?

bt: When I was 13 or 14, I remember very 
clearly the first 45 I bought: the Don Byas 
recording of “I’m Beginning to See the 
Light,” and “Yesterdays.”7 Also I bought a 
45 of Charlie Parker’s “Now’s the Time.” 
One of the first LPs that I bought was Little 
Jazz, featuring Roy Eldridge.8   There was a 
store called Le Guilde de le Jazz, not far 
from my place, where I bought a record 
player that could play 33 rpm records.9  
When you bought one of those players, you 
got a free record called The Ten Treasures of 
Jazz, which had among other numbers, 
“Relaxin’ at Camarillo” by Charlie Parker10 

and “Basin Street Blues” by Rex Stewart and 
Albert Nicholas.11 I bought Clarinette a la 
Creole,12 with Omer Simeon, Sammy Price 
and Zutty Singleton, which is a great record.

JG: In Round Midnight, you sprinkled a lot 
of details only a jazz lover would know. 
Some of Lester Young’s expressions, for 
example, or the sequence of the prison 
compound under Dale Turner’s voice-over 
memory of soldiering in World War II and 
being assaulted by a racist officer [much like 
Lester Young’s experience], which you shot 
and then overexposed the film.

bt: We shot that in Tennessee. I first 
wanted to make the film black and white 
and then Alexandre Trauner13  said “No, it 
would be too easy, too arty. It will be more 
interesting if we make the film in color in 
the studio. Let’s make it in a special color. I 
will build you the sets and give you the color 
of midnight.” And he did. Everything was 
recorded live, which was a big risk.14  Even 
Irwin Winkler was against it. He said “I 
tried that in [Martin Scorsese’s film] New 
York, New York but I failed.” I think 
everything is live; nothing dubbed or 

looped, except maybe a voiceover by Dexter.

JG: How much direction did you give 
Gordon?

bt: I gave him very little direction about 
how to say the lines. It was more about 
trying to elicit something without dictating. 
We understood each other very well, 
because sometimes he changed a line if he 
didn’t feel it, and he was very often right. He 
didn’t need many explanations, no Actors 
Studio Method exercises.

JG: You mentioned the Actors Studio. Is it 
true that Marlon Brando congratulated 
Dexter Gordon after the film was released?

bt: Not only congratulated him, but said 
that his performance was the only time in 
the last ten years that he’d learned anything 

about acting. And John Goodman, who 
when I met him [for Tavernier’s U.S. film In 
the Electric Mist], told me that when he saw 
Round Midnight, he thought “I must quit 
acting. I will never be as organic and real as 
Dexter Gordon.” I told him, “It’s good that 
you continued.” I had a lot of compliments 
from musicians such as Dizzy Gillespie, Stan 
Getz and Joe Lovano. Dizzy said, “This is 
the first time I thought a film caught my 
culture — and it was a white Frenchman!” 
— and he was laughing hard.  JJ

Copyright 2017 – Jim Gerard

7 Tavernier is conflating two recordings Byas made for the French label, Swing. 
The Ellington tune is from a 1946 session, while Kern’s “Yesterdays” was from a 
1949 session.

8 1954 Clef LP.

9 In the relatively new LP format that had been introduced in 1949.

10 From the Dial recording Parker made in 1947.

11 I couldn’t track down info on the original recording session. JJ Readers?

12 A 1954 LP featuring clarinetist Simeon, pianist Price and drummer Singleton. 

13 Trauner was a legendary production designer who, among his other 
accomplishments, helped shape the look of classic pre-WWII French films such as 
Le Quai des Brume, Le Jour se Leve and Les Enfants du Paradis.

14 Though common in the first decades of sound, it is a rare practice in 
contemporary film.

Everything was recorded live, which was a big 
risk…I think everything is live; nothing dubbed 
or looped, except maybe a voiceover by Dexter.

JerseystoriesJazz
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A month or so ago my editor asked if I’d 
give him a few articles for the the 

magazine about my years of service in WW 
II. Something like ‘How I Won the War’ 
should do it, he suggested but that sounded a 

little wide of the mark to me and I suggested something more 
believable, something like ‘How I Wound Up As Your Breakfast 
Sweetheart’ would fare better to our membership. Even that seemed to 
be a stretch, so I settled things with the title of ‘Getting Even.’ Who’d 
ever argue over that? 

Plus…recall from last month’s introduction that I had ended up at the 
Cryptographic School at Fort Monmouth that early January morning 
in 1942. This service had not been my choice, but it was where I landed 
after a couple of quick interviews along the way. Briefly, I was given an 
entrance test, passed it, and then was taken to the school’s commanding 
officer, a major, for a little indoctrination and apology.

“You know anything about codes and ciphers?” was his first 
question. 

“Very little,” I answered. “But I’m told I’m a pretty fast learner.”

“That’s good, because I’m gonna give you some stuff to take home 
with you and study. Sort of give you a boot up when classes begin.”

My disappointment must have been obvious. I had expected to be 
taken right in, enlistment paper in hand, but it was not to be.

“See, we have a problem here right now. Place is full to busting and 
no room for newcomers. We’re putting you on a waiting list for the 
next opening. May take a month. That okay with you? Think you 
can wait?”

“You’re asking the wrong question to the wrong guy,” I answered. 
“The question is, can you wait, and the real answer from here is 
no.”

This startled the old guy, I thought. “Look here, major. I came 
down here today to enlist, and I can’t go home with nothing in my 
hand There’s a big draft waiting out there taking guys like me off 
the street. Mine is not a waiting game.”

The table was not fully turned on him, and I liked the way the old 
guy, not used to having the lead taken from him by some smartass 
kid, visibly warmed to this one, me.

“Hellfire, boy. You’re not getting away from us just like that. You’re 
leaving this office with an official statement that you have a 
commitment from us for assignment, and hand’s off. In other 
words, somebody from the local draft board stops you with a sheet 
that has your name on it, tell him he can take it and put it some 
place where the sun don’t shine. How’s that? Okay?”

I reached over his desk and shook his hand. “Got it,” I said.

In another ten minutes or so we had an understanding for a call 

when the first opening occurred. For this I agreed to wait. I was 
back in my car, the major’s hands-off statement on the passenger 
seat beside me. Ringing in my ear were the major’s last words. “You 
better be there for me when I send for you or you can take my note 
to your draft board and…”

“…I know, I know,” I said, “you have a way with words, you do.”

All in all, I’d say it had been a good day. And honestly, I was looking 
forward to seeing the major when his call came.

It was almost a Caesarian delivery: It came, I saw, and was 
conquered.

* * *

In no more than two weeks the major phoned. My mother took the 
call and passed the word that he’d be expecting me by nine the 
following Monday. “Who was that man?” my mother asked, “is that 
the major you were telling me about?” I said it probably was, and 
she said, he sounded like such a nice man.

He has that way about him, I agreed, and told her what the call 
meant. “So don’t plan any meals for me for a while,” I said. And 
indeed it wasn’t until the end of 1945, almost four years hence, that 
I began eating suppers with my mother and father again.

On the Monday of the major’s call, I arrived at the Crypt School to 
find him waiting for me. First thing he did was swear me into the 
service, and together we went over to the quartermaster building to 
get me GI outfitted. On the way back to the school we sidetracked 
into the dispensary where he said I had to get sterilized.

“Hold on, major,” I said.” You didn’t tell me anything about that 
when we started out. I’m not sure I go for this idea at all. Let’s go 
back and get rid of the uniform.”

Laughing together, we entered the building and they knew 
immediately what was in order. It was by no means unexpected for 
the major to bring in a new recruit for a crash medical. In no more 
than a quarter of an hour, I had every shot, immunized (not 
sterilized), every X-ray, every probe they needed to pronounce me 
fit to solve enemy codes and ciphers. While we waited for the X-rays 
to be read and the blood samples analyzed, the major, the lab 
assistant, and I sat in an examining room discussing the upcoming 
baseball season. I’d have to say it was far from a conclusive talk.

The doctor entered the room with a handful of negatives. He said to 
me, “Well you certainly had me fooled. I haven’t seen anything 
quite like this for quite a while.”

The major was on his feet in nothing flat. He braced the medic 
against an examining table, and wanted to know what was wrong.

“The boy’s deaf as a post. Left ear completely gone, though the right 
one looks like it might be okay.”

JerseystoriesJazz

the President emeritus writes…

getting even (part i)
By Jack Stine
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The major was angry as hell. “Why didn’t you tell me? Who the hell 
do you think you are?” he asked me. I told him I’d forgotten to 
mention it, and honestly it never did occur to me whenever we 
talked. Fact is, I’d had a career of mastoid surgeries on my left ear 
all through my first dozen years. My inner ear was a disaster, ear 
canal practically shut, full of scar tissue and nothing could be done 
for it.

“Well I’ll be damned,” he said and he went on about time wasted 
on me. The doctor told me that after the major had cooled down 
he could get me a 4F rating that would permanently keep me out of 
service. But the major would not let things go, wanted to know how 
I managed to fool him so completely. I assured him it had been no 
intention on my part to do so.

He exploded. “Well how the hell…”

“Lip reading,” I explained to him. I have depended on it all my life. 
I’ve got friends for ten, fifteen years that don’t know I’m practically 
deaf if the light’s no good. It’s the kind of thing it doesn’t occur to 
you, it’s so forgotten. And listen, doc, I appreciate your offer for the 
4F classification, but I won’t be needing it as long as the sun’s 
around so I can read it.”

I asked the doc if there was anything else in my examination that 
could disqualify me for duty and he said it was clean. I asked the 
major if he still wanted me in his service and he said yes. “Then let’s 
get out of here and get to work. Before the sun goes down and I 
can’t see to hear.” JJ

www.marleneverplanck.com

Surprise Me Somewhere!
m a r l e N e  V e r P l a N c K

Saturday, October 14

WCT Theater
23 Water St., Ossining, NY (program GPS for 25 Water St.) 
Lets get out and support this new venue!  
Tickets online only: www.wctheater.org

Sunday, October 22

New Jersey Jazz Society 
45th Anniversary Concert
Dorothy Young Center for the Arts 
Drew University, Madison, NJ 
Many artists are coming together to celebrate 
the life of Bucky Pizzarelli, 3 - 6 pm. 
Tickets, call 800-838-3006 or visit www.njjs.org

SAVE ThE DATES!
Sunday, December 3

NJPAC
Irivng Brlin Tribute | 3 pm 
Reserve NOW! | 888-466-5722

Saturday, December 30

JAzz@KITANO
Perfect singer’s room in NYC 
66 Park Ave. @ 38th St. 
Reservations | 888-466-5722

Rosie and the Riveters, a talented trio of ladies from Saskatoon, 
will headline at the Minstrel Acoustic Concert Series on Friday, 

Oct. 13 at 7:30 pm at the Morristown Unitarian Fellowship, 21 
Normandy Heights Rd, Morristown. Betsy Rose and the Chicago 
Fire open.

Who would have expected the province of Saskatchewan, Canada 
to be a hotbed of 1940s swing? Allyson Reigh, Alexis Normand and 
Farideh Olsen are the charming women who make up Rosie & the 
Riveters. They channel the Andrews Sisters, with songs from that 
era and originals in the same style, and top it off with cabaret-style 
choreography. 

Opener Betsy Rose, better known to fellow Folk Project members 
as Elizabeth Lachowicz, is the Folk Project’s resident blues maven. 
Her clear voice and saucy style are rooted in the sights and sounds 
of Chicago’s toughest neighborhoods and rowdiest music bars. Her 
backup band, The Chicago Fire, is packed with some of the Folk 
Project’s finest musicians: Dave Kleiner, Bill Meyer, Mitch Radler, 
and Mark Schaffer. 

The event is part of the Minstrel Acoustic Concert Series, 
sponsored by The  Folk Project each Friday evening at the 
Fellowship. Admission is $10 per adult at the door. Children 12 
and under are free. For further information, call 973-335-9489, or 
visit www.folkproject.org. The Folk Project website also offers 
music samples of Minstrel performers: www.Minstrel.folkproject.
org.

The Folk Project is a non-profit whose mission is to present high 
caliber folk music performances and instructional workshops; to 
encourage development of musicianship and performance skills; 
and to provide interesting social and learning activities relating to 
traditional and participatory folk music and dance.  JJ

Funding made possible in part by funds from Morris Arts through the 
NJ State Council on the Arts. a Partner Agency of the National 
Endowment for the Arts. More information at www.folkproject.org 
and www.rosieandtheriveters.com.

the Folk Project Presents…  
ROSIE AND ThE RIVETERS!
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A most welcome 
addition of fairly 

recent vintage to New 
York’s finest jazz 
practitioners, Adrian 

Cunningham (a gift from Australia), was 
caught at the helm of his own band, 
“Professor Cunningham’s Old School,” at a 
venue we hadn’t visited in quite a while, the 
venerable Swing 46. It consisted of Simon 
Wettenhall, trumpet, an old familiar to 
these ears; pianist Oscar Perez, new to us 
and a most welcome discovery; Scott Ridle, 
bass; Paul Wells, drums, and the leader on 
clarinet, alto, and — surprise! — tenor.

After our ears adjusted to the potent 
amplification (probably aimed at the bar 
clientele, which indeed responded with 
some dancing couples) we enjoyed the in 
progress “In a Mellotone” which served as 
an introduction to Adrian’s mellow tenor, 
later heard in a more raunchy mode, and 
the first encounter with the stimulating 
pianism of Perez, causing my companion, 
Daryl Sherman (no stranger to a paino) and 
me to exchange gazes of pleasant surprise. 
(When you encounter someone good, you 
can usually tell very quickly; in this case, it 
was a combination of time, touch and 
invention.) Simon (we’re on a first-name 
basis) contributed well, as expected.

Next, “That Da Da Strain,” not heard live in 
a very long time but one of those good old 
good ones, as Louis called them. Fine 
ensemble work on this, as befitting. There 
were several dippings into Ellingtonia aside 
from “Mellotone,” including a fast “Rockin’ 
in Rhythm” with good work by Wells, and a 
very accurate “Black and Tan 
Fantasy,” not often heard these 
days, with nice wa-wa stuff 
from Simon. (This piece is 
always a memory trigger for 
me as it was my very first 
Ellington acquisition, on a blue 
label Okeh, back in my earliest 
collecting days, in wonderful 
Copenhagen, as the song 
rightly has it.) There was a 

surprisingly fast “Sunny Side of the Street,” 
and one of Adrian’s several vocals on “Loch 
Lomond” — he’s an appealingly 
unpretentious singer, in this instance with 
the appropriate Scottish flavor. Daryl, who 
has worked with Adrian (or rather he with 
her) was invited up, and in recognition of 
one of a trio of out-of-town ladies, 
dedicated “Memphis in June” to her, 
interpreting this lovely and too seldom 
heard Carmichael gem in her distinctively 
personal way, voice and piano. to the visible 
delight of the band members for whom this 
was a first encounter. One of those ladies 
was later coaxed to the stand by Adrian and 
offered “Fever,” an appropriate lead-in to 
Adrian’s tip of the cap to Ray Charles, 
“Hallelujah ‘Cause I Love Her So,” also 
featuring his here R&B-flavored tenor (he’s 
convincing in that manner). The set finished 
with a surprise that featured the leader’s 
expert clarinet. This was “Egyptian Fantasy,” 
a Sidney Bechet special that this notable 
attributed to himself for recording royalty 
purpose but is actually from an obscure 
ballet score — I once knew the composer’s 
name but it eludes me. So, all told, a varied 
and interesting program by a most 
enjoyable band. The energetic dancers 
would surely agree.

n A different and more intimate venue for 
Manhattan jazz is the still rather new but by 
now well established Mezzrow, where we 
had the pleasure of catching the very special 
duo of masters Ken Peplowski and Ehud 
Asherie, making music together as if they 
were a well-established team. Ken doubled 
clarinet and tenor, the latter the instrument 

on which I first heard him, 
more years ago than I will 
reveal for the sake of both of 
us, though Ken is ageless, 
Ehud is still so young that his 
astonishing command of the 
jazz piano tradition from 
Eubie to Bud is, well, 
astonishing. He puts it to use 
in a most musical manner, 
never showing off his 

virtuosity for its own sake, which is one 
reason why he gets long so well with Ken, 
for whom the same can be said.

They began with “I Never Knew,” Ken on 
tenor, as this Lester Young-associated tune 
would suggest. It was a vigorous opener, 
Ehud doing his Fats thing. I’m a fan of 
Ken’s tenor, also in evidence on “Sometimes 
I’m Happy,” which made for a Lester 
medley, taken at Prez’s moderato tempo 
(It’s usually done too fast). “Nancy With the 
Laughing Face,” which Dexter Gordon 
introduced to jazz, was a mellow tenor 
outing, Ken’s tome ever so warm. The 
twosome moved into high gear with “The 
Jeep Is Jumping,” a Johnny Hodges special 
on “I Got Rhythm” changes, turned a bit 
more boppish, which fits it well, Ehud was 
at his most caloric, a wonderful outing, and 
Ken’s tenor up to that, with some expert 
tonguing.

After swinging to the hilt, they turned 
romantic, Ken switching to clarinet, 
demonstrating his beautiful tone right from 
the first note of this lovely tune. Next, back 
to speed on an Ellington number tailor 
made for that, “Ring Them Bells,” subject of 
memorable recordings by Lionel Hampton 
(with a Ducal contingent) and that great 
Dane Svend Asmussen, proving that Danes 
can swing with the best. Ken and Ehud were 
truly together on this outing, mastering the 
tempo throughout. Ken’s ending made me 
want to shout, “B.G. is looking at you,” but 
I restrained myself. That was some looong 
note!

This fine set ended with two more gems: 
“Honeysuckle Rose,” opening with Ehud’s 
verse, concluding with fours and eights, Ken 
picking up Ehud’s last phrase. The finishing 
touch was another fast one, “It’s Alright 
With Me,” Ken on clarinet for his longest 
solo, Ehud following with some of that great 
stride, our grand twosome ending it 
together. 

One of those nights when you know you’re 
in the right place! JJ

JerseystoriesJazz

dan’s den | when you Know you’re in the right place
By Dan Morgenstern

Jersey Jazz is an NJcsPJ 
“excellence in Journalism”  
award-winning Publication
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n  Bucky Pizzarelli and Aaron Weinstein  
Sunday, october 8 | 3 - 5 pm 
$25 advance/$30 door

the legendary master of the seven-string jazz guitar 
and “the groucho of the violin .”

n  Grant Stewart and 3Divas 
Sunday, November 12 | 3 - 5:00 pm 
$25 advance/$30 door 

“what separates grant Stewart from so many of his 
peers stuck in the quicksand of hard bop nostalgia 
is the sheer creative spark and spontaneity of his 
solos”  —– Mark Stryker, Detroit Free Press

3divAS are Jackie warren, piano; Amy Shook, bass; 
and Sherrie Maricle, drums . they play original, 
traditional, and contemporary standards from all 
genres of music with their own unique style, 
innovative arrangements and unified musical joy . 

n  Houston Person w/The Dave Leonhardt Trio 
Sunday, december 10 | 3 - 5:00 pm 
$25 advance & $30 door

Award winning tenor saxophonist and record 
producer, Houston person is known as the “the 

Boss tenor Crown .” He’s performed in the hard bop 
and swing genres, but is most experienced in and 
best known for his work in soul jazz . david 
Leonhardt, jazz pianist and composer, is a versatile 
artist with a passion to bring the jazz experience to 
as many people as he can .

n  Bill Charlap and Peter Washington 
Sunday, January 21 | 3 - 5 pm 
$30 advance & $35 door

“Bill Charlap approaches a song the way a lover 
approaches his beloved…no matter how 
imaginative or surprising his take on a song is, he 
invariably zeroes in on its essence .”  
— Time Magazine

peter washington, who played with the 
westchester Community Symphony at the age of 
14, became interested in jazz at Berklee College, 
going on to perform with many outstanding jazz 
artists .

n  NY/NJ All Star Big Band 
18-piece big bandplays the Music of Count Basie 
Sunday, February 25 | 3 - 5:00 pm 
$30 advance & $35 door

Comprised of outstanding musicians who have 
played under Basie, ellington, ray Charles, Frank 
Sinatra, wynton Marsalis and so many others .

n  The Hendrik Meurkens Quartet 
Sunday, March 25 3:00 - 5:00 pm 
$25 advance & $30 door

virtuoso instrumentalist and composer Hendrik 
Meurkens began his career in germany playing 
vibes . At 19, he heard toots thielemans play 
harmonica, which totally changed his musical life . 
His career has taken him from Brazil to germany, 
then throughout the european continent where he 
became a pivotal force on the studio and jazz 
scene .

n  Tony DeSare 
Sunday, April 22 | 3 - 5:00 pm 
$30 advance & $35 door

tony deSare performs with infectious joy, wry 
playfulness and robust musicality . Named a “rising 
Star Male vocalist” in DownBeat magazine, deSare 
has lived up to that distinction by winning critical 
and popular acclaim for his concert performances 
throughout North America and abroad . JJ

Jazz at rutherfurd hall 2017-18 season
Producer Ed Coyne announces seven outstanding jazz events at the historic Allamuchy, NJ venue

It’s hard to believe, but the near ubiquitous 
Swingadelic has never performed at the long-

running Bickford Theatre Jazz Showcase series. 
That large oversight will be rectified at 7:30 pm 
on Thursday, October 5, when the popular 
Hoboken-based dance and swing band, 
featuring the remarkable vocalist Vanessa 
Perea, presents a “100th Centennial Tribute to 
Ella Fitzgerald,” exploring the music and the 
life of America’s First Lady of Song.

From the humblest of beginnings, with 
virtually no musical training or background, 
Ella Fitzgerald arrived like a meteor onto the 
New York music scene in the 1930s and very 
shortly after onto the national stage with her 
version of  “A Tisket, A Tasket.” 

She went on to record with practically every 
major jazz artist and bandleader of her era, 
including Louis Armstrong, Duke Ellington, 
Benny Goodman, Teddy Wilson, Louis Jordan 
and Nelson Riddle. Her eight Norman Granz 
produced “Songbook” albums set the standard 

for interpreting the Great American Songbook.

The Bickford show features the sublime talents 
of vocalist Vanessa Perea, backed by 
Swingadelic, easily New Jersey’s premier 
repertoire big band, with additional vocals 
being supplied by the band’s frontman John 
Bauers, and also featuring the arrangements 
and vocals of trombonist Robert Edwards. 

Led by bassist Dave Post, Swingadelic’s 
explorations of historic jazz material, including 
previous explorations of the music of Johnny 
Mercer, Allen Tousaint and Duke Pearson, are 
always painstakingly researched and 
impeccably presented and the upcomng 
Bickford show should be a gas.

The Theatre is located at the Morris Museum, 
6 Normandy Heights Road in Morristown. 
Tickets for the show are $20 in advance and 
$25 at the door and can be purchased by 
phone at 973-971-3706 and online at 
morrismuseum.org. JJ

swingadelic makes bickford theatre debut with ella tribute

Vocalist Vanessa Perea

JerseystoriesJazz
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 Noteworthy  
Fradley Garner International Editor Jersey Jazz

eNter our ‘whIte house’ coNtest! … my FaVorIte tomas JaNzoN album …
lIsteN to KeIth Jarrett aNd marIaN mcPartlaNd … scott robINsoN emaIls 
From PaKIstaN — “thIs musIc maKes maNy FrIeNds.” 

New Noteworthy coNtest!  
this time it calls for some googling . the question: 
who were some of the jazz musicians and bands 
that have played at the white House over the 
years? “Jazz has been at the white House almost 
as long as it’s existed,” according to one source, 
“though what ray Miller and his band were playing 
for Calvin Coolidge in 1924 likely bears little 
resemblance to the music president and Mrs . 
obama will be listening to as they celebrate 
international Jazz day in 1916 .” Answer the 
question as fully as you can, and email it to me 
over here in denmark by october 15, 2017 . First 
prize is a hardback or e-book copy of Harlem Jazz  
Adventures: A European Baron’s Memoir, 1934-
1969 . (the Scarecrow press, N .y ., Studies in Jazz 
Series No . 65, 2012 .) Baron timme rosenkrantz, 
senior author, was the first european journalist to visit and report from New 
york City . All other entrants will get another prize . entrants to previous 
Noteworthy contests are eligible for this one, but not NJJS officers or the staff 
of Jersey Jazz . you needn’t be a NJJS member to join . email your entry by 
october 15 to: fradleygarner@gmail .com . 

COAST TO COAST TO COAST is my favorite album by the Harlem-
based Swedish guitarist and composer, tomas Janzon . (Changes Music, Los 
Angeles, 2006) . recorded in New york, Stockholm and Los Angeles, Janzon 
plays his 10 short original works in trio settings, backed by changing sidemen, 
including drummers Ben dixon, tony Austin, and bassists Jeff Littleton and Ken 
Filiano . recent years in Manhattan have seen him often with bassist essiet 
essiet and drummer Chuck Mcpherson . this trio toured Austria, germany, 
Norway and Sweden in April, including gigs at the porgy and Bess Café in 
vienna and Café Museum in passau, germany . “i look forward to start 
recording my next album in october,” tomas emails . “the working title is 130th 
and Lenox, a musical reflection on where i live in New york .” July and August 
found tomas mostly on his own in Sweden, “playing my program ‘From Bach 
to Jazz’ for classical guitar .” tomas’s trio later performed at the Kalott Jazz and 
Blues Festival in Haparanda, in the far north of  Sweden . By late August, he was 
back in New york, “teaching at the Crestwood Music Center and playing local 
gigs .” time off? Not much for this musician . Janzon flew back to his homeland 
and, with bassist Nedra wheeler and drummer will terrill, are featured at the 
Stockholm Jazz Festival, october 6-15 . And then they’ll tour again in Sweden .  
“i am following up directly on my own, touring and networking in Latvia and 
estonia . it will be especially interesting to work and connect with local 
musicians over there . Some of them i’ve already met at the Jazzahead 
conference in Bremen, and some are new contacts . i have two concerts in riga 
and one in tallin booked so far .” obviously, tomas Janzon is his own booking 
agent . “this tour will include clinics/workshops and these will add more 

content to my new book on improvisation, to be 
published early next year . working title same as my 
new Cd: 130th and Lenox, a tribute to my home in 
New york and the world beyond .” the musician’s 
websites offer links to articles in top jazz trade 
magazines and video links . www .tomasjanzon .com .

aFter KeIth Jarrett’s stellar piano 
recital at Carnegie Hall in 2005, Marian Mcpartland 
finally managed to confront the elusive performer 
and convince him to join her for an interview and 
duo-performance five years later on Marian’s 
National public radio Piano Jazz show . “the 
Allentown, pA, native graciously invited Mcpartland 
and a small crew to his home studio, a converted 
barn next to his 18th-century farmhouse,” writes 
Npr’s Alfred turner . “the intimate setting and the 
chemistry between the two made for an 

exhilarating session . Jarrett is one of the most significant jazz pianists to 
emerge in the latter decades of the 20th century . A classically trained player 
and a composer, he was inducted into the prestigious downbeat Hall of Fame 
in 2008 . He has played with Miles davis and Art Blakey and has made several 
legendary recordings with a quartet that included bassist Charlie Haden, 
drummer Jack deJonnette, and sax man dewey redman .” to listen to the 
show, go to www .npr .org/music and search “Keith Jarrett on piano Jazz .”

scott robINsoN emaIls: “i write this on tour in pakistan, under 
the auspices of the u .S . State department . i hear you: pakistan? yes, despite 
the challenges, many people here are eager to learn about our music, and to 
add to it as well . you should’ve heard our version of “Caravan” with local sitar 
and tabla virtuosos two nights ago! As i mentioned in yesterday’s tv interview 
in islamabad, this music of ours is very absorbent, and always has been . it 
makes friends easily . My october appearances back in Manhattan are shaping 
up, starting with three nights with the ‘evolving bassist’ rufus reid at dizzy’s 
Club, october 6-8 . rufus is inspiring, someone i’ve listened to since childhood . 
on the 17th i’ll be at the Jazz Standard with my old friend Frank Kimbrough’s 
quartet, doing Monk music . the 18th and 19th i’m playing in Ann Arbor: first 
with pheeroan akLaff, and then Joe daley . Back in NyC, i’ll be performing at 
town Hall on the 22nd in the debut of a new group led by Steve Bernstein, the 
town Hall ensemble . then i head out to L .A . to play baritone sax in one of the 
L .A . Jazz institute’s festivals — this time featuring the music of gerry Mulligan . 
As i write this, negotiations are just being finalized for me to bring a special 
group into the Jazz Standard for Halloween night! this will be a lot of fun, with 
theremin, bass sax and some of my crazier instruments on display . i am hoping 
to bring in a downsized version of the group from my new album Heliosonic 
Toneways — featuring Matt wilson, Frank Lacy, pat o’Leary, yosvany terry and 
more — to be called the “Heliotones .”i hope to see some of your readers at 
these events . As i said, this music makes many friends . Scott .” JJ

TRI-CoASTAL: Rubem Farias, Tomas Janzon and 
Bengt Stark take a break during rehearsal for their 
Kalottjazz & Blues concert in Haparanda, Sweden. 
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rhythm & rhyme
Poetry editor Gloria Krolak explores the world of jazz in verse. This month a rare “unsung” poem from prolific bassist/talker Jay Leonhart.

JAY LEONHART
Jay Leonhart is a man of many musical hats: bass player, lyricist, songwriter, singer, sideman, 
soloist, leader and recording artist — 15 solo albums to his name . Sometime in the ‘80s, while 
pursuing an earnest career in jazz, he discovered himself a storyteller, a poet and a humorist in 
the American tradition of Mark twain . A conversational, voluble narrator of his own life 
experiences, Leonhart’s brand of music plus comedy seems to have occurred naturally . in his 
youtube video, “the Bass Lesson,” filmed before a Club 54 audience, he introduces himself with 
“it’s impossible to Sing and play the Bass,” whereupon he proceeds to do just that for an hour, 
making it look as easy as a blackbird to whistle . 

His delivery is a blend of robert Klein observing himself and Johnny Carson surprising himself . 
throw in a touch of Mose Allison without the cynicism of, for example, “your mind is on vacation 
and your mouth is working overtime .” Although Leonhart’s “My problem is you,” comes close . 
Humor is not always his aim, though . Leonhart wrote one of the best songs about raising a son, 
“Let A Flower grow,” an equal to the classic “dat dere” lyrics by oscar Brown, Jr . 

Leonhart’s childhood in Baltimore was his proving ground . All six children and their parents 
played musical instruments . He played piano, banjos, guitars, mandolins and basses with his 
older brother Bil, touring the country as a young teenager . At 13, after hearing ray Brown, he 
was inspired to adopt the bass . they’ve been the ideal couple ever since . 

About the “serious” side of his career, Leonhart likes to say it’s easier to say who he hasn’t 
played with (that would be Miles davis, Louis Armstrong and Barbra Streisand) . in 1997 he was an 
original cast member of the off-Broadway musical Secrets Every Smart Traveler Should Know, 
which turns a comedic eye on air travel and vacations . He performs on its cast recording as well, 
released in 1999 . Leonhart now appears regularly with his trio at Birdland in New york . the 
musical tradition continues in Leonhart’s own nuclear family . wife donna Zeir and daughter 
Carolyn are both accomplished vocalists and his son is trumpeter Michael Leonhart . 

THE POEM 
instead of looking at jazz through poetry, Jay Leonhart turns the tables on us to examine the act 
of writing poetry through jazz . robert Frost is under his unique microscope, irreverently calling 
the most celebrated poet in American history “Bob” and “Bobby” with an amusing nonchalance . 

How is it that Frost was free to write about fences and rolling hills, while Leonhart himself 
struggles under the worst possible conditions, mortgage worries, daily soul-sucking chores, and 
the distractions of big city life, he asks . instead Frost could idyllically observe falling snow and 
leaves from “that little country place of his,” a remove that many artists might crave . He imagines 
a wealthy patron removing all Frost’s worries, including the sticky job of marketing poetry . 

Never mind the reality that Frost held many jobs in his youth, including a failed attempt at 
farming in vermont, before setting up home in england in 1912 . He returned to the u .S . in 1915 
after having published his first two volumes of poetry, his fame and honors growing . He won four 
pulitzer prizes and served as consultant in poetry to the Library of Congress from 1958 to 1959 . 
the resulting body of work, which president John F . Kennedy called “imperishable verse,” was 
written despite family tragedies for which Leonhart thankfully has no parallel . Frost’s daughter 
Marjorie died in 1934 from complications of childbirth; wife elinor in 1938 suddenly of a heart 
attack after 43 years of marriage; his son Carol committed suicide in 1940; and irma, another 
daughter, was institutionalized for mental illness, as was Frost’s sister . All of this while he wrote 
what some consider his best collection of poems, A Witness Tree . 

truly a fantasy when examined in the light of the poet’s life, “robert Frost” concludes that being 
rich and famous changes nothing . the mundane and the tragic will still be there to deal with, 
even overcome . Some might insinuate it as the basis for any great art . one last conclusion to 
draw, be careful whose life you wish for.   JJ

robert Frost 
By Jay Leonhart

robert Frost did write in settings beautiful and rustic 
He wrote of rolling hills and green terrain 
while poor me i must do my writing in the chaos of the     
city  
Sometimes even on a subway train

How am i to ever learn about the woodlands 
And the falling leaves of autumn, and such things sublime 
when i must spend all my time just trucking ‘round this 
dirty city 
doing what i can to earn a dime, dime, dime

How did robert Frost make payments on that little 
country place of his 
where did he get the dough? 
Could he go down to the country store and sell a poem, 
saying 
“Here’s a nice one i wrote about the snow”

Surely now he must have had a sponsor of some sort,  
perhaps a lady friend just rolled in bread 
A lady friend to say “Now, Bob, why don’t you take a 
long, long walk 
and write whatever pops into your head, head, head”

She’d say, “Bobby don’t you worry about the mortgage, 
no no, 
Bobby don’t you worry about those bills .  
Bobby why don’t you go write a poem about the 
neighbors,  
About the fences, about the rolling hills .”

“Bobby don’t you worry about the dishes,  
and don’t you even think about those pans . 
Bobby you know it’s not good that an artist like yourself  
should be walking around this world with dishpan hands .”

So you see now Bob was free to follow through his 
fancies 
wander through the hills behind the muse 
Boy if i had Bobby’s life i’d follow through my fancies, 
oh, to be in Bobby’s shoes

if i had Bobby’s life i could be a hero 
go out and find my fortune and my fame 
the only trouble is, i hear from people who have found it 
that everything in life stays just the same, same, same

Just the same 
Stays the same 
Just the same

Reproduced with the permission of Jay Leonhart. 
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VeroNIca swIFt
Birdland, NYC | July 29 
Metropolitan Room, NYC | August 12

it is fascinating to observe how quickly vocalist 
veronica Swift has created a buzz in New york City 
jazz circles . She graduated from the Frost School of 
Music at the university of Miami in december 2016, 
moved to New york City full time just last April, and 
has quickly become a frequent performer at one of the 
most prestigious jazz clubs anywhere, Birdland . Her 
Saturday early evening sets at Birdland have been attracting close to capacity 
crowds . 

Swift’s performance at Birdland on July 29 confirmed what has been evident to 
those who have been aware of her for several years — she is an exceptional 
talent who is swiftly (no pun intended) developing into one of the premier 
female jazz vocalists on the scene today . 

A few weeks later Swift performed at one of New york’s best cabaret rooms, 
the Metropolitan room . She combined some new material centered around 
Broadway tunes that are not normally placed into the kind of jazz context that 
she provided for them, with several of the selections from her Birdland gig that 
will be included on a new album that she is recording with the brilliant jazz 
pianist Benny green .

At Birdland Swift was accompanied by John di Martino on piano, Michael 
o’Brien on bass and Aaron Kimmel on drums . Her set was well paced, finding 
her exploring the lush ballad “interlude, racing through “By Myself” with some 
scatting that only a singer with her musical knowledge and imagination could 
execute, taking inspiration from Bill evans take on “you’re gonna Hear From 
Me” for her knowing interpretation, and revisiting her last performance with 
her late father, the legendary pianist Hod o’Brien, by combining “there will 
Never be Another you .” 

these were but a few of the highlights from a show that presented one 
stunning selection after another .

For the Metropolitan room gig pianist Jon davis, bassist Ben rubens and 
drummer Scott Lowrie provided the instrumental support . the first part of her 
show was devoted to jazz interpretations of songs from Broadway musicals . 
Swift chose tunes that are not overdone, and rarely addressed by jazz singers . 
Among them were “A Lot of Livin’ to do,” “My own Best Friend,” “As Long As 
He Needs Me,” “Forget About the Boy” and “i Feel pretty .” 

Swift then delved into some of the songs that she addressed at Birdland, but 
there were two notable diversions . reacting to the events that had just 
occurred in her hometown of Charlottesville, she gave a moving performance 
of the rodgers and Hammerstein paean to tolerance, “you’ve got to Be 
Carefully taught .” She then called upon a vocalist friend in the audience, 
Nicholas King, to join her for a spirited take on “i Can’t give you Anything But 
Love .”

over these two performances, veronica Swift demonstrated her multitude of 
musical assets, a flexible and rangy voice, an innate jazz sensitivity, her 
technical musical knowledge, an unflagging ability to swing, a flair for arranging 
and an unfailing sense of time . Her acute intelligence comes to the fore in her 
lyric writing, her witty and perspicacious patter, and her overall presence . She 
has the brashness of youth and the maturity of a performer of far more 
advanced years .  

veronica Swift seems destined to accumulate accolades galore as her career 
continues to gather steam, truly a star in the making!  

Peter aNd wIll aNdersoN
songbook summit: Porter,  
arlen, gershwin & rodgers
59E59 Theaters, NYC | August 2-27

peter and will Anderson are a remarkably talented duo 
of reed players who are also wonderfully adept at 
creating shows that are musically satisfying and 
interestingly informative . each year for the past several 
years, they have presented theme shows for extended 
runs at the 59e59 theaters . this year their four-week 

stay at 59e59 found them devoting each week to the music of a different one 
of the great composers of the great American Songbook, Cole porter, Harold 
Arlen, george gershwin and richard rodgers . 

the format for each show followed a similar structure . they combined the 
music, performed by peter Anderson on tenor sax, clarinet and soprano sax, 
will Anderson on alto sax, clarinet and flute, Jeb patton on piano, Clovis 
Nicholas or Neal Miner on bass, phil Stewart on drums, and Molly ryan on 
vocals with support material, including film clips, slides and recordings; with 
informative commentary by will Anderson designed to put the music into 
historical and biographical context .

they chose wisely in selecting their musical cohorts . patton is a superb pianist, 
adept at playing in several musical styles, both Nicholas and Miner are 
interesting soloists and rhythmically strong, while Stewart is a master of time 
and providing the right percussive accents . ryan is a young singer who has a 
natural feel for the classic pop standards that were created by these 
composers, and a voice that sounds just right singing them .

given the musical catalogs that they addressed, it is hardly surprising that each 
evening was filled with familiar songs that brought immediate smiles of 
recognition to the faces of those who filled the room . the arrangements, most 
of them by peter Anderson, were imaginative and often presented songs at 
different tempi and in different styles that those most usually associated with 
them . Most were performed at a lively tempo, with the ballads primarily the 
bailiwick of ryan . 

each show, one of the Andersons played a ballad duo with patton, and patton 
was given a solo number . Another nightly feature was the inclusion of an 
original song from the Andersons’ recent tribute album to Joe temperley, Blues 
for Joe. the inclusion of the photos, film clips and audio clips added a special 
dimension to the shows . it enabled the audience to experience the subjects of 
the shows on a more personal level, and brought to life much of the 
commentary provided by will Anderson . He also proved to be a witty host, 
interspersing humorous observations with the factual material . 

this series attracted large and enthusiastic audiences . the demand for tickets 
resulted in a few extra performances being added . given the enormity of this 
undertaking, the final products reflected the intelligence of the Andersons, as 
well as their impressive musicianship . this has been true every year that they 
have presented concept shows at this venue, but this time they truly outdid 
themselves, giving those who attended the shows memories of exceptional 
entertainment that is sure to linger for quite some time

laura aINsworth
Metropolitan Room, NYC | August 24

there are still many vocalists who rely on standards and neglected gems for 
the core of their repertoire . Such a lady is dallas-based Laura Ainsworth . She is 
among the best of the retro vocalists currently keeping good songs alive . 

caught in  
the act

By Joe Lang  

Past NJJS President

continued on page 42
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Ainsworth made her New york City debut at the Metropolitan room in August, 
accompanied by her regular pianist from dallas, Brian piper, and three top-drawer 
New york cats, saxophonist/clarinetist dan Block, bassist Joel Forbes and 
drummer Aaron Kimmel . She proved to be just as appealing in person as she is on 
her recordings .

Adorned in a sultry gown and arm-length gloves, Ainsworth projected the image of 
a performer from the past, and possessed a vocal approach to match .Her 13-song 
program featured several selections from her new album, New Vintage (see other 
views column in this issue), with the balance of the songs coming from her two 
earlier releases . 

Ainsworth has a knack for selecting songs that are mostly of the under-the-radar 
type, although she mixes in enough more familiar tunes like “”Love for Sale,” 
“Skylark,’ “My Foolish Heart” and “i’ll take romance” to let you know that she 
does ignore the standards . She is particularly effective singing songs filed with wry 
humor such as “that’s How i got My Start,” “An occasional Man” and “wasting My 
Love on you .”

in her remarks, she emphasized how she became infatuated with the vintage 
material that she performs from an early age, growing up in a home with a father 
who was a big band saxophonist . indicative of her nostalgic inclinations was her 
inclusion of a song, “where did the Magic go?” that references many images and 
figures from the past . while her material has a retro feel, her patter occasionally 
displayed a more edgy and contemporary attitude, but tempered with a 
complementary softness that made for a nice blend . the closing words of “where 
did the Magic go?” are “the magic will never die,” and Ainsworth is doing her part 
in keeping that magic alive .

suzaNNa ross
Metropolitan Room, NYC | July 6

Suzanna ross aptly titled her show A Little Love, A Little Amour, as she performed 
a show at the Metropolitan room that mixed songs in english and French revolving 
around the subject at the core of so much popular music, romance . ross’s 
pleasant soprano voice was supported by Frank ponzio on piano, Jeremy powell 
on reeds, iris ornig on bass and vito Lesczak on drums for her 16-song program .

Many French songs have found popularity on this side of the Atlantic with the 
addition of english lyrics, and for her opener “La Belle vie” (“the good Life”) ross 
chose to sing it in both French and english . As the set progressed, she sang 
several songs familiar to American audiences like “the Look of Love,” “Just a Little 
Lovin’,” “Let’s Face the Music and dance,” “Moon river” and “what the world 
Needs Now .”

ross also offered up several French tunes, including Je Suis Seul Ce Soir,” “La vie 
en rose,” “Comment te dire Adieux” and “parlez Mio de Lui .”

Movie songs were prominent in her program . two songs were written by French 
composers and American lyricists, Michel Legrand’s “what Are you doing the rest 
of your Life,” lyrics by the Bergmans, and “Live For Life,” music by Francis Lai and 
words by Norman gimbel . when she sang “Laura,” she chose to bypass Johnny 
Mercer’s lyrics in favor of singing the song in French .

She performed the material with great attention to the lyrics . i make this judgment 
based on her reading of the english lyrics . Not being literate in French, i assume 
that she was similarly inclined when singing in French . She was convincing to my 
ears . the program was well paced, and ross’s sincere regard for the songs was 
evident throughout her performance . She took an interesting concept, and made it 

work nicely .  JJ
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CAuGHT IN THE ACT
continued from page 40

it requires a lot of time to listen to and 
evaluate the Cds that are sent to me for 

review, and then choosing which of them 
should be covered in this column . Hopefully, 
the selection this month will include something 
for everyone .

n Rediscovered Ellington (zoho – 201707) is a gem of an album 
containing nine pieces of ellingtonia that have been rarely, or in some 
instances, never, heard by the public . this is a joint undertaking of the 
wdr bIg baNd, pianist gary dIal, saxophonist dIcK oatts and 
arranger/conductor rIch derosa . the liner notes detail the story of 
how dial became involved with the ellington estate in cataloging all of 
ellington’s music, much of which was in the form of sketches and scores . 
He was also asked to record solo piano versions of each piece for their 
archives . when derosa contacted dial and oatts, who were frequent 
collaborators, about doing a project with the wdr Big Band, based in 
Köln, germany, which derosa served as the chief arranger and 
conductor, oates suggested an album of rare material from the ellington 
archives, and derosa welcomed the opportunity to arrange and record 
this music . the result is a welcome addition to the expansive world of 
recordings of ellington music . the pieces vary in tempo and mood . oatts 
and dial solo on each selection, dial on piano, and oatts on alto 
saxophone, soprano saxophone and flute . the other soloists from the 
dynamic wdr Big Band are also superb . the arrangements are by 
derosa, with assistance from either dial or oatts, depending on the 
selection . ellington aficionados are sure to be enthusiastic about this 
collection, and big band fans in general should be equally pleased . these 
gentlemen have corralled the spirit of ellington, but have given the music 
their own personal visions . (www .zohomusic .com)

n while he was active, oliver Nelson was recognized as one of the most 
innovative of big band arrangers . As the years have passed, he has been 
more of a footnote than a continuing source of inspiration . one musician, 
trumpeter/big band leader/arranger JohN VaNore, has never forgotten 
hearing Nelson’s music for the first time while attending a band camp, 
and immediately deciding that he wanted to give up studying engineering 
to become a professional musician . when he formed a big band of his 
own, he named it Abstract truth, inspired by Nelson’s most famous 
album The Blues and the Abstract Truth . He has included the title track 
from that album on Stolen Moments (acoustical concepts – 53), an 
album of nine tunes previously part of Nelson’s catalog that vanore has 
reconceived and arranged to capture the spirit of Nelson’s work from his 
own musical perspective . He has done an exceptional job of scoring 
these selections for the 16-piece ensemble that he assembled for this 
project . vanore’s writing is imaginative, ear catching and wonderfully 
satisfying to experience . this powerful and talented assemblage of 
musicians sparkles in their ensemble work and as soloists . His is big band 
music of the highest level, and hopefully portends some more output 
from vanore of a similar nature . Nelson’s legacy, and big band 
enthusiasts deserve nothing less . (www .johnvanore .net) 

n there have been many attempts to combine jazz and classical music, 
with varying degrees of success . in earlier days jazz was generally looked 
down upon by most of those in the classical field . Many jazz musicians 

other Views
By Joe Lang  
Past NJJS President
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have started studying music with 
an emphasis on classical material 
before discovering the joys of jazz . 
one such individual is pianist bIll 
cuNlIFFe . during his career, 
Cunliffe did arranging for his own 
and other big bands, and also has 
created many original 
compositions . All of this comes 
into play on BAChanalia (Metre 
records – 1009) . Cunliffe has 
arranged eight selections for his 
big band that reflect the many 
aspects of his influences and 
talents . there are five pieces based 
on the works of Johann Sebastian 
Bach (“Sleepers wake” and 
“goldberg Contraption”), C .p .e . 
Bach (Solfeggietto”), Sergi 
prokofiev (“piano Concerto No . 3, 
1st Movement”), and Manuel de 
Falla (“the three-Cornered Hat”) . 
two are arrangements of 
standards, “Blame it on My youth” 
and “i’ve got you under My Skin .” 
He also includes one original 
composition, ”Afluencia .” the 
tracks were recorded in two studio 
sessions and at live performances 
at vitello’s in Studio City . the 
personnel varies from session to 
session, but all of the players are 
drawn from the cream of the crop 
of Los Angeles area musicians . As 
a special bonus, denise donatelli 
lends her voice to wordless vocals 
on three selections, and a powerful 
take on “i’ve got you under My 
Skin .” Cunliffe’s charts are 
challenging for the players, and 
occasionally for the listeners, but 
overall the album is an incredible 
blending of classical themes into a 
jazz context, and highly original 
takes on the other material .  
(www .billcunliffe .com) 

n Jazz musicians come from many 
backgrounds and cultures . EE-YA-
gI (mama records – 1053) by 
the hyeseoN hoNg Jazz 
orchestra reflects the influence 
of composer/arranger Hong’s 
Korean heritage in two of its seven 
selections, five originals by Hong 
and two pieces in which she 
incorporates Korean folk melodies 
into her compositions . Her 

inspirations are not limited to her Korean origins . She explores many different 
themes: the emotions of love during one’s youth, “Friends or Lovers;” the 
difficulties of adapting to a new culture, “para Mi Amigo distante;” 
“disappearing into Foam” examines young girlhood as depicted in a Hans 
Christian Andersen fairy tale; the divergent aspects of her dog’s behavior, 
“trash digging Queen;” and one’s first love, “Love Song .” the result is a 
program of pieces that are riveting, and executed to perfection by her talented 
roster of New york City players . Hong is a welcome new voice in the world of 
contemporary big bands, one with freshness and originality who honors the 
foundations of Big Band jazz . (www .mamajazz .com)

The Hyeseon Hong Jazz Orchestra will be having a CD release set at Birdland 
in New York City on October 22 at 6 pm.

n one of the best of all modern big bands was the KeNNy clarKe/
FraNcy bolaNd bIg baNd. Between 1962 and 1972, this multi-national 
band, based in paris where the American Clarke and the Belgian Boland had 
settled, garnered rave reviews and recorded over a dozen albums . All Smiles 
(mPs – 0211956), originally released in 1968 is one of only two albums by the 
band that contained a program of standards, the other being More Smiles . 
Boland’s arrangements for the likes of “Let’s Face the Music and dance,” “i’m 
All Smiles,” “get out of town,” and “when your Lover Has gone” are steeped 
in his own concept of big band writing . He surprises on “By Strauss,” a 
humorous paean to the waltz king by the gershwins by taking it on a 
thoroughly swinging ride . Similarly, Boland gives us a version of Sousa’s “High 
School Cadet March” that would shock Sousa, and probably put a smile on his 
face once he got over his surprise . each of the tracks is a wonderful example 
of Boland’s imaginative approach to the material . the band, featuring top 
players on the european scene from several nations, primarily American 
expatriates and British players, is sublime in their ensemble playing and filled 
with outstanding soloists . one unique feature of the band is the presence of 
two drummers, co-leader Clarke and Kenny Clare, the brilliant cat from 
england . this is great, straight-ahead big band jazz!  
(www .mps-music .com) 

n trumpeter/composer/arranger matt whIte leads a sextet, the suPer 
VIllIaN Jazz baNd, which has the sound and feeling of a much larger 
group . their new album, Worlds Wide (ear up records) has seven original 
pieces by white, and a three-part suite, “the St . Helena island Suite,” 
comprising three hymns that are part of the musical fabric of the gullah 
people on this island off the coast of South Carolina, “Adam in the garden,” 
“ride on Jesus” and “wade in the water .” this Nashville-based aggregation 
includes white on trumpet, evan Cobb on tenor sax and flute, don Aliquo on 
alto sax and clarinet, Joe davidian on piano, Jonathan wires on bass and Jim 
white on drums . trombonist roy Agee appears as a guest on the three St . 
Helena tracks, with electric bassists Steve Bailey and victor wooten each 
appearing on one track of the suite . white’s inspiration for the other selections 
are destinations, real or imagined, from “gadafass/Lunar Landscape,” which 
harkens to the scenes he encountered in iceland to “Area X,” a fictional 
concept that he found in reading Jeff vandermeer’s Southern Reach Trilogy . 
particularly fascinating is his musical depiction of “the Copenhagen garment 
Bag incident,” based on an experience with lost luggage at the Copenhagen 
airport . white’s musical imagination is unbounded, and translates into an 
exhilarating listening experience . (www .mattwhitejazz .com)

n there are a few figures in the history of jazz who have truly achieved 
enduring legendary status . one such is Bix Beiderbecke . Although he died 86 
years ago at the age of 28, there has been an ongoing fascination with his 
music . recently the Bix Beiderbecke Museum has opened in his hometown of 
davenport, iowa, and a new biography of him was released in May . Another 

continued on page 44
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recent addition to the world of Bixiana is Bix – A Tribute to Bix 
Beiderbecke (act – 9826) by echoes oF swINg, Bernd Lhotzky on piano, 
Chris Hopkins on tenor sax, Colin t . dawson on cornet and trumpet, and oliver 
Mewes on drums, augmented by Shannon Barnett on trombone and vocals, 
Mulo Francel on C-melody sax and guitar, pete york on drums, percussion and 
vocals, Henning gailing on bass and emile parisien on soprano sax . echoes of 
Swing has produced several terrific albums capturing classic jazz with a 
contemporary feeling, and this project is a more ambitious step forward with 
stunningly effective results . they have avoided taking songs recorded by 
Beiderbecke and attempting to recreate the magic of the Bix versions . instead, 
they have reimagined the songs . Francel has turned “in the dark,” 
Beiderbecke’s contemplative solo piano piece, into a tango . Hopkins has 
created a new melody, “the Boy From davenport,” and combined it with “the 
girl From ipanema” in a way that Bix might have played it . He turns “thou 
Swell” into a version that may well have been arranged by gerry Mulligan in the 
1950s . this is but a taste of the delightful surprises that can be found in this 
collection . As a bonus, a second disc in included containing ten original 
Beiderbecke recordings, most of which are referenced on the new disc . this 
outing keeps the legacy of Bix alive in a very special way . (www .actmusic .com)

n One of a Kind (bb3 Productions – 08152017) is the debut album as a 
leader for trumpeter beNNy beNacK III . too many first albums with a 
program of mostly original material seem self-indulgent, with tunes written to 
satisfy the creator, and if the audience digs it fine, if not, oK also . Benack’s disc 
contains eight originals, four with lyrics, along with an original by his pianist, 
emmet Cohen, “you Already Know,” two standards, “Close to you” and “i only 
Have eyes for you,” plus eddie Jefferson’s take on “pennies from Heaven” titled 
“Benny’s from Heaven .” in addition to Cohen, Benack is joined by bassist Alex 
Claffy and drummer ulysses owens Jr . with saxophonist Joel Frahm, guitarist 
yotem Silberstein making occasional contributions . Benack’s tunes are melodic, 
and his lyrics, while not classic, are serviceable . Having both a grandfather and 
father who played trumpet professionally, Benack has been around jazz 
trumpet playing all of his life, and he has benefitted from this exposure . Like 
most jazz musicians, his knowledge of phrasing aids him greatly when he 
vocalizes . His voice is not one that grabs you, but he knows how to put a song 
across . this is a debut album that shows Benack to be a far more mature 
player than his youth would lead you to expect . (bennbenackjazz .com)

n trumpeter/flugelhornist Joe moNgellI and his band the caPe cod 
creW have recorded the self-produced WashAshore, a nifty collection of ten 
tracks containing straight-ahead interpretations of pop and jazz standards . 
Joining Mongelli are Fred Boyle on piano, ron ormsby on bass and Steve 
Langone or Bart weisman on drums, plus guitarist Alan Clinger and flautist 
Bruce Abbott on one track each . From the jazz side of the ledger we hear 
“doxy, “ “watermelon Man” and “Bag’s groove,” while the pop tunes include “i 
got it Bad (and that Ain’t good),” “when i Fall in Love,” “Alfie,” “Beautiful 
Love,” “till there was you,” “Makin’ whoopee,” and a medley of “where or 
when” and “i thought About you .” Mongelli has a lovely, mellow tone, and 
takes each selection on a comfortable, listener-friendly ride . Abbott sparkles 
when given the spotlight, and the rhythm section is solid . there is no new 
ground broken here, but the results are a pleasant listening experience that will 
satisfy both jazz enthusiasts and those who enjoy gently swinging good music . 
(www .joemongellimusic .com)

n there is a continuing stream of young saxophonists who are digging deeper 
into the roots of the music that they play than has been true of many others 

who seem to have looked no further back than the approach of John Coltrane 
and his acolytes . one such player is the young British alto saxophonist sam 
braysher . on golden Earrings (Fresh sound New talent – 1007), 
Michael Kanan, who is equally grounded in the broad range of jazz traditions, 
joins Braysher for an examination of mostly standards plus Charlie parker’s 
“Cardboard,” tadd dameron’s “the Scene is Clean,” and a Braysher original, 
“BSp .” they are both students of the great American Songbook, so they bring 
to their jazz interpretations an understanding of the origins of the standards 
that they ruminate about on the album . Both are sensitive players who opt for 
understatement rather than bravado . their playing on a medley of irving Berlin 
waltzes, “what’ll i do,” “Always” and “remember,” is touching and easy to 
embrace . Braysher’s “BSp” is a lively invention that gets your toe tapping 
gleefully . this is a thoroughly satisfying debut as a leader for Braysher . 
Successfully playing in a duo format is one of the most demanding challenges 
for a jazz player, and Braysher shows that his has already matured to a point 
where he is at ease in this format . Kanan is a perfect partner, a pianist who has 
been on the scene for a while, and who, as an accomplished accompanist for 
vocalists, is at ease in supporting Braysher, while equally creative when taking 
the spotlight .

Sam Braysher is a wonderful example of the new players that Jordi pujol has 
been featuring on his Fresh Sound New talent series . (sambraysher .com)   

n tenor saxophonist ted browN has been active on the New york City jazz 
scene since moving there in the late 1940s . He studied with Lennie tristano, 
and has continued to be associated with the cool style of tristano and his 
acolytes . Brown’s first album as a leader, Free Wheeling, was released in 1956 . 
Live at Trumpets (cadence Jazz – 1260) is a collection taken from 
appearances at trumpets Jazz Club in Montclair, in 2006 and 2010 . Brown, and 
his bandmates, pianist Jon easton, bassist don Messina and drummer Bill 
Chattin, explore nine pop and jazz standards . Brown is a nice straight-ahead 
player with a natural swing in his playing . He was in his late 70s and early 80s 
when these selections were recorded, but he plays with the verve of a younger 
player . His soloing is always inventive yet logical . the rhythm section is spot on, 
with easton’s comping and soloing being equally pleasurable to hear . the tunes 
are seven standards, “Somebody Loves Me,” “Love Me or Leave Me,” “Sweet 
and Lovely,” “Broadway,” “when you’re Smiling,” “the Best thing for you 
would Be Me” and “pennies from Heaven,” plus two Charlie parker tunes, 
“relaxin’ at Camarillo” and “Anthropology .” wonderful tunes and superb 
playing add up to a lot of good listening . (www .cadencejazzrecords .com)

n Sleigh of hand (whirlwind – 4704) by the New yorK staNdards 
Quartet (NySQ) swings its way immediately into your consciousness . the 
group, tim Armacost on tenor and soprano saxophones, david Berkman on 
piano, daiki yasukagawa on bass and gene Jackson on drums, comprises a 
team of terrific players with individual flair who perform coherently as a unit . 
with the exception of Berkman’s perky “Sleight of Hand,” the program is a 
compilation of jazz tunes and gems form the great American Songbook . the 
jazz tunes are Mal waldron’s “Soul eyes,” thelonious Monk’s “Ask Me Now” 
and Hank Mobley’s “this i dig of you .” the standards include “in a Sentimental 
Mood,” “i Fall in Love too easily,” “detour Ahead” and “Lover Man . Armacost, 
mostly on tenor, is the most prominent voice . He is a fluent and interesting 
improviser . Berkman’s presence is always felt, but he subsumes his 
outstanding solo ability to support Armacost’s explorations, while stepping up 
to dazzle when taking solo time . Listen to yasukagawa’s intro to “this i dig of 
you,” and you will treasure his facility on the bass . when he’s laying down 
time, he’s equally impressive . Jackson drives the combo with intensity and flair . 
these gentlemen have been together for several years, and their cohesiveness 
lends a special dimension to this engaging session . (www .nysq .com)

OTHER vIEWS 
continued from page 43
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n Much art is inspired by moments in life that are 
unsettling for those who experience them . heaven 
(sarnac records – 1010) by the Pete 
malINVerNI trIo is an expression of his 
considerations of spirituality in our lives, especially 
in times of great stress and difficulty . in 
Malinverni’s life, two things caused him to 
reconsider the role of spirituality in his life, the 
death of his wife, vocalist Jody Sandhaus, in 2012, 
and a health issue that he experienced about a 
year ago . Both incidents caused him to search 
deeply for strength and guidance, putting him in 
touch with his spiritual self . He determined that he 
would produce a recording that would express in 
musical terms his spiritual journey . to do so, he 
chose as his partners bassist Ben Allison and 
drummer Akira tana . His source material consisted 
of two ellington pieces “Heaven” and “Come 
Sunday,” with trumpterer Jon Faddis joining on the 
latter; Curtis Mayfield’s “people get ready;” four 
traditional folk songs and hymns, “down in the 
river to pray,” “Shenandoah,” with a vocal by 
Karrin Allyson, “A City Called Heaven” and “wade in 
the water,” with alto saxophonist Steve wilson also 
present; “Ashokan Farewell;” and Malinverni’s 
original take on “psalm 23 .” throughout the album, 
Malinverni’s delicate touch on the keyboard is 
perfect for the ambience that he is striving to 
achieve . this is a touching musical expression of 
the inner feelings and beliefs of an intelligent and 
sensitive artist . (www .petemalinverni .com)

n the boundless imagination of pianist Fred 
hersch is very much in evidence throughout 
{open book} (Palmetto – 2188) recorded by 
Hersch at JCC Art Center Concert Hall in Seoul, 
South Korea, in concert on “through the Forest,” 
November 1, 2016, and on “whisper Not,” April 3, 
2017 . the other five tracks were recorded on April 
1-3, 2017 at the Concert Hall without an audience . 
All of the selections are solo performances . the mix 
of songs is an interesting one, Benny golson’s 
“whisper Not,” Jobim’s “Zingaro,” thelonious Monk 
and Sadik Hakim’s “eranol” and Billy Joel’s “And So 
it goes,” plus three Hersch originals, “the orb,” 
“plainsong” and “through the Forest .” Hersch is at 
his contemplative best throughout the album, 
finding new corners to explore on each tune . 
“through the Forest” is an almost 20 minute 
spontaneous improvisation, played at a point where 
he was unusually exhausted, and allowed himself 
to totally give in to the moment, and let the ideas 
flow as they came . He stated, “i’d never done 
anything of that length in public where i had no 
agenda, and was able to stay in that zone for such 
an extended period of time .” it is the centerpiece of 
an exceptional album, one that definitively 
demonstrates the singular genius possessed by 

Fred Hersch . (fredhersch .com) 

n New Vintage (eclectus records – 1003) is a 
collection of mostly vintage songs by laura 
aINsworth, a vocalist who has consistently 
reached back for songs that are good, but not 
overdone . yes, there are several songs that will be 
immediately familiar, including “i’ll take romance,” 
“Nevertheless,” “Long Ago and Far Away” and “you 
Stepped out if a dream .” you might even have 
occasionally heard “An occasional Man,” but not 
many of you will have heard “that’s How i got My 
Start,” a song from the 1940 film Johnny Apollo by 
Frank Loesser and victor Schertzinger or “wasting 
My Love on you,” a 1930 Harry warren/edgar Leslie 
ditty that was recorded by the likes of Lee Morse 
and Annette Hanshaw or “Nothing Can replace a 
Man,” from the unsuccessful 1955 musical Ankles 
Away with music by Sammy Fain and lyrics by Nat 
Shapiro . well give New Vintage a listen, and you 
will discover these and other delights, including a 
song, “the Man i Love is gone,” with lyrics by 
Ainsworth and music by george gagliardi that has a 
vintage feeling to it . this is an album that is fun 
from start to finish, sung with just the right 
approach by Ainsworth, with support by a hip band 
led by pianist and arranger Brian piper . it is a smile-
inducing winner! (LauraAinsworth .com)

n After having recorded two albums in classic r&B 
style, Nigerian vocalist douyÉ has turned to the 
music that her father shared with her, jazz . 
recorded at several sessions in Southern California 
and New york City with an ever revolving cast of 
musicians, including notables like Kenny Barron, 
ron Carter, russell Malone, Jeremy pelt, John 
Beasley, John Clayton and roy McCurdy, Daddy 
Said So (groove Note – 3865) is an impressive 
collection of 14 standards . douyé has a rich and 
flexible voice that she combines with a nice feeling 
for the lyrics of songs like “But Beautiful,” “Lush 
Life,” “’round Midnight,” “in a Sentimental Mood,” 
“Sophisticated Lady” and “Nature Boy .” the variety 
of her support is striking, from the solo bass 
accompaniment of ron Carter on “Nature Boy” to 
the 18-piece Kim richmond orchestra on “Autumn 
Leaves,” “Bésame Mucho” and “Someone to watch 
over Me .” douyé is off to a fine start with her first 
venture into the world of jazz . She should continue 
down this road . (douyemusic .com)

n ghost of Yesterday – Shades of Lady Day 
(dot time – 9069) is a different, unique and 
interesting tribute to Billie Holiday by vocalist terI 
roIger . there is no attempt to channel Holiday; 
rather roiger brings her own jazz sensitivity to the 
project . there is an interesting selection of songs, 
including “Lady day and John Coltrane,” a gil Scott-
Heron creation, “Lady day,” an original with lyrics 

by roiger and music by Leroy Johnson, and 
vocalese lyrics written by roiger for Lester young’s 
soli on “(i don’t Stand A) ghost of a Chance” and 
“Fine and Mellow,” and ella Fitzgerald’s scat chorus 
on “them there eyes .” on the other selections like 
“what a Little Moonlight Can do,” “do you Know 
what it Means to Miss New orleans” and “these 
Foolish things” roiger has a different perspective 
from Holiday . roiger is supported by wayne 
Hawkins on piano, John Menegon on bass and 
Steve williams on drums, with Jay Collins on tenor 
and baritone saxes, roswell rudd on trombone, 
Steve gorn on bansuri flute and clarinet, rebecca 
Coupe-Franks on trumpet, Mark dziuba on guitar 
and Abdou Mboup on percussion added on various 
tracks . this is a look at Holiday from many different 
angles, and will keep your attention from the first 
notes to the last . (www .dottimerecords .com)

n vocalist mJ terrIto’s album, Ladies Day 
(Jollie mollie – 217) is a collection of songs 
written by women composers and/or lyricists . 
giving tribute to these creators proves to be a wise 
choice . Most of the selections are relatively 
obscure, but this album will hopefully grab the 
attention of other singers, and result in further 
recordings and performances of tunes that deserve 
wider exposure . when territo developed the idea 
for getting a group of woman jazz musicians to 
perform songs written by women, she recruited 
pianist Linda presgrave, bassist iris ornig and 
drummer Barbara Merjan . As the plans for the 
album developed, they also included flautist Andrea 
Brachfeld, tenor saxophonist virginia Mayhew and 
harpist Brandee younger on some of the tracks . 
the songs have a wide range of subject matter and 
styles . territo sings them all with assurance . the 
women who wrote the songs are iola Brubeck (“in 
your own Sweet way”), music by dave Brubeck, 
Marian Mcpartland and Margaret Jones (“there’ll Be 
other times”), Bertha Hope (“you Know who”), 
patricia Barber (“i Could eat your words”), Mary 
Lou williams and Ada Moore (“Strange 
Fascination”), Abbey Lincoln (“you gotta pay the 
Band”), peggy Lee (“everything is Moving too 
Fast”), music by dave Barbour, Maria grever 
(“Cuando vuelva A tu Lado”), Lorraine Feather 
(“true”), Blossom dearie (“i’m Shadowing you”), 
words by Johnny Mercer, Meredith d’Ambrosio 
(“Melodious Funk”), Melba Liston (“we Never 
Kissed”), and Fran Landesman (“it’s Cool to Be 
Cool”), music by Simon wallace . territo contributed 
the words and music for the opening track, “No 
time for Snoozin’ .” this is an eclectic and appealing 
collection of songs that will open a lot of ears to 
these fine tunes . (mjterrito .com)  JJ
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Fresh sound: a special label For special tastes
By Joe Lang

the 1950s were a time when jazz and popular vocal releases proliferated, 
mainly thanks to the advent of the general acceptance of long-playing 

records as a primary means of delivering music to consumers in a user-friendly 
manner . it was a time when many independent labels devoted to jazz came 
into being, but there was also a lot of jazz and jazz-influenced mainstream pop 
material released by major labels like rCA, Mercury, Columbia, Capitol and 
decca . while much of the independent label material has found its way onto 
domestic Cd releases, the major labels have been woefully negligent in making 
the wonderful material from their vaults available .

A gentleman from Spain by the name of Jordi pujol has a great affection for this 
music, and he has been, for many years, initially on vinyl, and then on Cds, 
making available once again a lot of great music that otherwise has remained 
the province of used record dealers or collectors who passed tapes or Cdrs of 
rare and desirable music among each other . pujol, and his label, Fresh Sound, 
is a valuable source for those who value the music for which he has an affinity . 
Following are reviews of several albums that have been released by Fresh 
Sound in the recent past .

n in 2014, the jazz world lost saxophonist med Flory a man who was 
responsible for many of the most compelling sounds to evolve on the west 
Coast . originally from indiana, Flory achieved initial exposure on bands like 
those of woody Herman and Claude thornhill . He lived in New york City at the 
time, but in the mid-50s, he moved to Southern California . Med Flory and his 
Orchestras 1954-1959 (Fresh sound – 923) contains tracks by big bands 
led by Flory in the 1950s . the initial four tracks were recorded in New york in 
1954, followed by four 1956 selections recorded by his first west Coast 
aggregation . in 1957, he led his Jazz wave orchestra, one that he formed with 
trumpeter Al porcino and alto saxophonist Charlie Kennedy, into the studio to 
lay down 11 exciting tracks . this band actually became the core of the 
legendary terry gibbs dream Band . the final four tracks on this Cd are by Med 
Flory and the Sax Maniacs, a band that presaged the Supersax group that he 
formed with bassist Buddy Clark, and received critical acclaim for using a five-
sax section to recreate the work of Charlie parker . this is a disc replete with 
great charts by the likes of Flory, Al Cohn, Bill Holman and Bob enevoldsen, 
played by first-call cats from both coasts . it is a must for big band enthusiasts .

n ralPh marterIe was primarily known as the trumpet-playing leader of a 
popular dance band that he first formed in the 1940s . in 1959, he engaged top 
arrangers like pete rugolo, Skip Martin, Heinie Beau, Morty Corb, Bill Holman, 
Johnny Mandel and Frank devol to arrange charts for two albums that were as 
much oriented to listeners as they were to dancers . the results can be found 
on Music for a Private Eye/Big Band Man (Fresh sound – 878) . the first 
title contains ten themes from television shows like M Squad, Perry Mason, 
Alfred Hitchcock Presents and Peter Gunn, music that is sure to bring back 
memories for those who watched these shows . on the second album, the 
theme was songs by Jimmy McHugh . McHugh had a career that spanned the 
1920s through the 1950s, and this disc includes some of his most popular 
tunes, including “don’t Blame Me,” “i Can’t give you Anything But Love,” “on 
the Sunny Side of the Street” and “exactly Like you .” the cream of west Coast 
players was engaged for both albums . the music is swinging and fun to hear, 
wonderful, straight-ahead big band jazz .

n Live at the hi-hat 1953-1954 (Fresh sound – 911) comprises material 
from radio broadcasts of groups lead by charlIe ParKer in the Boston club, 

the Hi-Hat, during June of 1953 and January 
of 1954 . this material on this two-disc set 
has been previously released, but the 
sound, while still not studio quality, has 
been much enhanced . though in the late 
stages of his all to brief career, parker is in 
great form on these performances . the 
earlier dates find parker in the company of 
trumpeter Herb pomeroy, pianist dean earle, bassist Bernie griggs and 
drummer Bill graham . Most of the later broadcasts had, in addition to parker, 
Herbie williams on trumpet, rollins griffith on piano, Jimmy woode on bass and 
Marquis Foster on drums, with Jay Migliori added on tenor sax, and george 
Solano taking the drum chair on the sextet tracks . every listen to Bird brings 
with it new pleasures, and these recordings are no exception .

n trumpeter NIcK traVIs was a stalwart on the New york scene from the 
late 1940s through the mid 1960s, playing on many of the name bands, and 
especially noted for his trumpet work with the Sauter-Finegan orchestra . He 
was on the gerry Mulligan Concert Jazz Band when he passed away at the age 
of 38 . travis only served as leader for one album, The Panic Is On . this album 
serves as the focal point of how About You? (Fresh sound - 912) . this 
quintet date with Al Cohn on tenor sax, John williams on piano, teddy Kotick 
on bass and Art Mardigan on drums is sensational on its own . As a bonus, this 
disc also contains the track from the album Sons of Sauter-Finegan that gives 
the title to this collection, a four-track 10” Lp that was released under the 
name of Al Cohn, two tracks from the elliot Lawrence album Jazz Goes 
Broadway, a pair of tracks from Music She Digs Most under the leadership of 
richard wess, and a great Al Cohn arrangement of his own “Blues Alley” that 
appeared on the Elliot Lawrence Band Swinging at The Steel Pier . this serves to 
present a fine cross-section of the trumpet stylings of travis, with the added 
benefit of having the ubiquitous Cohn, who also provided several of the 
arrangements, present on all except one track . put on (take off?) your listening 
shoes, sit back, and enjoy some wonderful sounds!

n two of the names associated with the great Count Basie bands of the 1950s 
and early 1960s were trumpeter Joe NewmaN and saxophonist/flautist 
FraNK wess . The happy Cats (Fresh sound – 914) contains the Lp of the 
same title, augmented by a track from the session released only on a 
compilation album, plus the three-track album Joe Newman Plays in Paris . The 
Happy Cats, released under the name of the Joe Newman Sextet includes in 
addition to Newman and wess, Frank rehak on trombone, Johnny Acea on 
piano, eddie Jones on bass and Connie Kaye on drums . Newman had ernie 
wilkins, Al Cohn and Quincy Jones provide the hip charts that mixed originals 
by Newman and Acea with jazz classics like “Buttercup” and “robbins’ Nest” 
and standards including “Cocktails for two,” “they Can’t take that Away from 
Me” and “i Never Knew .” the paris session had Newman, wess, trombonist 
Henry Coker, baritone saxophonist Bill graham, bassist eddie Jones and 
drummer Sonny payne, all of whom were on the Basie band that was then 
appearing in paris, along with local pianist Maurice vander . they played 
extended versions of two Newman originals plus “Lover Man .” the music on 
this disc provides small group playing that reflects the relaxed swing that was 
the hallmark of the Basie bands . if you dig the Count, you will love this album .

n For those who like to dig around in jazz history, and discover talents who 
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have slipped under the radar, you might have heard 
of cornetist, and occasional trumpeter, doN 
JosePh . Most jazz enthusiasts are probably not 
aware of him . He was a shy man with a wry sense 
of humor, a keen intellect, and a drug addiction . He 
was on the New york scene from the mid-1940s 
through the early 1960s when he dropped out to 
return to his native Staten island where he taught 
and played occasional gigs . He recorded his only 
album as a leader in 1984, and then disappeared 
from the public eye once more . while recorded 
examples of his work are limited, A Tribute to 
the Jazz Poetry of Don Joseph (Fresh sound – 
919) gathers the most important examples of his 
recorded work on one exceptional Cd . He is heard 
with groups under the leadership of Al Cohn, Chuck 
wayne, gerry Mulligan and dave Schildkraut, 
another cat who has been under recognized . this 
compilation offers a valuable opportunity to enjoy 
the artistry of this jazz equivalent of the subject of 
the song “Mr . Cellophane” from the musical 
Chicago . 

n Bassist red calleNder was among the 
busiest musicians in the Los Angeles area for 
several decades starting in the mid-1930s . in 1951 
he signed a three-year contract with rCA, to record 
with the red Callender Sextette, a group that was 
actually a seven-man group . Between August 1951 
and July 1952, they recorded 16 sides, a dozen with 
the sextette, and the remaining four with a quartet, 
billed as the red Callender Fourtette . while 
primarily a jazz player, Callender also performed as 
a leader of groups more 
properly classified as 
rhythm and Blues . the 
recordings on The 
Complete RCA Victor 
Sessions 1951-52 (Fresh 
sound – 907) fit into the 
r&B category, but the 
quality of the musicianship 
is at a level comparable to 
the jazz groups with which 
Callender more frequently 
played . in addition to the 16 
sides that he recorded for 
rCA victor, Callender led 
his Sextette on 14 
additional sides recorded 
for Hollywood records, 
including four tracks 
backing vocalist Linda 
Hayes . while not strictly a 
jazz Cd, the music has jazz 
elements, is nicely arranged 
and well executed .

n during the big band era, the female vocalists, 
often referred to “canaries,” were staples of most 
bands . Many were fine singers, but few were true 
jazz vocalists . Along with Billie Holiday and Anita 
o’day, the jazzers included mary aNN mccall 
who sang with tommy dorsey, briefly, woody 
Herman and Charlie Barnet . She left that scene in 
1943, but eventually returned to Herman in 1946, 
remaining until 1950 . She then worked as a single, 
recording with Artie Shaw, Al Cohn and Charlie 
ventura . Between 1956 and 1959 she recorded 
three albums, Easy Living with ernie wilkins and His 
orchestra, Detour to the Moon with the teddy 
Charles Quintet, and Melancholy Baby with Johnny 
richards and His orchestra . All of the post Herman 
material is compiled on Complete Recordings 
1950-1959 (Fresh sound – 918) . this is an 
excellent collection of work by a vocalist who is 
unjustly overlooked today . there are 57 tracks on 
this two-disc set, one gem after another . McCall 
had a distinct voice, dusky, yet appealing, and she 
made each lyric come alive in a way that would 
bring a smile to the writer of the words . the songs 
range from an undeservedly obscure Lou Carter 
song of love lost, “the Sky is Crying;” to mostly 
forgotten gems like “Shake down the Stars,” “it’s 
Been So Long,” “it Must Be true,” “i wished on the 
Moon,” “Moon Country” and “Blue (And Broken 
Hearted);” and on to many standards such as  
“i Cried for you,” “there’ll Be Some Changes 
Made,” “easy Living,”  
“i thought About you,” “Blue Moon” and “Am i 
Blue .” overall, the selections are terrific songs, 

most of which do not suffer 
from over exposure . this is 
a collection that you will 
find yourself returning to 
often .

n lola albrIght was an 
actress who had toiled in 
relative obscurity before 
she was cast as the 
nightclub singer in the hit 
television series Peter 
Gunn . prior to that casting, 
in 1957 she had, at the 
urging of a friend named 
dean elliott, who was a 
composer for films and 
television, made a vocal 
album titled Lola Wants 
You, with elliott supplying 
the arrangements and 
leading the band . 
Subsequently, she made a 
1959 album, Dreamsville, 
with an orchestra 

conducted by Henry Mancini, the man who wrote 
the original music for peter gunn . Both of these 
albums, along with eight tracks taken from the 
Peter Gunn series, are compiled on the Jazz 
sINger oN the “Peter guNN” tV serIes 
(Fresh sound –-930) . Albright had a pleasing 
voice, and put the songs across effectively . the 
recordings were made with first-call Los Angeles 
players, so the accompaniment is terrific . the 
songs on the first album are in keeping with the 
Lola Wants You title, songs with a come hither 
message . the album with Mancini mixed standards 
like “two Sleepy people,’ “you’re driving Me Crazy” 
and “it’s Always you,” with tunes written for the 
score from Peter Gunn with lyrics added by either 
Sammy Cahn or the team of Jerry Livingston and 
ray evans, including the title track from the album . 
the tracks from the Peter Gunn series are all 
standards except for “Straight to Baby,” an original 
that Mancini composed for the television series, 
with lyrics by Livingston and evans . Albright’s vocal 
output is limited, but what she did was well 
performed and appealing as you can hear on this 
collection .

n Continuing with bringing to light recordings by 
jazz artists who have been mostly forgotten, Fresh 
Sound has released Complete Jubilee & Seeco 
Recordings (Fresh sound – 909) by vocalist 
betty (bette) st. claIre . She worked with the 
likes of dizzy gillespie, Howard Mcghee and erroll 
garner, made the recordings compiled on this Cd, 
and then disappeared from the scene . Her warm 
sound, at times reminiscent of June Christy and at 
others of early Sarah vaughan combined with a 
nice feeling for lyrics to produce vocals that stand 
up well some 60 years after the were recorded . the 
musicians on the three sessions covered on this 
compilation include the likes of Hal McKusick, Billy 
Byers, gene diNovi, Barry galbraith, Addison 
Farmer, Stan Free, Mundell Lowe, george duvivier 
and ed Shaughnessy . Her choice of tunes is of 
equal quality, with “out of Nowhere,” “east of the 
Sun,” “prelude to a Kiss,” “Moonlight in vermont,” 
“’tis Autumn,” “you’re Laughing At Me” and “Like 
Someone in Love .” whether caressing a ballad or 
taking the tempo up a few notches, St . Claire is 
equally comfortable and effective . Betty St . Claire 
may be a lost name from the past, but this 
collection should bring her happily to the attention 
of those wise enough to purchase it .  JJ

These albums are available from the Fresh Sound 
website (www.freshsound.com) and other online 
sources such as Amazon.com.

               violinist E    vocalist Diane Perry
Look for her  
highly anticipated  
debut CD 

Out Of  
My Dreams
featuring songs by
HOAGY CARMICHAEL 
JIMMY VAN HEUSEN
IRVING BERLIN 
JOHNNY MANDEL 
RODGERS &  
HAMMERSTEIN
ANTHONY NEWLEY 
and DIANE PERRY

Available  
SOON!

DianePerryJazz.com
DianePerryFolk.com
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book review                        By Joe Lang

Many volumes have been 
written about various 

aspects of jazz history . Anna 
Harwell Celenza, a professor of 
Music at georgetown university, 
spent four years in italy while her 
husband served as the director 
of the American Academy in 
rome, and while there she got 
the inspiration for this survey of 
Jazz in italy, with an emphasis on 
the period during which Benito 
Mussolini ruled italy .

Celenza begins her book with a 
review of the origins of jazz in 
New orleans, and how the italian 
immigrant population contributed 
some of the early exponents of the music that came 
to be known as jazz . Most prominent among them 
was Nick Larocca, cornetist and leader of the 
original dixieland Jazz Band, the group that recorded 
what is considered the first jazz recording . the 
drummer, tony Sbarbaro, was also of italian 
descent .

when jazz reached New york, one of those who 
adapted to the music was a young italian piano 
player named Jimmy durante, who late became one 
of the most beloved American entertainers, primarily 
for his comedic talents .

in italy, one side effect the presence of American 
military men during and after world war i was the 
music that came along with them . Jazz in particular 
appealed to native italians, especially in the northern 
parts of the country .

in italy as the 1920s emerged, the Futurist 
movement had taken a firm foothold in the nation . it 
was dedicated to modernism in all aspects of life, 
including the cultural sector that included music . the 
Futurists were drawn to jazz, initially through 
American records, but increasingly they encouraged, 
as did others, that italy develop indigenous 
practitioners of this genre of music .

with Mussolini’s ascent to power, there was a push 
by him and his followers to proclaim “the promise of 
a modern, energetic italy .” Jazz was regarded as a 
part of this modern nation that they envisioned . As 
Mussolini came onto the scene, there started to 

develop a nightclub scene that 
included much jazz . the 
Futurists were instrumental in 
the emergence of this scene, 
both through their support for 
many of the nightclubs, and the 
inclusion of a jazz ethic in some 
of the music created by Futurist 
composers . 

the growth of popularity of jazz 
also had an effect on young 
italian musicians, many of whom 
turned from classical music 
toward jazz . the inclusion of jazz 
on the radio, and sales of jazz 
records, initially American 
imports, but eventually by italian 

musicians furthered the spread of the popularity of 
jazz .

the essence of this development is captured in the 
following passage from Celenza’s book:

Beyond getting the trains to run on time and 
strengthening the nation’s infrastructure and 
economic outlook, Mussolini embraced the 
entertainment technology of the new 
generation, namely gramophones, radios and 
the cinema. He also implemented 
protectionist measures for these media, and 
through them jazz flourished in Italy, 
especially in Rome and all urban centers 
north of it. Thanks to Mussolini’s initiatives, 
jazz became a symbol of national identity 
during his years in power. From 1922 until 
1943, jazz served as the soundtrack for Italy’s 
“Giovinezza” generation.

But why jazz, a style of music that the rest of 
the world associated with American 
innovation? Simply put, jazz equaled 
modernization, and a rejection of the past. 
The Futurists introduced the jazz aesthetic to 
the Italian consciousness, and as Mussolini 
welcomed them under the umbrella of Fascist 
protection, he adopted jazz for many of the 
same reasons that they did.

Celenza then develops the details of this 
phenomenon . She explores the role of the 
government in the growth of jazz in italy . the 

performers who came to prominence, like 
bandleaders Cinico Angelini and pippo Barzizza; and 
singers Alberto rabagliati, Natalino otto and the trio 
Lescano, are discussed at some length . Also 
considered are the ways in which Mussolini used the 
airwaves to further his agenda .

From his early years, Mussolini was attracted to 
music, and as a teenager he enjoyed dance music . 
He even tried his hand at one point at writing lyrics 
for popular songs . His children, edda, vittorio and 
romano all were jazz enthusiasts . edda brought jazz 
records into the Mussolini home where her brothers 
were exposed to and attracted by the music . vittorio 
eventually became something of a jazz critic, and 
romano became a noted jazz pianist who played 
with many major American jazz musicians after the 
end of world war ii . 

initially, African-American musicians were highly 
regarded in italy . Several African-American 
musicians such as Sam wooding and Harry Fleming 
achieved prominence on the italian jazz scene . 
renowned African-American musicians like Sidney 
Bechet toured italy, and in 1935, Louis Armstrong 
made a brief visit to italy . this all began to change 
significantly when Mussolini ordered an invasion of 
ethiopia, then known as Abyssinia, one of the few 
independent nations in Africa .

when Mussolini allied himself with Hitler’s germany, 
there was friction about jazz between the 
welcoming italian regime, and the Nazi regime that 
rejected jazz, a cultural divide that lingered . when 
the American troops landed in Sicily in 1943, and 
worked their way north, they brought jazz with 
them, and even the southern italians, who had never 
embraced jazz as had their countrymen to the north, 
welcomed this music as a symbol of their liberation .

Celenza concludes with a brief discussion of jazz in 
postwar italy, and an epilogue that considers the life 
and career of Frank Sinatra, and the musical 
influences on him that she theorizes came partially 
from italian jazz singers like otto and rabagliati .

this consideration of the relationship between jazz 
and italian culture is fascinating . while a scholarly 
volume in nature, Celenza’s writing flows nicely, 
making it accessible for anyone interested in the 
subject . Any enthusiast for books about jazz history 
should find Jazz italian Style well worth reading .  JJ

Jazz ItalIaN style
From Its Origins in New Orleans to Fascist Italy and Sinatra
By Anna Harwell Celenza | Cambridge university press, Cambridge, u .K ., New york  (255 pages, 2017, $44 .99)
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Morris Jazz
The Bickford Theatre 

at the Morris Museum, Morristown 
Tickets/Information: 973-971-3706

there is crispness outside 
with the falling leaves 
decorating our world . 
inside, the hot new 
sounds of the 
reinvigorated Bickford 
theatre bring radiant 
color to our ears and 
fresh air to our souls . this 
season, the Bickford 
theatre is expanding its 
jazz offerings more than 
ever before . don’t miss 
one concert!

Swingadelic is the New 
york City Metropolitan 
Area’s greatest “little big 
band” that delivers the 
traditional big band music 
of duke ellington, Count Basie, Cab Calloway and 
Frank Sinatra, mixed with the soulful sounds of ray 
Charles and adds just the right dose of some 
swingin’ Sixties grooves to come up with the most 
listenable and danceable music in the state . this 
exciting band will “bring the swing” to the Bickford 
theatre on thursday, october 5 at 7:30 pm with Ella 
100, their salute to the music, life and times of the 
great Lady ella Fitzgerald, featuring  vocalist 
vanessa Perea . 

Swingadelic began in 1998 as the neo-swing 
movement was cresting . upright bassist Dave Post 
gathered his jazz and blues playing friends together 
to play engagements at New york City’s Supper 
Club, Swing 46 and windows on the world, the 
former restaurant atop of the world trade Center . 
Swingadelic has performed at Lincoln Center’s 
Midsummer Night Swing, NJpAC, and at many 
festivals, including Bele Chere (Ashville NC), 
MusikFest (Allentown pA) the Cd 109 Jazz & Blues 
Festival (red Bank, NJ), the NJJS’s former Sanofi-
Aventis JazzFest (Madison NJ), and the Morristown 
Jazz & Blues Festival (Morristown, NJ) . 

tickets: $20 members of the Morris Museum/$20 
for non-members in advance and $25 at the door .

Nicki Parrott returns to the Bickford stage this fall 
for her annual infusion of top notch music . this 
concert is titled From Chopin to Basie . the music 
will feature wonderful jazz renditions of classical 
and swing arrangements guaranteed to dazzle your 
ears . She will have her favorite pianist, Rossano 

Sportiello, on stage with her . She will also have 
special guest star Eddie Metz sitting in on drums 
to complete the trio . 

get your tickets now for Monday, october 23 at 
7:30 pm . An evening of memorable jazz is planned 

with the treasured vocals of 
Nicki parrott .tickets: $17/
members of the Morris 
Museum and $18/non-
members both in advance . 
everyone $20 at the door .

COMING EvENTS: 
Nov . 13 – Bickford Benefit 
Band led by dan Levinson
Jan . 8 – Bucky pizzarelli’s 
Birthday Bash 
Jan . 20 – Chris Brubeck’s 
triple play

 — Eric Hafen

All shows start at 7:30 pm and 
are assigned seating; for best 
seats, order early.

Jazz For Shore
Midweek Jazz at the Arts & 
Community Center at Ocean County 
College, Toms River  
Tickets/Information: 732-255-0500

2017 has been quite a year for celebrating in the 
jazz world . Most of 
the celebrating has 
been for the 
centennials of such 
giants as ella 
Fitzgerald, dizzy 
gillespie and 
thelonious Monk . 
But one celebration 
passed with 
surprisingly little 
fanfare: February 26, 
1917 was the 100th 
anniversary of the 
making of the first 
jazz recording by the 
original dixieland 
Jass Band .

there’s a few 
reasons why this 
didn’t make the 
national news: jazz 
sadly doesn’t quite 
command major 

headlines anymore, plus there’s the stigma of the 
odJB being a white band led by Nick Larocca, a 
cornetist who spent his final days as something of 
an unapologetic racist . in some circles, the mere 
mention of the original dixieland Jass Band is akin 
to fighting words .

But reedman and historian dan Levinson has been 
on a 30-year crusade to keep the spotlight focused 
on the music of the odJB, which, 100 years later, 
still dazzles with energy and excitement . on 
october 11, Dan Levinson’s Roof Garden Jass 
Band will make the music of the odJB come alive 
with a special concert at the grunin Center at 
ocean County College . Levinson will be backed by 
quite a band, with Mike Davis on cornet, Jim Fryer 
on trombone, Dalton Ridenhour on piano, Kevin 
Dorn on drums and Levinson himself on clarinet 
and C-melody saxophone . 

though personnel has come and gone, Levinson’s 
roof garden Jass Band has existed since 1987 
when Levinson, then a senior at New york 
university, organized a group for a concert in honor 
of the 70th anniversary of the first jazz record . 
According to Levinson, it “is the only band in 
existence devoted exclusively to the neglected era 
in musical history when ragtime was transitioning 
into jazz, roughly 1917 to 1923 .” the esoteric term 
‘rag-a-jazz’ is sometimes used to describe this rich, 
captivating hybrid of ragtime and jazz, but, in truth, 
the music has no universally recognized name . the 
band’s repertoire consists of note-for-note 

Nicki Parrott Photo by Brian Wittman.

’round 
Jersey

JerseyeventsJazz

Though largley forgotten today, the original Dixieland Jass Band (above) made 
what is widely regarded as the first jazz record for the Victor Talking Machine 
Company in New York City more than one hundred years ago on February 26, 
1917. Dan Levinson’s Roof Garden Jass Band will bring the revolutionary music of 
the oDJB and other “rag-a-jazz” bands of that important transitional 1917-1923 
era to life at the Grunin Center at ocean County College on october 11.
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’Round Jersey concerts are produced in conjunction 
with the New Jersey Jazz Society.

JerseyeventsJazz

About NJJS
Mission Statement: the mission of the New Jersey Jazz Society is to promote and 
preserve the great American musical art form known as Jazz through live jazz 
performances and educational outreach initiatives and scholarships . 
to accomplish our Mission, we produce a monthly magazine, JerSey JAZZ, sponsor 
live jazz events, and provide scholarships to New Jersey college students studying 
jazz . through our outreach program, “generations of Jazz,” we go into schools to 
teach students about the history of jazz while engaging them in an entertaining and 
interactive presentation . _______
Founded in 1972, the Society is run by a board of directors who meet monthly to 
conduct the business of staging our music events, awarding scholarships to New 
Jersey college jazz students, and conducting generations of Jazz programs in local 
school systems, among other things . the membership is comprised of jazz 
devotees from all parts of the state, the country and the world . 
the New Jersey Jazz Society is a qualified organization of the New Jersey Cultural trust .

visit www.njjs.org, e-mail info@njjs.org for more information on any of our 
programs and services:

e-mail updates Student scholarships  pee wee russell Memorial Stomp   
Collaborative Jazz Concerts:   

ocean County College  Bickford theatre/Morris 1867 Sanctuary at ewing
NJJS supports JazzFeast presented by palmer Square, downtown princeton .
NJJS is a proud supporter of the Morristown Jazz & Blues Festival, the NJCu 
president’s Jazz Festival in Jersey City, and more .

Member Benefits
What do you get for your dues?
n Jersey Jazz Journal — a monthly journal considered the best jazz society 

publications in the country, packed with feature articles, photos, jazz 
calendars, upcoming events and news about the NJ Jazz Society .

n FREE Jazz Socials — See www .njjs .org and Jersey Jazz for updates .

n Musical Events — NJJS sponsors and co-produces a number of jazz events 
each year, ranging from intimate concerts to large dance parties and 
picnics . Members receive discounts on ticket prices for the pee wee russell 
Memorial Stomp . plus there’s a free concert at the Annual Meeting in 
december and occasionally other free concerts . ticket discounts (where 
possible) apply to 2 adults, plus children under 18 years of age . Singles may 
purchase two tickets at member prices . 

n The Record Bin — a collection of Cds, not generally found in music stores, 
available at reduced prices at most NJJS concerts and events and through 
mail order .  

n FREE listings — Musician members get listed Free on our website .

Join NJJS 
membershIP leVels Member benefits are subject to update . 

n Family $45: See above for details .
n Family 3-YEAR $115 See above for details .
n Youth $15: For people under 25 years of age . Be sure to give the year of 

your birth on the application where noted . 
n Give-a-Gift $25: Members in good standing may purchase one or more gift 

memberships at any time for only $25 each . please supply the name and 
address of giftee . good for new memberships only .

n Fan ($75 – $99/family)
n Jazzer ($100 – $249/family)
n Sideman ($250 – $499/family)
n Bandleader $500+/family)

n Corporate Membership ($100)

to receive a membership application,  
for more information or to join:  

Call 973-610-1308 or email membership@njjs.org  
or visit www.njjs.org  

or simply send a check payable to “NJJS” to: New Jersey Jazz Society,  
c/o Mike Katz, 382 Springfield Ave . Suite 217, Summit NJ 07901 .

Members at Jazzer Level and above 
receive special benefits . these 
change periodically, so please 
contact Membership for details .

re-creations of early jazz recordings made by pioneering bands such as the 
original dixieland ‘Jass’ Band, the original Memphis Five, the Louisiana Five, 
Lanin’s Southern Serenaders (featuring Jimmy durante on piano), the Frisco 
Jass Band, the New orleans rhythm Kings, the georgians, and other bands 
active before King oliver’s Creole Jazz Band made its historic recordings in 
1923 .”

the original dixieland Jass Band originated in New orleans but they made 
their first records in New york after a successful run in Chicago . Al Jolson 
invited them to perform at reisenweber’s restaurant on Columbus Circle .  
the New york public hadn’t heard anything quite like the exciting, fiery kind of 
music played by the odJB . when that first February 26, 1917 coupling of 
“Livery Stable Blues” and “original dixieland Jass Band one-Step” was 
released by the victor talking Machine Company in April 17, sales quickly 
surpassed the sales of records by enrico Caruso and John philip Sousa, the 
industry’s top sellers at that time . According to Levinson, “the sounds on that 
wax disc heralded a concurrent revolution in music that took the country by 
storm and went on to captivate an entire planet .”

on october 11 at 8 pm, one hundred years later, dan Levinson’s roof garden 
Jass Band will take you back to that historic moment in time and delight your 
senses with those very same sounds that exalted a war-weary nation and 
propelled it into a wild, hypnotic frenzy .  
 — Ricky Riccardi 

All shows 8–9:30 pm; $22 regular admission, $18 for seniors and $12 for 
students.

Jazz At the Sanctuary
1867 Sanctuary at Ewing | 101 Scotch Road, Ewing 
Tickets/Information: 609-392-6409

the NJJS co-sponsors jazz events at 1867 Sanctuary and members receive a 
$5 discount on admission . this romanesque revival church hall has 
exceptional acoustics, padded seating and is wheelchair-accessible . Concerts 
have varied start times and are either one 90-minute set, or two sets with 
intermission . Free light refreshments (including cookies!) are served .

OCTOBER:

Fri – oct . 13, 8 pm:  Alex Otey Trio . Featuring Alex otey (piano), Chris Clark 
(bass) and Kevin Kuchinsky (drums)

Sun – oct . 29, 3 pm:  Wenonah Brooks . trad jazz featuring wenonah Brooks 
(vocals), Batthew parrish (bass), radam Schwartz 
(keyboards) 

COMING SHOWS:

Fri – Nov . 10, 8 pm: Ben rosenblum, piano 
Fri – dec . 8, 8 pm: eric Mintel Quartet/Charlie Brown Chrostmas 
 — Bob Kull 

$20 for general admission and $5 for students with ID. Group tickets (10 or 
more in advance) are $15 each. Tickets are available online, at the box office 
609-392-6409 or by email: 1867sanctuary@preservationnj.org.
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When I was a boy, our family made a trip 
every summer from our home near 

Seattle to Othello, Washington, my birthplace 
and the home of my maternal grandparents. In 
the Seattle railroad station for the Milwaukee 
Road there was a line of shoe shine stands. The 

dark-skinned men who shined shoes there were very adept with their 
shine rags, snapping them rhythmically as they polished their 
customers’ shoes. They really could swing. When I got interested in 
jazz in my teens, I realized that those shoe shine rhythms were related 
to jazz drumming and tap dancing.

Later, while I was in the army, I heard similar shoe shine rhythms at 
the railroad station in Baltimore, and realized that they were part of a 
universal culture. 

I haven’t heard shoe shine rhythms for many years, but hope recently 
sprang into my heart for a moment when I saw a sign near my home 
in Rockland County that read: POLISH FESTIVAL.  
I imagined a huge outdoor venue with a stage on which hundreds of 
pairs of shoes were being rhythmically polished.

n Online I found a video clip of a Harry Connick Jr. performance 
where he was playing a riff on the piano, and the audience members 
were happily clapping along. They started out clapping on one and 
three, but Harry just inserted a 5/4 measure and presto, they were all 
clapping on two and four!

n Morty Geist told me that while he was studying at Juilliard back in 
the 1940s, he had a schoolmate friend who 
played lead alto with Sammy Kaye’s band at the 
Astor Roof. Kaye’s band was known for its 
saccharine saxophone sound. Morty’s friend told 
him that he had to go home every night and 
practice to straighten out his sound after trying 
to meet the requirements of Kaye’s style. Two 
months before graduation, his friend told him he 
had suddenly quit his job with Kaye. His resason: 
“Last night, Sammy said to me, ‘That’s the 
sound!’”

n Dave Weiss, a woodwind doubler at The Lion 
King, was rehearsing a show at Carroll’s Studios. 
Realizing that some musicians hadn’t been to 
Carroll’s new location, near the Hudson River, 
Dave thought of a twist on the old “How do you 
get to Carnegie Hall?” joke:

How do you get to Carroll’s  
rehearsal studio?

Don’t practice!

n Tom Glusac told me about a wedding cocktail 
hour he once played in New Jersey. The 
keyboard player asked, “What kind of tunes do 
you want to play?” Tom said, “Standards,” and 

the keyboard player said, “Okay, Theme from Aladdin.” Tom gave him 
a blank look. “I thought you said standards.” Tom said yes, and gave 
him a few titles. “Oh,” said the keyboardist, “you mean Frank Sinatra 
standards. I don’t know many of those…”

n Irwin Fisch was producing a recording date for some 20-something 
composers. After many hours of recording, one of them asked him 
why, when the red light went on in ProTools, Irwin said “rolling” into 
the talkback. Irwin considered trying explain the anachronism by 
telling them about tape, but thought better of it. He just told them he 
had meant to say “scrolling” — and that’s the word he has continued 
to use while working with youngsters.

n I got a letter from George Masso recently with this story:

“When I was on a European tour several years ago with the late Jake 
Hanna, we took a break at a jazz festival to go hear another band. 
There was a vibraphone player with great technique who made all the 
chord changes, but who never left any space at all. When we could 
speak, Jake leaned over to me and said, ‘He’s really got that circular 
breathing down!’”

And Paul Warburton posted another Jake Hanna story online: 

“Jake and I were doing a concert with Chet Atkins and Johnny Smith 
back in the 1980s. Comes time for Chet’s solo, and he turns around to 
me and says, ‘Bass lay out.’ I lay out, but so does Jake. Chet yells, ‘No! 
Drums in!’ Jake yells, ‘No bass, no drums!’ I loved Jake.”

n Herb Gardner sent me this note:

“Billy Erickson, a wonderfully rebellious 
baritone-horn-playing high school friend of 
mine told me this story about the pre-game 
ceremony he played at a college football game. 
His band and the opposing band were to put on 
individual shows and then join together to play 
“The Star Spangled Banner.” Oddly, no one had 
checked to make sure they had it written in the 
same key, so they began, one in B- flat and the 
other in A-flat. Neither side would give in, so 
they performed a glorious Major ninth, sharped 
eleventh and thirteenth chords version of the 
National Anthem. Wish I’d heard it.”

And in another note, Herb told me about a gig 
he played with Bo Winiker at the Massachusetts 
State House in Boston. He said, “I’ve been told 
to come in through the kitchen. I’ve been told to 
use the servants entrance or the delivery entrance 
or the back entrance, but this was a first. The 
directions read, ‘You may enter the State House 
through the Hooker entrance, which is to the 
right of the main gate.’ And here I didn’t even 
know they had one! (It’s actually named after a 
General Hooker.)” JJ

New JerseyJazzSociety

From the crow’s Nest 

By Bill Crow

Bill Crow is a freelance musician and writer. His articles have appeared in DownBeat, The Jazz Review, and Gene Lee’s Jazzletter. His books include Jazz Anecdotes, 
From Birdland to Broadway and Jazz Anecdotes: Second Time Around. The preceding is reprinted with permission from Allegro, the monthly magazine of AFM Local 802.

www.facebook.com/swingadelic

Swingadelic
Swing 46, nYC

EvErY Mon, 8:30 pm;  
oct 2, 9, 16, 23, 30 

biCkford thEatrE, MorriStown
Ella fitzgerald Centennial tribute

thu oCt 5; 7:30 pm

dEbaun auditoriuM,  
StEvEnS CollEgE, hobokEn

Sinatra/vanheusen film, panel & music 
Sat oCt 7, 7:00 pm

Solari’S rEStaurant, haCkEnSaCk
tuE oCt 24
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JAzz TRIvIA ANSWERS  
questions on page 4

 1.   The Original Dixieland Jass 
Band, whose “Livery Stable 
Blues”/“Dixieland Jass Band 
One Step,” issued 100 years 
ago is the first jazz record.

 2.  The Modern Jazz Quartet 
first recorded as the Milt 
Jackson Quartet in 1951,  
but soon changed its name.  
Ray Brown and Kenny Clarke 
were the original bassist and 
drummer, but soon left. MJQ 
remained  a working group 
for more than 40 years.

 3.  The Classic Jazz Quartet 
started out as the Bourgeois 
Scum, so named by the 
mischievious guitarist Marty 
Grosz. The name was 
refined after radio DJs were 
instructed not to use the 
word “scum” on the air. 

 4.  Hudson is a recently formed 
supergroup; these four jazz 
masters all live along the 
river north of the city.   

 5.  Headhunters, Hancock’s 
1973 venture into jazz-funk 

fusion. An eponymous 
album was jazz’s biggest-
selling record for a time.

 6.  The Yellowjackets, an R&B-
oriented fusion band 
founded in 1981 and still 
active after numerous 
personnel changes over the 
years.

 7.  The Three Sounds, led by 
Harris, were one of Blue 
Note’s top-selling groups 
from 1958-70, issuing 19 
albums on the label.

 8.  Soprano Summit, with the 
leaders dueting on clarinet 
and soprano sax, gained 
great popularity through the 
1970s and resurfaced as 
Summit Reunion in the ‘90s.

 9.  The Art Ensemble of 
Chicago’s founding 
members. The avant-garde 
organization celebrated its 
50th anniversary in 2016.  

 10.   Weather Report, a 
preeminent jazz-rock fusion 
band from 1970-85.

NJJs offers Patron level benefits

the New Jersey Jazz Society is a non-profit organization with a number of 
ambitious programs and a finite level of resources . ticket sales and member 

dues cover only a fraction of our expenses, making it necessary to find sponsors 
and partners to help us make ends meet . your donations in excess of basic 
member dues are a great way of partnering with us, and very much needed . 

in an effort to encourage higher-level memberships, New Jersey Jazz Society 
has defined several new categories of benefits for such donors . 

Fan ($75 – 99): acknowledgement in Jersey Jazz

Jazzer ($100 – 249): acknowledgement in Jersey Jazz, 1 pee wee Stomp 
ticket plus preferred, reserved seating 

sideman ($250 – 499): acknowledgement in Jersey Jazz, 2 pee wee Stomp 
tickets, 1 Jazzfest ticket, plus preferred, reserved seating at both events 

bandleader ($500+): acknowledgement in Jersey Jazz, 2 pee wee Stomp 
tickets, 4 Jazzfest tickets, plus preferred, reserved seating at both events 

please consider making an extra donation in one of these amounts, or an 
amount of your choosing . donations are tax-deductible to the full extent of the 
law . For more information, contact irene Miller at membership@njjs .org or call 
973-713-7496 . to make a donation right away, New Jersey Jazz Society,  
c/o Mike Katz, 382 Springfield Ave . Suite 217, Summit NJ 07901 . JJ

Moving? 
please e-mail your new address to: editor@njjs .org;  
or mail to: NJ Jazz Society, c/o 382 Springfield Ave .,  

Suite 217, Summit, NJ 07901

What’s New?
Members new and renewed

renewed Members
Robert Adams,  
Florham Park, NJ

Mr. Robert (Britt) Adams, 
Kendall Park, NJ

Irene Burczynski,  
Morristown, NJ

Mrs. Rae Daley,  
Morristown, NJ

Dave Elgart, Mendham, NJ *

Gloria & Len Feiner, 
Springfield, NJ

Mr. Charles Ferrante,  
Passaic, NJ

Sandra Fink, Fort Lee, NJ

Salvatore Franchino, 
Bridgewater, NJ

Neil & Patricia Holmes,  
Lake Hiawatha, NJ

Mr. Dan Katz,  
West Orange, NJ

Mr. Arthur W. Markowitz, 
Mahwah, NJ

Mr. Greg Natic-Scotch Plains 
Music Ctr., Scotch Plains, NJ

Mr. & Mrs. Scott Olsen, 
Dunellen, NJ *

Mr. Henry W. Pfeiffer, 
Chatham, NJ

Virginia K Pierson,  
Mendham, NJ

Mr. & Mrs. Monroe Quinn, 
North Bergen, NJ

Mr. Sidney Rabinowitz, 
Aberdeen, NJ

Mrs. Cheri Rogowsky,  
Scotch Plains, NJ

Tom Sadowski, Ewing, NJ

Mr. & Mrs. Richard Tarpinian, 
Lawrenceville, NJ

Herb & Elinor Weiland, 
Califon, NJ

Leonard Whitmore,  
Intervale, NH

Mr. & Mrs. John J. Woodruff, 
Silver Spring, MD *

New Members
Mr. Glenn DeSantis,  
Lake Hopatcong, NJ

Ms. Gloria Friedman,  
Florham Park, NJ

Harold Halpern, Randolph, NJ

Ms. Kristen Hellstrom,  
Morris Plains, NJ

Mary Kinniery,  
Morris Plains, NJ

Mr. Michael Kolber,  
Union, NJ

Robert Shaffer,  
Maplewood, NJ

Mr. Frank Thurkauf,  
Budd Lake, NJ

Mr. Douglas H. Williams, 
Raritan, NJ

Jim Yanda, Maplewood, NJ

We welcome these friends of jazz who recently joined NJJS 
or renewed their memberships. We’ll eventually see 

everyone’s name here as they renew at their particular renewal 
months. Members with an asterisk have taken advantage of our 
three-years-for-$115 membership, and new members with a † 
received a gift membership. Members who joined at a patron 
level appear in bold.

New JerseyJazzSociety
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allamuchy
rutherFurd hall
1686 County road 517
908-852-1894 ext . 335

allentown
Jazz VesPers at 

alleNtowN 
PresbyterIaN church

20 High Street
609-259-7289
1st Saturday February-June

asbury Park
hotel tIdes
408 7th Ave .
732-897-7744

laNgosta restauraNt
100 ocean Ave .
732-455-3275

tIm mclooNe’s  
suPPer club

1200 ocean Ave .
732-744-1155

mooNstrucK
517 Lake Ave .
732-988-0123

the saINt
601 Main St .
732-775-9144

atlantic city
asbury uNIted  

methodIst church
1213 pacific Ave .
908-348-1941
Jazz vespers 3rd Sunday of 
the month, 4 pm

bernardsville
berNard’s INN
27 Mine Brook rd . 
908-766-0002
Monday – Saturday 6:30 pm 
piano Bar

boonton
maXFIeld’s oN maIN
713 Main St .
973-588-3404
Music wednesdays  

through Sundays

cape May
VFw Post 386
419 Congress St .
609-884-7961
Cape May trad Jazz Society
Some Sundays, 2 pm  

live dixieland

mad batter 
19 Jackson St .
609-884-5970 

wednesdays 7:30–10:30 pm

merIoN INN 
106 decatur St .
609-884-8363
Jazz piano daily 5:30–9:30 pm

carteret
zIoN eVaNgelIcal 

lutheraN church hall
712 roosevelt Ave .
908-541-6955
Somerset Jazz Consortium
usually 3rd Monday, 7–9 pm

chatham
coNcerts oN maIN –

ogdeN PresbyterIaN 
church

286 Main St .
973-635-5567

cliffside Park
VIlla amalFI
793 palisade Ave .
201-886-8626
piano jazz Fridays & Saturdays

closter
musIclab - temPle beth el
221 Schraalenburgh rd .
201-768-5112

convent station
the cozy cuPboard 
4 old turnpike rd .
973-998-6676

cresskill
grIFFIN’s restauraNt
44 east Madison Ave .
201-541-7575
tuesdays & wednesdays 

deal Park
aXelrod PerFormINg 

arts ceNter
100 grant Avenue
732-531-9106

dunellen
roXy & duKes  

roadhouse
745 Bound Brook rd .
732-529-4464

maggIe murray’s  
Pub house 

119 North washington Ave .
732-629-7660
Jazz nights 1st and 3rd 

wednesdays

edgewater
mItchell’s FIsh marKet
541 river rd . 
201-840-9311
Jazz with a skyline view, 

thursdays 6–10 pm

edison
the coFFee house
931 Amboy Ave . 
732-486-3400

englewood 
bergeN Pac
30 N . van Brunt St . 
201-227-1030

blue mooN meXIcaN caFÉ
23 e . palisade Ave .
201-848-4088
Sundays

ewing
VIlla rosa restauraNte
41 Scotch rd .
609-882-6841

1867 saNctuary at ewINg 
arts aNd cultural 
haVeN 

101 Scotch rd . 
908-295-7739 
regular jazz concerts – check 

their website for details

Fairfield
calaNdra’s 

medIterraNeaN grIlle
118 uS Highway 46
973-575-6500
piano – Fridays & Saturdays

calaNdra’s cucINa
216-234 route 46
973-575-7720

Florham Park
Puleo’s brIcK oVeN
162 Columbia turnpike
973-822-0800
Accordianist eddie Monteiro 

with drummer Buddy green, 
wednesdays, 7–10 pm

gladstone
gladstoNe taVerN
273 Main St .
908-234-9055

Green brook
boNeFIsh grIll
215 route 22 east
732-926-8060

hackensack
solarI’s restauraNt  

aNd louNge
61 river St .
201-487-1969
Big band swing first tuesday  

of the month

stoNy hIll INN
231 polifly rd .
201-342-4085
Friday & Saturday evenings

hackettstown
mama’s cafe baci
260 Mountain Ave .
908-852-2820
Saturdays, 9:30 –11:30 pm,  

full bar and tapas menu

haddonfield
haddoNFIeld methodIst 

church
29 warwick rd .
tri-State Jazz Society  

usual venue
Some Sundays, 2 pm

haddon township
gIumarello’s restauraNt 

& bar
329 Haddon Ave
856-858-9400

hoboken
PIlseNer haus & 

bIergarteN
1422 grand St .
201-683-5465
Live music thursdays, 8–12 pm,  

no cover charge

hopatcong
PaVINcI restauraNt
453 river Styx rd .
973-770-4300
Big Band, 3rd tuesday  

of the month

hope
the INN at mIllrace road
313 Hope Johnsonburg rd . 
908-459-4884

Jersey city
brIghtsIde taVerN 
141 Bright St . 
201-435-1234  
Jazz jam every Monday

madame claude bIs
390 Fourth St .
201-876-8800
gypsy jazz tuesday & thursday, 

7:30 pm to late

moore’s louNge  
(bIll & ruth’s)

189 Monticello Ave .
201-332-4309
Fridays open jazz jam,  

open to all musicians, 
vocalists, dancers and  
spoken word artists; 
hosted by winard Harper  
and rosalind grant  
8:30 pm – midnight

First Sundays 6–10pm

Featuring winard Harper and 
special guests, $10 cover 

lambertville
deaNNa’s restauraNt 
54 N . Franklin St .
609-397-8957

Linden
robIN’s Nest  

rhythm & blues
3103 tremley point rd .
Linden, NJ
908-275-3043

Madison
shaNghaI Jazz
24 Main St .
973-822-2899
wednesdays/thursdays, 7 pm 
Fridays/Saturdays, 6:30 pm 
Sundays, 6 pm – No cover

Mahwah
berrIe ceNter/ 

ramaPo college
505 ramapo valley rd .
201-684-7844

manalapan
moNmouth couNty 

lIbrary
125 Symmes dr .
732-431-7220
Free monthly jazz concerts  

September – June 

Manasquan
algoNQuIN arts theatre
173 Main St .
732-528-9211

Mendham
blacK horse taVerN
1 west Main St .
973-543-7300
Saturdays

metuchen
NoVIta
New & pearl Sts .
732-549-5306
No cover

haIley’s harP & Pub
400 Main St . 
732-321-0777

milford
alba VINeyard
269 riegelsville warren glen rd .
908-995-7800

montclair
dlV louNge
300 Bloomfield Ave . 
973-783-6988   
open jam tuesdays

Palazzo restauraNt
11 South Fullerton Ave .
Fridays/Saturdays, 7 pm 

trumPets
6 depot Square
973-744-2600
tuesday/thursday/Sunday, 7:30 pm, 

Friday/Saturday, 8:30 pm

Morristown
the bIcKFord theatre  

at the morrIs museum
5 Normandy Heights rd .
973-971-3706
Some Mondays, 8 pm

the commuNIty theatre
100 South St . 
973-539-8008

hIbIscus restauraNt
At Best western Morristown inn
270 South St .
866-497-3638
tuesdays, Fridays, Saturdays, 

Sunday brunch

rod’s steaK  
& seaFood grIlle

one Convent rd . (Madison Ave .)
973-539-6666

Newark
27 mIX
27 Halsey St .
973-648-9643

bethaNy baPtIst church
275 Market St .
973-623-8161
Jazz vespers, 1st Sunday

clemeNt’s Place
15 washington St .
888-466-5722
NJpAC & iJS jam sessions

de’borah’s Jazz caFe
18 green St .
973-848-0040
thursday evenings  

& Sunday afternoons

Ideal louNge
219 Frelinghuysen Ave .
973-824-9308

INstItute oF Jazz studIes 
– rutgers uNIVersIty 

John Cotton dana Library, 185 
university Ave .

973-353-5595 
Frequent free concerts .

memorIal west uNIted 
PresbyterIaN church

286 South 7th St .
973-242-1015
Jazz vespers monthly

New Jersey PerFormINg 
arts ceNter

1 Center St .
888-466-5722

somewhere there’s music
You can find jazz all over the state  
in venues large and small.  
Here are just some of them.

Since music offerings frequently change, we recommend you call venue to confirm there is live music at the time you plan to visit.

Listings alphabetical by town. We continually update entries. Please contact editor@njjs.org if you know of other venues that ought to be here.  
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tell them you saw it in Jersey Jazz!

We want to include any locale that offers jazz on a regular, ongoing basis . Also please advise us of any errors you’re aware of in these listings.

taste VeNue 
47 edison pl ., 2nd floor 
973-642-8400 
Jazz Mondays 8:00 - 11:00 pm

the PrIory
233 west Market St .
973-242-8012
Fridays, 7 pm, No cover

New brunswick
delta’s
19 dennis St .
732-249-1551
Saturdays, 7–11 pm

due marI
78 Albany St .
732-296-1600
Saturdays, 7–11 pm

New Brunswick Jazz project 
presents live jazz Fridays 
6:30-9:30 pm

the hyatt regeNcy  
New bruNswIcK

2 Albany St .
732-873-1234
New Brunswick Jazz 

project presents live jazz  
thursdays, 8 –10:30 pm,

INc bar aNd KItcheN
302 george St .
732-640-0553
New Brunswick Jazz 

project presents live jazz 
wednesdays 8:00-11 pm

state theatre
15 Livingston Ave .
732-246-7469

gardeN state ale house
378 george St .
732-543-2408
New Brunswick Jazz project 

presents live jazz & jam 
session, tuesdays, 9:30 pm 

Newfield
laKe house restauraNt
611 taylor pl .
856-694-5700

Newton
the NewtoN theatre
234 Spring St .
973-383-3700
occasional jazz concerts – 

contact venue for schedule

North bergen
watersIde restauraNt
7800 B river rd .
201-861-7767

North branch
stoNey brooK grIlle
1285 State Highway 28
908-725-0011

oak ridge
the grIlle room
(Bowling green golf Course)
53 Schoolhouse rd . 
973-679-8688

orange
hat cIty KItcheN
459 valley St .
862-252-9147

Pennington
hoPewell Valley 

VINeyards
46 yard rd .
609-737-4465

Pennsauken
greeNwood INN
4457 Marlton pike
856-663-9868
Blues open mic wednesdays

Phillipsburg
marIaNNa’s
224 Stockton St .
908-777-3500
Fridays

Princeton
mccarter theatre
91 university pl .
609-258-2787

medIterra
29 Hulfish St .
609-252-9680
No cover

rIchardsoN audItorIum 
IN aleXaNder hall

68 Nassau St .
609-258-9220

salt creeK grIlle
1 rockingham row,  

Forrestal village
609-419-4200

wIthersPooN grIll
57 witherspoon St .
609-924-6011
tuesday night jazz,  

6:30–9:30 pm

rahway
uNIoN couNty  
PerFormINg arts 
ceNter

1601 irving St . 
732-499-0441 

randolph 
the corNer bIstro
477 route 10
862-251-7274 
every 1st and 3rd thursday

red bank
couNt basIe theatre
99 Monmouth St .
732-842-9000

Jazz arts ProJect
various venues
throughout the year . refer to
www .jazzartsproject .org for
schedules and details

molly PItcher INN
88 riverside Ave .
800-221-1372

sIam gardeN
2 Bridge Ave .
732-224-1233

somers Point
gregory’s restauraNt 

& bar
900 Shore rd .
609-927-6665

somerville
PINoy FIlIPINo 

restauraNt
18 division St .
908-450-9878

south amboy
bLue MooN
114 South Broadway
732-525-0014
Blues jam thursdays

south orange
PaPIlloN 25
25 valley St .
973-761-5299

rIcaltoN’s VIllage 
taVerN

19 valley St .
973-763-1006
tuesdays

south oraNge 
PerFormINg arts 
ceNter

one SopAC way
973-235-1114

south river
la taVola cucINa
700 old Bridge turnpike
South river, NJ 08882
732-238-2111 
open jam session thursday, 
7:30-10 pm 
No cover, half-price drink 

specials

stanhope
staNhoPe house
45 Main St .
973-347-7777
Blues

succasunna
roXbury PerFormINg 

arts ceNter
Horseshoe Lake park
72 eyland Ave .
862-219-1379

teaneck
the Jazzberry Patch  

at the classIc  
QuIche caFe 

330 Queen Anne rd . 
201-692-0150
Friday nights 7-10 pm, $`12

PuFFIN cultural Forum
20 puffin way
201-836-3499

st. Paul’s  
lutheraN church

61 Church St .
201-837-3189
Jazz vespers, 4th Sunday of 

the month

tom’s river
Jay & lINda gruNIN 

ceNter For the arts
College dr .
732-255-0400
Some wednesdays

trenton
amIcI mIlaNo
202 Bayard St .
609-396-6300

caNdlelIght louNge
24 passaic St .
609-695-9612
Saturdays, 3–7 pm

union
salem roadhouse caFe
(townley presbyterian Church)
829 Salem rd .
908-686-1028

VaN gogh’s ear caFÉ
1017 Stuyvesant Ave .
908-810-1844
Sundays 8 pm, $3 cover

Voorhees
coFFee worKs roastery 

& caFe
910 Haddonfield-Berlin rd .
856-701-2064

watchung 
watchuNg arts ceNter
18 Stirling rd .
908-753-0190

Wayne
wIllIam PatersoN  

uNIVersIty
300 pompton rd .
973-720-2371
Sundays, 4 pm

westfield
16 ProsPect wINe bar  

& bIstro
16 prospect St .
908-232-7320

West orange
hIghlawN PaVIlIoN
eagle rock reservation
973-731-3463
Fridays

suzyQue’s barbecue 
& bar

34 South valley rd .
973-736-7899

Westwood
bIbI’z louNge
284 Center Ave .
201-722-8600

Woodbridge
barroN arts ceNter
582 rahway Ave .
732-634-0413

Wood ridge
martINI grIll
187 Hackensack St .
201-939-2000
Live jazz wednesday  

through Saturday

For the link to 

each venue’s 

website,  

please visit  

www .NJJS .org, 

and click on 

“Jazz Support”

the Name dropper Recommendations may be e-mailed to editor@njjs.org.

NaNcy maraNo – in the Jazz room at 
william paterson university at 4 pm on october 8 . 
whitney Balliett called Ms . Marano “a true jazz 
singer .” who are we to argue with The New 
Yorker. She’s joined by fellow wpu faculty 
member Steve LaSpina (bass), wpu jazz alumnus 
Billy test (piano) and Joel Frahm (sax) . Sounds like 
a great show to us . “Sitting in” session with the 
artist at 3 pm . $15 ($12 seniors/$8 students) .

daN leVINsoN’s rooFtoP Jass 
baNd – At the grunin Center for the Arts at 
ocean County College on october 11 at 8 pm . 
Catch up on your jazz history as clarinetist/music 
maven dan Levinson and his band explore the 
recordings of the original dixieland Jass Band and 
other players of “rag-a-jazz” who helped launch a 
musical revolution a hundred years ago .  
$22 ($18/seniors, $12/students) .

VIKtorIJa gecyte – the Lithuanian born, 
paris-based singer has been making forays to the 
u .S . over the past year and she’s turning some 
heads . Jersey Jazz’s Joe Lang calls her an “exciting 
vocalist” with an expressive dark alto . the occa-
sional Lithuanian folk song only adds to the allure . 
At Shanghai Jazz on october 15 at 6:30 pm where 
she’s accompanied by New Jersey bassist gene 
perla and the go trio . two sets, no cover .

Also visit  

Andy 

McDonough’s 

njjazzlist.com 
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